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This thesis is concerned with gender differences in children's responses to 
information technology. From primary school onwards girls participate less in 
computing activities than boys. For researchers attempting to understand these 
differences one important focus of interest has been children's attitudes towards 
computers. The vast m^ority of studies in this area have employed a questionnaire 
based methodology. However, while this research suggests that there are small but 
persistent differences in girls and boys attitudes towards computers, it goes little 
way to helping us understand these differences. This thesis adopted a discursive 
perspective to address the question of gender differences in response to IT. The 
analysis is based on a small set of in depth interviews in which 13-14 year olds 
were asked about their experiences with computers in school and at home. The aim 
of the analysis was to make explicit some of the rhetorical strategies available to 
the children for reasoning about their experiences with information technology, and 
to explore how (if at all) gender mediated these understandings. Although the 
small number of participants in this study make it difficult to draw any firm 
conclusions, the analysis suggests that girls and boys responses to computers may 
be differentiated, not in terms of their overall attitude towards computers, but in 
terms of their enthusiasm for and participation in different computing activities. 
The analysis also explored how the children themselves negotiated the significance 
and meaning of gender in the context of computer technology. The participants 
drew on the idea that boys were far more Sequent and enthusiastic computer game 
players than girls, and characterised girls and boys preferences for computer games 
as polarised along traditional gender lines. However, there was strong resistance to 
the idea that there were any comparable differences in girls and boys interactions 
with computers in school. Overall, the analysis suggests that the significance of 
gender varies across different contexts of computer use. Future research should 
focus on the way gender mediates children's responses to different kinds of 
computing activities. Such research should differentiate, not only between the use 
of computers for games and the use of computers for school, but also between the 
different activities within these two contexts. 
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PREFACE 

This research was conducted when I was working as a research assistant at the 

University of Southampton on a project looking at gender differences in school 

aged children's responses to information technology. The project was funded by 

the Nuffield foundation and was jointly directed by Professor Paul Light (now at 

the University of Bournemouth), Dr Karen Littleton (Open University) and Dr 

Annerieke Oosterwegel (University of Southampton). The project employed a 

multi-method approach to explore gender differences in children's responses to 

computer technology. There were two phases of the project; a pilot study and a 

main study. A total of seventy three 13 and 14 year olds took part in the main 

study and were required to complete a questionnaire, repertory grid and a computer 

based task. In the final phase of the main study around two-thirds of the 

participants completed an in-depth interview, either individually or in groups. This 

thesis is based on a small set of the individual interviews. The interviews were 

informal and semi-structured and covered a wide range of topics relating to the 

participants' experiences with computers both at home and at school. The 

interviews also explored how the children themselves addressed the issue of gender 

differences in response to computers. 

A discourse analysis perspective was employed to analyse the children's accounts. 

In contrast to traditional research which treats language as a relatively 

straightforward guide to underlying mental processes, discourse analysts highlight 

the pragmatic, dynamic and constructive features of language, and treat language 

use as a focus of interest in its own right. The analysis aimed to provide a detailed 

examination of some of the strategies available to the participants for reasoning 

about their experiences with information technology, and to explore how the 

significance and meaning of gender was negotiated in these contexts. Through 

such an analysis we should learn something about how the children understand 

their relationship to computers and how gender mediates these understandings. A 

brief outline of the thesis is given below. 

Chapter One provides an overview of the research into gender differences in 

children's attitudes towards computing. Chapter Two introduces the theoretical 

foundations and principles of discourse analysis. Details of the data collection and 

analytic procedure are also discussed in Chapter 2. Chapters Three to Five 

present the analysis. Chapter Three explores the different 'metaphors of 

computing' that the children employed across the interviews. These include the 



children's positive and negative characterisations of computers used for work and 

computers used for games. Chapter Four explores gender differences in the girls 

and boys characterisations of their ability and enthusiasm for computers. Chapter 

Five focuses on how the participants themselves addressed the issue of gender 

differences in response to computers. Finally, Chapter Six draws together the 

m^or findings of the analysis and suggests some possible directions for future 

research. 
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Chapter One: Introduction to Research into Gender 
Differences in Response to IT 

1.1. Introduction 

There has been a growing interest over the last two decades in the role of computer 

technology in education. Computers are now seen as capable of providing new 

opportunities for learning (e.g.: Crook, 1994), and competence with computers is 

increasingly regarded as necessary preparation for future employment (Brownwell, 

1993). However, debates about the potential of computers to provide new 

educational opportunities have been accompanied by concerns about equality of 

access to computer technology. One important area of concern, and the topic of 

this research, is gender differences in response to IT. 

There is large body of research which suggests that girls may be disadvantaged in 

terms of their access to, and participation in, computing activities (Littleton, 1994). 

One important area of inquiry for those interested in understanding these 

differences has been gender differences in attitudes towards computers. To date, 

this research has mainly employed a questioimaire based approach. This chapter 

will argue that while this approach is valuable, it has yet to provide a coherent 

understanding of the why males and females differ in their behaviour towards 

computers (Kay, 1992a). In doing so, a case will be made for the need for more 

qualitative studies of children's responses to information technology. The Chapter 

is organised as follows: Section 1.2 will give a brief overview of the research 

findings relating to gender differences in participation in computing activities, and 

Section 1.3. will discuss some of the factors thought to influence these differences. 

Section 1.4. will outline the findings of the questioimaire based research on gender 

differences in attitudes towards computers. Section 1.5. will discuss some of the 

limitations of this approach and outline the need for more qualitative studies of 

gender differences in children's responses to computers. Finally, Section 1.6. 

presents a brief summary of the issues raised in this chapter. 

1.2. Gender differences in participation in computing activities 

Most research suggests that males and females differ markedly in their participation 

in computing activities. From primary school onwards girls participate less in 

computing activities than boys with the disparity increasing with age (Beynon, 

1993; Straker, 1986). This is reflected in the large gender difference in the number 



of secondary school students being entered for computer studies and computer 

science examinations (Buckley & Smith, 1991; Culley, 1988; Littleton, 1994). 

Since the late 1970s women have formed a very small minority of undergraduates 

on computing science courses. Unfortunately, the situation has not improved with 

time: The number of female applicants to study computer science at university 

dropped by 50% between 1977 and 1987 (Lovegrove & Hall, 1990).' Finally, 

despite a number of initiatives to attract women into the industry, the proportion of 

females in computing jobs (other than data processing or word processing) remains 

extremely low - only one in five computer programmers and computer analysts are 

women (Okerver, 25 March 1990). 

Research concerned with gender differences in children's participation in 

educational computing activities, such as that discussed above, has tended to focus 

on computer -related courses such as Information Technology or computer studies 

options. However, computers are now used in other subject domains and it seems 

likely that gender differences in the use of computers may vary across different 

curriculum contexts. Unfortunately, to date, there is little or no research that has 

explored the effect of curriculum context on gender differences in participation in 

computing and this is likely to be an important area for future research. The aspect 

of the present study concerned with the use of computers in school was also limited 

to the context of the IT lesson. It is perhaps worth emphasising then, that unless 

otherwise stated, references to research concerned with 'the use of computers in 

school' refers to IT subject courses. 

Researchers have also looked at gender differences in children's use of computers 

outside of formal education. Boys are much more likely than girls to have a 

computer at home - even those girls taking computing studies examinations are 

less likely than boys to have a home computer (Hoyles, 1988). In those households 

with a computer, mothers and girls are far less Sequent users than fathers and boys 

(Culley, 1993). Boys are also far more likely to use computers for extra-curricular 

activities and to participate in computing clubs (Culley, 1993). Similarly, in the 

USA, boys are far more likely than girls to go to summer computer camps (Hess & 

Miura, 1985; Kay, 1992a). 

Unfortunately, more recent figures were not available at the date of submission. 



1.3. Factors influencing gender differences in participation 

Despite large differences in participation in computing activities there is very little 

evidence to suggest that girls perform less well than boys on computing tasks 

(although some research indicates that males and females may use different, but 

equally effective, programming strategies (Turckle, 1984)). A basic assumption in 

research then, is that gender differences in response to computers are not inevitable, 

but are a consequence of the social construction of computer technology as a male 

domain. Researchers trying to explain the processes by which girls and women are 

'edged out' of computing have highlighted several important factors. One such 

factor is the way computing is portrayed in wider society, hi a study of the imagery 

employed to promote computers Ware and Stuck (1985) found that men were 

depicted as experts and managers whereas women were portrayed in more 

supportive and decorative roles. Similarly, computer games aimed at the home 

market are targeted primarily at boys (Kiesler, Sproull and Eccles, 1985). The 

themes of most games are related to male sports, various forms of destruction, land 

battles, space wars and physical adventures - boys are far more Sequent and 

enthusiastic users of these games than girls (Griffiths, 1996). Several authors have 

highlighted the fact that the disparity in home computer use is likely to be an 

important contributing factor to gender differences in school. As Beynon (1993) 

notes boys are much more likely to enter schoohng practically experienced with 

and enthusiastic about computers. 

Other factors thought to be responsible for gender differences in response to 

computers relate to the structural organisation of computing in schools. In an 

extensive study of eight secondary schools Culley (1993) identified several factors 

which may contribute to girls alienation from computers. One was the link in many 

schools between computing and mathematics. In the schools Culley studied, 

responsibility for the teaching of computing was frequently allocated to the maths 

(thirty seven per cent) or science (eight per cent) departments. Even in schools 

with separate computer studies departments the staff in these departments were 

frequently also engaged in teaching maths. Culley (1993) argues that these factors 

meant that maths and computing were linked in the eyes of the pupils and that this 

may have discouraged girls (who are less enthusiastic about maths than boys) from 

participating more in computing activities. 

Although, Culley's observation about the link between computing and mathematics 

may well be partly responsible for girls lack of participation in computing, it must 

also be noted that the more recent trend to employ computers across the curriculum 



may have gone some way to lessening this association. Unfortunately, as has been 

previously stated, there seems to be little or no research looking at gender 

differences in the use of computers in non-IT subjects. 

Another possible factor thought to contribute to girls' lack of involvement in 

computing is the absence of female role models. In Culley's study nearly all the 

computer science teachers were male, and over seventy percent of those teachers 

who used computers in other areas of the curriculum were male. Teachers' 

attitudes are also thought to be a factor. While research indicates that some 

teachers recognise that gender differences in response to computers may be socially 

produced, others consider these differences to be the inevitable consequence of girls 

and boys differing tastes and abihties and as beyond the influence of any school 

initiatives to circumvent these differences(Culley, 1993). Furthermore, when girls 

do perform well on computing activities their abilities are often attributed to hard 

work rather than abihty or flair (Culley, 1993). 

Finally, Culley's observations of classroom activity suggest that boys tend to 

dominate in terms of securing more of the teachers attention and by acquiring the 

newest and best computers (Culley, 1993). There is also some evidence to suggest 

that girls and boys prefer different modes of working and different learning styles 

when using computers, and that the strategies of boys may be more highly valued 

in the curriculum (Hattie and Fitzgerald, 1988; Hoyles, 1988). 

1.4. Gender differences in attitudes towards computers 

The factors outlined in the previous section are likely to contribute in complex and 

subtle ways to girls' relatively low participation in computing activities. For 

researchers interested in the processes underlying gender differences in response to 

computers one obvious focus (and the concern of this study) has been children's 

attitudes towards computing. There is a large amount of published research 

investigating gender differences in attitudes towards computers, the vast majority 

of which has employed a survey methodology. The findings of this research are 

somewhat contradictory (an issue that will be discussed in more detail in the next 

section). A brief overview of the most frequently cited findings is given below. 

Most research into gender differences in attitudes towards computers has found that 

males are more positive than females (Chen, 1986; Eastman & Krendl, 1987; 

Martin, 1991; Sutton, 1991; Todman & Dick 1993). For example, in a survey of 

1600 four to sixteen year olds, Wilder, Mackie, and Cooper (1985) found that more 



boys than girls liked the computer at all ages. Gender differences in attitudes seem 

to increase with age, with greater differences among secondary school and 

university students than among primary and junior school students (Kay, 1992a, 

Whitley, 1997). As Whitley (1996) notes, an important point to bear in mind is that 

while boys and men &equently score higher than girls and women on attitude 

scales, the average scores for both groups tend fall well above the midpoint for the 

scales. Thus, girls and women do not have negative attitudes towards computers; 

rather, they have attitudes than boys and men. It is also worth noting 

that although statistically significant differences between males' and females' 

attitudes are frequently observed, the differences in the means scores are usually 

small (Whitely, 1997; Rosen & Maguire, 1990). A final point to consider is the 

possibility that girls' responses may be more polarised than those of boys. In a 

survey of pupils' attitudes to computers in thirty-two Australian schools, Hattie and 

Fitzgerald (1988) found that while an equal number of girls and boys enjoyed using 

computers, many more boys than girls strongly disliked them. 

Researchers have also looked at children's behefs about males and females abilities 

and interests in computing. Several studies have reported a pattern of responses 

among girls which has become known as the 'We can, I can't' phenomenon. This 

is the finding that while girls report that women in general are just as able with 

computers as men, they are less confident about their own individual ability (e.g.: 

Makrakis, 1993). Other research indicates that children of both sexes see 

computing as a male activity. For example. Wilder, Mackie and Cooper (1985) 

found that both boys and girls perceived the use of a computer as an activity which 

was more appropriate for boys than girls. Similarly, Hughes, Brackenridge and 

Macleod, (1987) found that both sexes rated boys' liking and use of computers as 

higher than that of girls. Other research suggests that these gender based 

stereotypes may be more strongly held by boys than by girls (Whitley, 1997). 

Finally, girls are less likely to see any personal relevance of computers to their own 

lives, present or future (Makrakis, 1993), and boys are far more likely to have 

career aspirations in computing fields (Culley, 1993; Hattie & Fitzgerald, 1988). 

1.5. Limitations of questionnaire based approaches to gender differences in 

response to computers 

Research looking at gender differences in children's perceptions of and attitudes 

towards computers has to date used a mainly quantitative, construct approach. The 

problems inherent to questionnaire based approaches have been discussed in detail 

by several authors (e.g.: Potter & Wetherell, 1987). In the context of this research 



one important problem relates to the fact that computers are treated as a single 

unitary category. Thus respondents are required to rate around thirty statements of 

the form; Mervouj. However, given that children now use 

computers for a wide range of tasks in a variety of contexts it is unlikely that they 

see 'Computers' or 'IT' as simple, singular categories. Rather it seems children's 

attitudes and behaviour with computers will vary in response to different computer 

applications, and across different contexts of computer use. 

Some preliminary evidence &om an as yet unpublished research project indicates 

that children's beliefs about whether girls and boys like and use computers are 

related to the particular task in question. In a study with a group of 13-14 year olds 

Littleton, Oosterwegel, Roberts and Light (1998) asked children to rate how much 

they thought boys and girls enjoyed and used computers for five different activities; 

games, word-processing, databases, homework and drawing. Both sexes rated 

boys' enjoyment of computer games as higher than that of girls, and girls' 

enjoyment of word-processing as higher than that of boys. In the case of databases, 

homework and drawing boys rated girls and boys enjoyment as roughly equal, 

whereas girls rated girls' enjoyment of these tliree activities as higher than that of 

boys. Exactly the same pattern of results was found in the children's rating of how 

much boys and girls 'used' computers for the five activities. While these results 

need further investigation, they suggest that children's beliefs about gender 

differences in computing are differentiated in terms of the task in question. It 

seems likely that any gender differences in children's rating of their own 

enthusiasm for computers may also vary across different contexts of computer use. 

Questionnaire based measures which compare girls' and boys' mean scores on a 

series of items about 'computers' may obscure these important context effects. 

A final point to highlight about this study is that girls rated girls' use and 

enjoyment of computers as higher than that of boys ybr a/Z orAgf rAaw 

This is highly significant when set alongside the long standing assumption 

that girls may feel alienated from computers and see computing as an activity that 

is more appropriate for boys. While we would have to be cautious about drawing 

any conclusions on the basis of this preliminary study, these findings do suggest 

that gender mediates children's responses to computers in more subtle and complex 

ways than generic attitude measures are typically able to assess. 

Evidence from research looking at children's performance on computer based tasks 

also indicates that children's responses to computers may be highly context 

dependent. In a study comparing children's performance on a computer based 



problem solving task Littleton, Light, Joiner, Messer & Barnes (1994) found that 

variations in the scenario in which the task was couched strongly influenced gender 

differences in response. When the characters in the task were 'pirates' boys 

performed better than girls, however when the characters were 'honeybears' there 

were no such gender differences in response. Similarly, in a study which varied 

how a computer task was introduced (without any variation in the task content) 

girls and boys performed equally well when the task was presented as a 'skills test' 

but the performance of girls fell below that of boys when the task was presented as 

a 'game' (Littleton, Ashman, Light, Artis, Roberts & Oosterwegel, 1999). These 

results indicate that children's (particularly girls') responses to computers are 

strongly related to both the type of task, and the context within which the task is 

encountered. As researchers interested in the way gender mediates children's 

responses to computer technology we need to be sensitive to the context speciGcity 

of those responses. 

As previously mentioned, a further problem with guestioimaire based research in 

the field of gender and IT relates to the contradictory and &agmented nature of the 

research findings. As indicated above, on the whole this research seems to suggest 

that boys are more positive in their attitudes than girls, but the findings are by no 

means unanimous. Several studies have found no gender differences in attitudes 

towards computers (see Kay (1992a; 1992b) and Whitley (1997) for reviews of the 

literature). In a review of the American literature Kay (1992b) found that boys 

showed more positive attitudes in only 46 out of 98 instances, in the remainder girls 

were either more positive than boys (14 cases) or there were no significant gender 

differences (36 cases). Part of the reason for these contradictory findings is the 

multitude of techniques employed to define attitudes towards computers. In his 

review, Kay identified at least 14 different strategies including acceptance, affect, 

cognitions, comfort, motivation, confidence, liking and locus of control (Kay, 

1992b). Kay criticises this research on the grounds that the theoretical and 

statistical validity of the particular construct employed is rarely addressed - a 

criticism which applies equally to much of the construct based research on gender 

differences in aptitude and use of computers (Kay, 1992a). This lack of theoretical 

coherence makes it difficult to integrate the results of the large amount of published 

studies in this field and to draw any conclusions about the nature of gender 

differences in response to IT. As Kay argues: 

coAerenf / am WMOware q/"an)/ 

Aoj (î gvgZopgJ <3 fAgorg^zcaZ moĉ gZ or co/f^rgAgn^zvg ggn^fgr 



ZM coMipwfg/' cm Âe 6a.y;̂  q / r e j ' g a r c A . Âe câ yg 

wzYA ayzgj'aM; /PMZz/e zY zj ve/}/' Aarc/ Tg// Aow any OMg /7z'ece (or .ŷ wcfx) coM '̂ẑ w ĝf 

r/ie ̂ wzzZe; ^Aer^re a/z}' /)zĉ ẑ rg (l̂ r ^Agor̂ ) zt;wa/(y /Mô grza/zj'g.y a .yMazZ 

pacg. " (Kay 1992, p. 161). 

Survey research then suggests that there are small but persistent gender differences 

in girls and boys attitudes towards computers, however it goes httle way to helping 

us understand ±ese differences. As Kay argues, research using a more in-depth 

qualitative design is required if we are to move 6om identifying gender differences 

to understanding them. 

Working in a different theoretical perspective Voknan, Van Eck & Ten Dam (1995) 

also caution against an over dependence on the quantitative approach. In a review 

of Dutch research they take a critical approach to the way policy makers, teachers 

and researchers have conceptuahsed the 'problem' of girls in subjects such as 

science, mathematics and technology (although not speciHcally addressed in the 

article the argument applies equally well to research on gender differences in 

computer education). Voknan et al argue that the disappointing results of research 

into gender differences in children's choices of science and technical subjects is 

partly due to the types of questions asked and the methodologies employed. They 

point out that the predominant research approach, which has focused on statistical 

correlations between school factors (e.g.: gender of teacher) and student outcomes 

(e.g.: choices and achievement), glosses over subtle and important processes which 

mediate between these factors. For example, the assumption that subjects such as 

maths and physics are inappropriate for girls is likely to be implicitly conveyed in 

many, if not all, schools. The authors argue that we need to consider the ways in 

which gender is defined in educational practice and how this relates to-children's 

developing sense of themselves in relation to school subjects. It is only through a 

critical reflection of these issues that we will gain a deeper understanding of the 

way gender inequalities in subjects such as science and technology are produced 

and perpetuated in schools. 

Elkjaer (1992) has also criticised some of the implicit assumptions in research on 

gender differences in response to IT. In particular EUqaer has questioned the 

notion that boys' and men's relationship to computer technology represents an 

unproblematic goal which girls and women should emulate. On the basis of a 

qualitative study employing both interview and observational techniques Elkjaer 

concluded that boys' relationship to IT may be regarded as that of 'hosts' and girls 

as that of 'guests'. While this reflects the fact that boys tend to dominate the public 



sphere of the IT classroom it does not necessarily mean that they are more 

successful in terms of their ability and confidence with the subject. Elkjaer argues 

that the subject content of computer science is dominated by concepts such as 

information, representation and problem solving and that these concepts are 

symbolically connected to masculinity. Because boys gender identity is linked to 

the subject content they have to secure their position publicly in the IT classroom 

and so tend to dominate the classroom discussion and recourses. However, the fact 

that their identity formation is linked to their success or failure in the subject can be 

a source of anxiety for the boys, and this is reflected by the fact that boys who 

struggle with the subject content are unlikely to ask for help. Girls on the other 

hand in their capacity as 'guests' recognise that the public arena of the IT 

classroom is the domain of boys, and are therefore less likely to influence the 

agenda of classroom discussion. However, girls do not feel inferior about their 

with the subject and this is reflected in their achievements. Elkjaer argues 

that because their gender identity is not expressed in the subject content girls have a 

greater 'freedom of action' and are able to develop their skills without anxiety: 

a j'ẑ Zy'gcr coMrg/zf A'gj'̂ rzcrj' fAg (/gvg/cy/Mg«/ " (EUgaer, 1992, p.38). 

Whether one agrees with EUgaer or not, her study does raise some important issues 

frequently ignored by researchers in the field. One important point is her emphasis 

on the relational nature of gender: Any understanding of girls' and women's 

relationship to IT will require a consideration of boys' and men's interactions with 

the subject. A second important point relates to the questionable assumption that 

boys and men have an entirely unproblematic relationship to IT. It is significant 

that researchers have paid little attention to boys who find it difficult to succeed in 

computer science. Similarly, it is striking that the achievements of girls and 

women in the subject are rarely the focus of research (Elkjaer, 1992). 

1.6. Summary of Chapter One 

To summarise, on average girls participate less in computing activities than boys. 

Factors thought to influence these differences range from the image of computing 

in wider society to structural factors in the way computing is organised in schools. 

One important focus of research has been children's attitudes and perceptions of 

computers. However, research in this area has thus far been disappointing. 

Although overall this research indicates that girls are less positive towards 



computers than boys it tells us little about the processes underlying these 

differences. Furthermore, the finding that girls may be less positive to 'computers' 

may in itself be meaningless because of the many different uses to which computers 

are now put. There is a need then for more in-depth quahtative studies of how 

children see themselves in relation to computers and how gender mediates these 

perceptions. 

It is important to point out that the suggestion is not that researchers should 

abandon the construct based approach entirely in favour of a more qualitative, 

social constructionist perspective. Rather, there seems to be a consensus emerging 

among researchers in the field that a more qualitative approach is required if we are 

to unravel the results of the many published construct based studies. As Kay 

(1992b) argues, despite the theoretical tensions that such a position raises, research 

in the field is most likely to benefit &om a co-operative relationship between 

qualitative and quantitative perspectives. 

This study was based on a small set of individual in-depth interviews in which 13-

14 year olds were asked about their experiences with computers at school and at 

home. A discourse analysis perspective was employed to analyse the children's 

accounts. The theoretical foundations and principles of this approach are outlined 

in chapter two. 

10 



Chapter Two: Discourse Analysis and Collection of Data 

2.1.1. Introduction 

Discourse analysis is a term employed to refer to a variety of different perspectives 

across a number of disciplines. Here the term is used to refer to an approach 

developed by Potter and Wetherell (1987) in their book Discourse and Social 

f jycAo/ogy. In this book Potter and Wetherell set out a series of arguments for the 

'turn to language' in social psychology. The traditional view in psychology has 

been to treat language as a relatively transparent guide to underlying mental 

processes. By drawing attention to the essentially dynamic and pragmatic features 

of language Potter and Wetherell demonstrate how some of the most fundamental 

theoretical notions in social psychology, such as attitudes and attributions, can be 

illuminated by an analysis of discourse. Rather than treat language as a guide to 

underlying mental processes the analysis of discourse takes language use as a topic 

of interest in its own right and seeks to gain 'a better understanding of social life 

and social interaction from the study of social texts' (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). 

This Chapter is divided into two m^or sections. Section 2.1 provides an overview 

of the theoretical foundations and principles of discourse analysis and Section 2.2 

provides details of the data collection and analytic procedure. Section 2.1 is 

divided into the following subsections: Sections 2.1.2 will discuss the theoretical 

foundations of discourse analysis in linguistic philosophy and ethnomethodology. 

Sections 2.1.3 will discuss how discourse analysis has built on the insights of these 

perspectives to develop an empirical approach to the study of language use. There 

is one other approach within social psychology, developed principally by Ian 

Parker (1992), which is also know as discourse analysis. Details of this approach 

and how it differs from the perspective adopted in this study will be briefly 

discussed in Section 2.1.4. Sections 2.1.5. will present a brief summary of the 

issues discussed in Sections 2.1. 
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2.1.2. Theoretical foundations of discourse analysis 

Discourse analysis builds on the insights of a range of philosophical and 

sociological writings which have revealed the essentially dynamic and pragmatic 

properties of language use. This Section gives a brief overview of two strands of 

work which have been an important influence on developments in discourse 

analysis; Austin's speech act theory and ethnomethodology.^ The discussion which 

follows is based mainly on a precis of Potter and Wetherell's introduction to these 

two approaches (Potter and Wetherell, 1987, pp. 14-23). 

One important influence on discourse analysis is the work of philosopher John 

Austin (1962). Austin arguments were directed at a wide variety of perspectives 

within philosophy which viewed language as an abstract system whose central 

function is the description of a state of affairs. In particular Austin criticised the 

logical positivist view that statements which cannot be verified, that is sentences 

which cannot be said to be either true or false, are meaningless. In this view the 

statement 'God does not exist' is said to be nonsensical because its truth or falsity 

cannot be verified. Austin questioned the view that an understanding of 'truth 

conditions' is fimdamental to an understanding of language. He drew attention to a 

set of statements which are important not for what they describe but for what they 

(fo. For instance the statement 'I declare war on the Philippines' is not a 

description of the world which is true or false but, when uttered in the right context, 

an act with particular consequences. 

Austin called statements of this kind He further argued"that in order 

for the performative features of language to be successfully accomplished certain 

conditions had to be met. Thus the statement 'I pronounce you man and 

wife' will only be successfully achieved if the correct people are present and the 

correct social, legal or religious conventions are met (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). 

In his early work Austin drew a distinction between performatives and constatives', 

statements whose primary role appeared to be descriptive and the truth or falsity of 

which could be checked; for example 'The car is in the garage'. However, Austin 

later abandoned the distinction between these two classes of statements arguing 

2 Although not discussed here, discourse analysis also draws on insights from the Sociology of 
Scientific Knowledge (Gilbert and Mulkay, 1984), Semiology (for an introduction see Potter and 
Wetherell, 1987, pp. 24-28), and conversation analysis (for an introduction see Wooffitt, 1990). 
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instead that all utterances have both performative and constatives features. The 

statement 'I bet you five pounds Rusty Brown wins the world title fight tonight' 

performs the act of betting, it is not just describing the bet but doing it. However, 

this statement also depends on issues of truth and falsity; it is problematic if 'Rusty 

Brown' does not really exist and there is not a world title fight on the evening in 

question. Performative statements then are not independent of matters of truth and 

falsity. Similarly, statements which appear to be merely descriptive may also 

perform specific actions. The statement 'Its raining outside' may describe the 

weather, indicate that the speaker does not want to go to the pub, or be an excuse 

not to do the gardening. 

In light of these and a number of other concerns Austin replaced the 

perfbrmative/constative distinction with the GgMeraZ This 

theory was based on the principle that all utterances both state things do things. 

That is, all utterances have a meaning and force. Austin suggested that in any 

utterance the speaker does three things. Firstly, the speaker is uttering a statement 

with a specific meaning - it has a certain sense and may refer to specific events, 

persons, and objects. Second the speaker will utter the statement with a specific 

force. Thus the statement 'Do the washing up'may be uttered with the force of an 

order, or a request. The third feature refers to the effects or consequences of the 

first two. Saying 'Shut the door' may result in the listener closing the door, but it 

may just simply annoy them. 

Austin's work represents a radical departure 6-om the view that language should be 

primarily understood as a rule governed abstract system. His emphasis on the 

performative aspects of language highlighted the importance of viewing language 

as a Aw/MGM Similarly, by drawing attention to the role played by social 

conventions in proper the achievement of speech acts, Austin emphasised the 

importance of the social context surrounding language use. 

While these positive aspects of the theory make it attractive to psychologists who 

are interested in the social significance of language function, the theory is not 

without its problems. Austin's work was primarily aimed at undermining 

alternative philosophical perspectives on language. As such he employed 

hypothetical sentences or highly ritualised speech acts rather than genuine instances 

of language use. Attempts to apply speech act theory to natural everyday talk have 

encountered a number of problems. If we try to categorise a piece of transcript into 

discrete speech acts for example these problems become acute; a single utterance 

can perform a number of acts at once, or acts may be spread over a number of 
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utterances. Also, in practice the decision about what act an utterance is performing 

is often made by referring to the response rather than any features of the utterance 

itself. 

A second important influence on discourse analysis has been ethnomethodology; a 

sub-discipline of sociology inspired by the work of Harold Garfinkel (1967). 

Ethnomethodology is concerned with the methods ordinary people employ to make 

sense of their everyday hfe. People are viewed as constantly attempting to 

understand what is going on in any given situation, and as using these 

understandings to produce appropriate behaviour of their own. As a discipline, 

ethnomethodology is concerned with many aspects of social hfe. Its relevance for 

discourse analysis lies in the insights it provides about the way language is used in 

everyday social interaction. In particular ethnomethodologists have drawn 

attention to two features of everyday talk which have important consequences for 

the social study of language; namely and 

Reflexivity 

Potter and Wetherell (1987) illustrate the ethnomethodological perspective on 

language use through a discussion of Wieder's (1974) study of hfe in a 'half-way' 

hostel for ex-convicts. Wieder's study involved an intensive period of participant 

observation in which he befriended both staff and inmates. In his analysis Wieder 

drew a contrast between the traditional sociological approach to language, where 

language is treated as a source of 'hidden' reahties, and the ethnomethodological 

approach where talk is treated as a topic for study in its own right. 

A recurring theme in traditional sociological research is that prisons, hospitals and 

other institutions have a set of informal rules which are different from and oppose 

the formal ones (GofSnan, 1961). In this kind of work the rules are seen as guiding 

the behaviour of the members of the institution, and the researchers aim is to 

describe the rules. These rules can be uncovered by observing the conversations 

and behaviour of the people concerned. In this view then, language is seen as a 

medium through which the researcher can uncover the informal rules of the 

institution. 

In the course of his study Wieder found that fiiendly conversations with inmates 

would sometimes be abruptly brought to an end by the statement 'You know I 
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won't snitch'. Weider pointed out that under a traditional &amework this utterance 

could be seen as an exemplar of the rule 'Above all, don't snitch', and that such a 

rule cowM explain several features of the inmates behaviour. For example, refusing 

to inform the staff about deviant goings on, and helping to cover up for those who 

broke the official rules. However, Wieder argued that rather than seeing this 

statement as a mere instance of rule following, attention should be paid to what the 

utterance is doing, and what is achieved, in the particular context. 

One effect of this piece of talk was to formulate and constrain the interaction in 

several ways. Thus, the utterance defined the previous part of the conversation as 

Wieder asking the inmate to snitch. It therefore characterised Wieder's question as 

illegitimate, and provided the inmate with a valid a reason not to respond. The 

inmates response also defined the interaction as a conversation between an inmate 

and an outsider, rather than one between two 6iends. In this way the comment 

established the roles of both speakers. The point is that the nature of the interaction 

is not one where the speakers passively follow the rules of the institution. Rather, 

these rules are actively reproduced on particular occasions. In this case Wieder and 

the resident are not just acting out the code of how inmates and outsiders should 

behave. Rather by saying 'You know I won't snitch' the inmate makes these roles 

relevant to the occasion in hand; other pieces of talk might have had a different 

effect. 

These examples demonstrate the feature of language; they show that talk 

is not merely about actions, events and situations, in an important sense it also a 

those things. The utterance 'You know I won't snitch' is not just a 

description of a rule, it also defines the nature of the interaction and has a number 

of practical consequences within the situation (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). 

Indexicality 

Ethnomethodologists have also drawn attention to the indexical property of 

language. This idea, derived &om philosophy (Bar-Hillel, 1954), concerns how 

meaning is defined and the importance of context If one person says 'My stomach 

hurts' and then someone else utters the same sentence, although the sentence is the 

same the reference is different. Different stomachs are indexed by the same 

sentence. Similarly the statement 'Its ten o'clock' could be a surprised recognition 

of the time, or a reminder that its time to leave for a film. In general indexical 

expression are expressions whose meaning alters with their context of use (Barnes 

and Law, 1976). Ethnomethodologists argue that for virtually any utterance 
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meaning can only be understood by looking at features of their context in which it 

is used. 

Through their emphasis on the fimctional aspects of language use and the 

importance of context, both speech act theory and ethnomethodology have had an 

important influence on discourse analysis. The discussion will now turn to how 

these insights have been employed by discourse analysts to develop a psychological 

approach to language function. 

2.1.3. The principles of discourse analysis 

Psychologists often treat the linguistic reports provided by their participants as 

transparent representations of inner mental states and processes, such as attitudes or 

attributions (Widdicombe, 1995). Drawing on the perspectives outlined in the 

previous section, discourse analysts have criticised the view that language can be 

seen as a relatively neutral guide to underlying mental processes. In doing so they 

point to several features of language which call this view into question. This 

Section will discuss the main principles of discourse analysis, and will reinforce the 

points made above about the essentially dynamic character of language use. 

As discussed earlier, in speech act theory Austin argued that all utterances both 

state things and do things. In line with this one of the main principles of discourse 

analysis is that language has an ocr/oM Rather than simply describe 

psychological states or events in the real world, people use their language to do 

things; such as justify, persuade, accuse and request (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). 

Even accounts which appear to be mere descriptions can perform important 

interactional work. In fact, as discourse analysts point out, 'objective' descriptions 

are often drawn upon precisely because there is a sensitive or controversial issue at 

stake (Edwards and Potter, 1992). By offering a 'report' of events rather than 

making a direct accusation speakers are able to ward off the inference that their 

account is motivated by a vested interest and position themselves as 'just telling it 

how it is' (Edwards and Potter, 1992). One of the primary aims of discourse 

analysis is to reveal the social actions people perform in their talk and writing. 

However, the analyses of function is not simply a matter of categorising speech 

acts. The functions of talk can only be understood through close attention to the 

surrounding context. To take a simple example, the statement 'It's pouring' may in 
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one context function as a request for a lift home, in another as an excuse for not 

going to the pub. 

Another imphcation of the widely held 'reahstic' model of language is that when 

people are describing the same event, action or belief their accounts will, broadly 

speaking, be consistent. Discourse analysts have pointed out that when we actually 

look at peoples talk this notion of consistency becomes problematic. Rather we 

Gnd that their is a high degree of variability in accounts. This variability stems 

from the functional nature of talk; because talk is oriented to many different 

functions, a person's account will vary according to its function. 

The functional and variable nature of accounts is best illustrated with the aid of 

examples. The following two extracts are taken fi-om an tmdergraduate study 

conducted by the author (Artis, 1994). This study was concerned with social class 

identity and sought to explore the meaning that the respondents attributed to social 

class in their everyday lives. The focus of the analysis was on how the meaning of 

social class was negotiated in everyday talk. The two extracts presented below are 

taken from an interview with the same respondent. 

Extract. 1. Thomas 
1 I : and what defines a person's social class do you 
2 think ? 
3 R : Gh (.) I think their occupation, their financial 
4 state its very closely linked I think em and as I say 
5 also their attitudes I think they are the three most 
6 kind of important determinants eh yeah so I think 
7 really financial status occupational status and eh 
8 general sort of political beliefs attitudes I think they 
9 are the three most sort of important parts in 

10 determining class 

Extract. 2. Thomas 
1 I : Do you think you will always define yourself as 
2 working class ? 
3 R : as I said I think that there's a number a things 
4 that sort of define which class you in em and 
5 definitely by the time I work I'll be classed as being 
6 eh you know how they talk about a, b, c, d, e's and 
7 stuff eh and I do I do sort of identify with that a little 
8 bit and and sort a you know as I was saying before 
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9 my dad being a sort of a manual worker he was very 
10 obviously working class and I-1 won't be there 
11 but 
12 that sort of it will conflict I hope always with em 
13 with my attitudes which I will see always as being 
14 hopefully be working class so and I think that's 
15 stronger that's a stronger influence on on which class 
16 you belong to than than the job you have or the 
17 house you live in so hopefully yeah I do I don't see 
18 my attitudes changing and I think they are sort of 
19 traditionally working class attitudes and eh so yeah I 
20 hope so 

In both of these extracts the respondent discusses the criteria that define a person's 

social class. However, there is a contrast between the two accounts. In the first 

extract (lines 3-6) the respondent states that occupafion, financial status and 

attitudes are all important in defining a person's social class. In the remainder of 

the extract the respondent reiterates these criteria and adds 'political beliefs' (lines 

7-10). In the second extract however the respondent undermines the significance of 

occupation in comparison to attitudes : 

wAzcA 7 wzZZ a.; worAzMg .yo 

fAoM r A e A a v e or fAe Ave m 

This kind of variability is commonplace in everyday language and has been 

documented in a wide variety of discourse (see for example, Marshall and 

Wetherell, 1989). For the researcher who wishes to treat language as a pathway to 

underlying beliefs or attitudes variability of this kind poses considerable problems. 

By contrast, discourse analysts fully expect people's accoimts of the same events or 

belief to vary depending on the purpose of the talk; 'different repertoires are useful 

in different contexts for achieving different goals' (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). 

Language, then, is not treated as a pathway to entities or phenomena lying beyond 

the text. Rather the focus is on the discourse itself; how it is organised and what is 

it doing. If we take a more detailed look at the extracts above we can illustrate how 

such an analysis might begin. 

In extract 3 Thomas responds to the question 'What defines a persons social 

class?'. In his response to the question he identifies four factors altogether; 

occupation, financial status, attitudes and political beliefs. There is no need, within 

the context of the question, to distinguish between the relative importance of these 
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factors. In the second extract he answers a question about whether his social class 

could change. This question orients to the idea that a persons social class may 

change over their lifetime, if for example they get a better paid job. If we look in 

detail at Thomas's response we can see that it is organised in such a way so as to 

reject the notion of change. 

In the first part of the extract Thomas orients to the idea that other people could 

define his social class through objective criteria such as occupation : 'and definitely 

by the time I work I'll be classed as being eh you know how they talk about a, b, c, 

d, e's and stuff ' (lines 4-7). While Thomas states that to a certain extent he could 

identify with these criteria the way in which he makes this statement undermines 

their significance: 'and I do q/'identify with that a ' ( hnes 7-8 ). 

Through his statement' my dad being a sort of manual worker he was very 

obviously working class and I won't be there' (lines 9-11), Thomas again draws on 

the idea that there are certain generally accepted criteria that define a persons social 

class. That is, he says that while his fathers occupation as a manual labourer would 

place him firmly in the working class category, Thomas's future occupation (as an 

occupational therapist) would not. In the Grst part of this extract then the 

respondent makes relevant the idea that if objective criteria were to be employed he 

may not be defined as working class. Having dealt with these objective criteria in 

the first part of the extract he goes on to undermine their significance in comparison 

to attitudes, which (as discussed above) he deGnes as a on on 

wAzcA r/zoM f/zoM Aave or fAe Zzve m.' 

(lines 16-18). 

The contradictory accounts in these two extracts then can be understood when we 

look at the surrounding contexts. The question of how social class is defined is 

related to a different issue in the two extracts. In the first extract it was simply a 

matter of listing the criteria for defining social class; there was no need to 

distinguish between the relative importance of these criteria. In the second extract 

however the respondent own social class that was called into question. Here a 

different emphasis was required. 

The preceding discussion about the functional and variable nature of accounts leads 

on to the third main principle of discourse analysis; the constructive features of 

accounts. As has been pointed out, the standard assumption is that language is a 

neutral medium employed to describe real world events or inner mental processes. 
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Discourse analysts argue that language does not merely reflect or mirror objects in 

the world, rather it actively coni'frwcf.y a version of those things. However, speakers 

accounts of events and dispositions are not only produced to achieve specific 

characterisations, they also designed to undermine alternative versions. This 

highlights another important feature of discourse analysis, that is; in order to 

understand the nature and function of particular account, we need to consider the 

real and potential alternatives it may be designed to counter. 

For discourse analysts then the way in which we characterise various aspects of 

social life cannot be easily separated from the words we use in these 

characterisations. Rather than being merely descriptive, in a profound sense 

language social and personal life. As Potter and Wetherell argue : 

are q/'a q/" 

a ybrm AncAg a/icf .ro on. 

.yo/Mg .yowfce.; are o/MzŶ etf. 

FzMa//y, ^Ae ?zô zoM coM.ŷ rwĉ zoM^ e/M^Aa.yzj'g.y Âe ̂ ofen^ coMjeorweM ẑa/ Mô wre q/" 

(Potter and Wetherell, 1987, pp. 33-34). 

The emphasis on language as a constructive tool is one of the key tenets of 

discourse analysis. The person producing the discourse is viewed as selecting from 

the range of linguistic resources available to them and using these resources to 

create a version of events. However, these processes are not necessarily deliberate 

or intentional. Rather, the constructive features of everyday talk emerge as people 

unselfconsciously use language to makes sense of their personal and social lives. 

The person may not be able to articulate the constructive process in which they are 

engaged but that does not mean that it does not exist. It simply highlights the 

extent to which the constructive use of language is a fundamental, taken-for-

granted aspect of everyday interaction. 

In conclusion, then, discourse analysts are concerned with action rather than 

cognition. They are not trying to move from linguistic materials to the underlying 

attitudes or cognitive processes of participants. Rather, the focus is on how 

discourse or accounts of these things are manufactured. 

2.1.4. Different approaches to discourse analysis 
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As briefly indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the discourse analysis 

approach adopted in this study can be distinguished &om another strand of 

discourse analysis in social psychology, developed principally by Ian Parker 

(1992). This strand of discourse analysis draws much more heavily on the work of 

French philosophers and historians such as Foucault, Barthes, Derrida and Lyotard. 

There are several features of this approach which set it apart from the work 

discussed above. Firstly, this approach does not restrict itself to the analyses of talk 

and writing; rather it examines 'delimited tissues of meaning reproduced in 

any form that can be given an interpretative gloss.' (Parker, 1990, p. 193). 

Secondly, the word 'discourse' is not used to refer to language use generally but 

has specific theoretical connotations derived from post structuralism. A discourse 

is defined as 'a system of statements that constructs an object' (Parker, 1990, p. 

191) and discourses are ' c a f r W owf or in or by means of texts' (Marin, 

1983, quoted in Parker, 1990 p. 194; original emphasis). Drawing heavily on 

Foucault, Parker argues that language is structured to reflect power relations in 

society. Discourses are historically located, support institutions, and have 

ideological effects. There is then an overt political dimension in Parker's discourse 

analysis (Widdicombe, 1995). Indeed, one of the primary aims of analysis is to 

reveal the ways that individuals (particularly minorities) are constrained and 

subordinated by discourse. This conception of discourse has important 

implications for analytic work. Rather than look at the way people use language to 

perform social actions, here the concern is to identify the broader discourses which 

inhabit talk and texts. Parker's definition of discourses is accompanied by detailed 

set of procedures to aid the identifications of discourses (for details see 

Parker, 1990; 1992). 

Wetherell and Edley (1997) usefully characterise the difference between theses two 

perspectives in discourse analysis as that between 'Top down' and 'Bottom up' 

approaches. 'Top down' researchers such as Parker are primarily concerned with 

the way people are positioned and constrained by discourse, whereas bottom up 

researchers focus on the activities people perform in talk and the way they use 

language to construct versions of self and social world. There are several 

discussions in the literature about the theoretical and methodological differences 

between these two approaches and authors in both camps provide arguments for 

adopting one perspective over the other (see Parker, Potter, Wetherell, Abrams & 

Hogg, 1990 for a discussion of the differences between these two approaches). A 

more eclectic view proposed by Wetherell and Edley (1997) is to view the tension 

between these approaches as a reflection of an inevitable paradox; people are 

simultaneously the products and producers of discourse. These authors argue that a 
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more fruitful approach is to draw eclectically on these styles of analysis and to 

acknowledge the contradictions that they raise —such an approach is likely to be 

more convincing than accounts which attempt to dissolve or resolve these 

contradictions (Wetherell and Edley, 1997). 

Perhaps to confuse matters further, even those researchers working in the tradition 

of discourse developed by Potter and Wetherell (1987) have employed different 

approaches in their analyses. Some studies have been concerned with the fine grain 

of talk and the way social actions are accomplished. This form of analysis shares 

many of the concerns of conversation analysis about the way social actions are 

embedded within conversational organisation. Widdicombe and Wooffitt (1990) 

for example showed how members of subcultural groups employed social 

comparisons to characterise themselves as authentic group members. One recurrent 

device for achieving authenticity was to draw distinction between 'being' a member 

and 'merely 'doing' or performing aspects of the subculture such as wearing the 

appropriate dress. Other studies have been concerned with the more global themes 

or theories (sometimes referred to as 'interpretative repertoires') which inform 

participants reasoning practices. For example, Gill (1993) provides an analysis of 

the broad types of accounting practices male DJ's and radio producers employed to 

account for the lack of female DJ's in the industry. Research focusing on the broad 

versions participants employ shares some of Parker's concerns outlined above. 

However, an important difference relates to how these themes or theories are 

identified and explored in analytic practice. Whereas Parker sets out to identify the 

discourses at work in talk by a consideration of the meaning and connotations that 

the texts evokes, workers in the Potter and Wetherell tradition stick much more 

closely to the details and organisation of the participants' accounts, and try to show 

how versions are manufactured in their specific contexts of use. 

The approach to analysis adopted in this study aimed to illustrate the broad themes 

and characterisations which the participants employed. However, while the 

analysis took the broad themes in the data as its organising principle, the details of 

the accounts were also a focus of interest. Further details of the analytic procedure 

are given in Section 2.2.4 below 

2.1.5. Summary of Section 2.1 

To summarise, this study will adopt the discourse analysis perspective outlined by 

Potter and Wetherell (1987) and Edwards and Potter (1992). Discourse analysts 

have criticised the assumption in traditional research that language can be seen as a 
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relatively unproblematic guide to underlying mental processes and representations. 

Language is oriented to specific fimctions in specific contexts, and consequently 

the way people use language is highly variable and inconsistent. Discourse 

analysts argue that this variability problematises the notion that there are 

underlying mental representations of self and social world. The analytic process 

seeks to explicate the ways in which people use language to versions of 

self and social reality—and what they gain &om these constructions. As such 

language use is taken as a focus of interest in its own right. 

So what does discourse analysis have to offer the study of gender differences in 

IT?. As outlined in chapter one the predominant research approach to children's 

attitudes towards computers has employed a questioimaire based methodology. 

This approach has tremendous advantages in that it allows us to survey a large 

number of participants, and to compare different age groups, cohorts, and cultures. 

However, the highly structured format of the survey based approach fails to allow 

for important contextual distinctions on the part of interviewees. There is a need 

then to complement construct based studies with more in-depth qualitative 

approaches. The present study was based on a small set of interviews with thirteen 

and fourteen year olds. A discursive perspective was employed to explore the way 

the children reasoned about their experiences with computers both inside and 

outside school. The aim of the analysis was to make explicit some the rhetorical 

techniques and devices available to children for characterising their experiences 

with information technology, and to explore how the significance and meaning of 

gender was negotiated in these contexts. Through such an analysis we should leam 

something about how children position themselves in relation to computer 

technology and how (if at all) gender mediates these understandings. 
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2.2.1. Participants 

The participants in this study were recruited as part of a wider project on which I 

was working as a research assistant. This project, funded by the Nuffield 

foundation, was run jointly between the Psychology departments at the University 

of Southampton and the Open University. The project employed a multi-method 

approach to look at gender differences in response to IT. The analyses for this 

study is based on the transcripts of twelve individual interviews (six males and six 

females) which were drawn 6om a larger sample of twenty eight interviews 

collected as part of the Nuffield project. The interviews included in this study were 

selected on the basis that these participants responded at somewhat greater length. 

The participants were all either twelve or thirteen years of age at the time of the 

study. Ten of the participants were drawn 6om one of three Secondary Schools in 

Southampton, and the remaining two were attending a Middle School in Milton 

Keynes. All four schools had comprehensive intakes. 

The interviews were conducted between November 1996 and May 1997 and took 

place in IT lesson time (at that time IT was taught to Year 8 students as a separate 

subject, it is now taught across the curriculum). Eleven of the twelve participants 

had taken part in the wider study in which they had been required to complete a 

questionnaire, repertory grid and computer based task. The interviews formed the 

final part of the project and so at the time of their completion the participants were 

fairly familiar with the interviewer. The ten Southampton participants were 

interviewed by the author and the two Milton Keynes participants were interviewed 

by Helen Ashman (at that time, a research assistant working on the Nuffield project 

at the Open University). 

2,2.2. Interview schedule and procedure 

An interview schedule was drawn up with fairly open ended questions including 

probes (see Appendix A). The interview covered several aspects of computer use 

in both the school and home environments, and in wider society . Some of the 

questions referred to a selection of images and newspaper articles which were 

pasted into a scrapbook (see appendix A). It was hoped that this material would act 
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as a stimulus to the discussion and as a novel and interesting way of raising some of 

the issues. 

The interviews took place away &om the main classroom and were recorded using 

a desk microphone. The interviewees were told that the researcher was interested 

in finding out what they thought about computers and researcher emphasised that 

there were no right or wrong answers (see Appendix A for how the interview was 

introduced to the participants). 

2.2.3. Transcription 

Patti Stobbs provided help with the initial transcription of some of the Southampton 

interviews, although more details were added by the author. The two Milton 

Keynes interviews were transcribed in detail by Helen Ashman. The transcription 

protocol is presented at the end of this chapter. 

2.2.4. Analytic procedure 

Discourse analysis does not involve a standard set of analytic procedures. Rather it 

involves developing a sensitivity to the way language is used. However, while the 

'skills' (Gill, 1996) of discourse analysis do not lend themselves easily to step by 

step description, they are not 'mysterious' and can be developed though practice 

and example (Widdicombe, 1993). 

In the first stage of analysis the researcher becomes familiar with the material 

through a detailed reading and re-reading of the interview transcripts (it is also 

useful at this stage to listen to the original tapes whilst reading the transcripts). 

Following this process of 'immersion' (Potter and Wetherell, 1987), a set of 

preliminary coding categories are developed. The transcripts are then 

systematically examined and extracts are pulled out and filed under the relevant 

categories. These categories are partly determined by the research questions and 

partly by the themes which have emerged in the initial reading phase. In this 

research for example, it became clear that the participants employed a variety of 

characterisations of computers across different contexts of the interview. In line 

with this, one of the initial coding themes was labelled 'characterisations of 

computers' and all extracts where the participants drew explicitly or implicitly on a 

construction of computing were filed under this theme. It is important to be as 

inclusive as possible at the initial coding stag, even extracts which seem only 

vaguely relevant should be included in order that potentially important lines of 
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enquiry are not ruled out at an early stage. The process of coding extracts into 

themes is iterative. Often a theme which initially seems promising is later 

abandoned or re-organised into different themes as the analyst becomes more 

sensitive to the material (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). 

The second stage of the analysis involves a carefiil reading of the Sections of 

transcripts coded under the preliminary themes. It is here that the skills of 

discourse analysis come into play. A useful starting point is to try to question 

many of the things we ordinarily take for granted in language use. Thus, rather than 

try to get a 'gist' of the overall meaning, the focus of interest shifts to the ways in 

which accounts are constructed and the fimctions they achieve (Potter and 

Wetherell, 1987). Here, the analyst attempts to identify patterns of consistency and 

variability in the material, and to form tentative hypothesis about the functions that 

particular constructions may perform. Iden t i f^g the patterns and functions in 

discourse involves careful attention to the detail of single extracts, while 

simultaneously attending to the broader themes under investigation. This process is 

time consuming and difficult, and frequently involves a lot of false starts before an 

interpretation of the material begins to emerge. 

At different stages in the analysis extracts may be approached &om a different 

perspective. For example, one concern of this study was to illustrate the different 

'metaphors' of computing that the participants employed. In this phase of the 

analysis the focus was on the rhetorical strategies and techniques employed to 

construct these differing characterisations. Attention was also paid to the different 

contexts in which these characterisations arose. Another phase of the analysis was 

concerned with the way the participants positioned themselves in relation to 

computing. This phase focused primarily on the participants' accounts %)f their 

abilities and of their Hkes and dislikes of computers. However, this stage of the 

analysis also involved a second look at the extracts in the 'characterisations of 

computers' theme, this time with a view to exploring the implications of employing 

a particular construction of computers for the participants relationship to 

computing. 

The final stage of analysis involves decisions about how to present the material. 

Due to the large volume of material involved this phase inevitably involves a 

process of selection and a great deal of interesting material had to be left out. The 

analyses that follows is organised to reflect as closely as possible the major themes 

that informed the interviews. However, the analysis is not meant to be exhaustive. 

Rather the intention is to provide a detailed examination of some of the strategies 
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children employ when reasoning about their experiences with computers. Chapter 

Three explores the range of characterisations of computers and computing that the 

children drew upon in the interviews. Chapter Four, explores how the participants 

characterised their ability and enthusiasm for computers and how gender mediated 

these understandings. Chapter Five focuses on how the participants themselves 

negotiated the significance and meaning of gender in the context of computer 

technology. 

2.2.5. Assessing the validity of discourse analytic work 

A final point to make before presenting the analysis relates to the validity of 

discourse analytic research. Potter and Wetherell (1987) and Potter (1997) provide 

some usefiil criteria for assesing the validity of discourse analytic projects. The 

four main criteria are outlined below.' 

1. A set of analytic claims should give coherence to a body of discourse. Analysis 

should illustrate how the discourse Gts together and how patterns in the data 

produce effects and functions. A complete analysis should cover both the broad 

patterns in the data and account for the fine-grain detail of many of the micro-

sequences. 

2. Drawing on conversation analysis, discourse analysts make use of ' 

as they are displayed in interaction. One of the features of a 

conversation is that any turn of talk is oriented to what came before and what 

comes next, and that orientations typically display the sense that the participant 

makes of the prior turn. Close attention to this tum-by-tum display of 

understanding provides an important check on analytic interpretations. " 

3. A study may be assessed, in part, by how far it is consistent with previous 

discourse studies. A study that builds coherently on past research is more plausible 

than one that is more anomalous. Similarly, as with other styles of research, the 

validity of the claims of a discourse study may be assessed partly by subsequent 

research on the same topic. 

4. The most important criteria for evaluating discourse analytic research are 

readers' evaluations. One of the distinctive features of discourse research is that 

' The following five paragraphs are paraphrased from discussions of the validity of discourse 
analysis in Potter and Wetherell, 1987 pp. 169-172 and Potter, 1997. 
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the data &om which the conclusions are drawn are presented along with the 

analysis. The reader is therefore able to judge the extent to which they agree or 

disagree with the analysts' interpretation of the material. This form of vahdation 

contrasts with much grounded theory and ethnography where interpretations have 

to be taken on trust; it also contrasts with much traditional experimental and 

content analytic work where it is rare for 'raw' data to be included. 
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2.2.6. Transcription protocol 

This transcription protocol was adapted 6om Edwards (1997), Potter (1996). 

(1.0) Numbers in brackets are pauses timed to the nearest half second. 

(.) Indicates a discernible pause that is too short to measure. 

((/awg/zj)), ((.y/anak z ^ ) Material in double parentheses is additional . 
comments 6om the transcriber. 

(I mean) There is some doubt about the accuracy of the material. 

(inaud) The material is inaudible at that point. 

. .] Some material has been omitted for the sake of brevity. 

yes Underlining is used when a word is stressed by the speaker. 

OK Capitalisation is used when a word is uttered more loudly than the 
surrounding talk. 

Square brackets are used to indicate the beginning and end of an overlap between 
the speakers' utterances: 

[You're joking] 
Caro/g |TSIO. NO] I thought you would 

Tom- Tomorrow A dash marks a noticeable and abrupt termination of a word 
or sound. 

= No discernible gap between speakers turn. 

Yea: :h One or more colons indicate the extension of the preceding vowel 

sound. 

hhh Aspiration (out-breaths). 

.hhh Inspiration (in-breaths). 

tomorrow. A full stop marks completing intonation (not necessarily a 
grammatical full stop). 

Peter, Sue, Charles,... Commas mark continuing intonation and are not necessarily 
grammatical. 

? Questioning intonation, regardless of grammar. 

The interviewers utterances are preceded by the letter / and the children's 
utterances are preceded by a pseudonym. Copies of the transcripts are available on 
request. 
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Chapter Three: Characterisations of Computers 

3.1. Introduction 

As discussed in chapter one, the questionnaire based approach to children's 

attitudes towards computers requires the participants to rate a series of statements 

of the form 'Computers make me very nervous'. However, the question of what 

exactly researchers and participants mean by 'Computers' when they employ and 

respond to these measures is typically not explored in questionnaire based research. 

Before addressing the issue of how the participants positioned themselves in 

relation to computers an important first step in this research was to explore the 

understandings of computers that informed the interviews. This chapter explores 

the different characterisations of computers and computing that the children 

employed across the interviews. The analysis looked separately at the 

characterisations of computers used for work and the characterisations of computers 

used for games. However, any interesting parallels or contrast between these 

characterisations will be drawn out in the discussion. 

The main aim of this chapter is to illustrate how the different characterisations of 

computers and computer games were constructed in talk. The extracts presented in 

this chapter also raise some interesting issues regarding how the participants 

positioned themselves in relation to the characterisations employed in the extracts. 

These features of the extracts will be briefly discussed where they arise. However, 

the issue of how the participants positioned themselves in relation to computers is 

the main focus of Chapter Four and will be discussed in more depth in that chapter. 

The present chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2. explores the positive and 

negative characterisations of computers. Section 3.3 explores the positive and 

negative characterisations of computer games. Section 3.4. discusses the 

theoretical and methodological issues relating to both the variable and context-

dependent nature of the participants' responses, and to the ways in which the 

interview schedule influenced this process. Finally, section 3.5 presents a brief 

summary and discussion of the issues raised in this chapter. 

3.2. Characterisations of computers for work 

Positive characterisations of computers 
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One frequently employed positive evaluation of computers was that they were 

'clever' labour saving devices. For example consider the following extract: 

Extract 1. Fiona 
1 7 How important do you think it is for children to 
2 learn about computers in school ? 
3 Fiona I dunno I think its quite important if you think about 
4 it (.) all schools have computers it's like if you wanted to type up a: 
5 essay (.) like that'd be useful instead of writing it all out (.) em (.) 
6 like they have the bits that like you just putting the disk in (.) they 
7 come up with all this information and you don't have to look for it 
8 you just have to go to the computer (.) so its quite important 

In extract one Fiona responds to the question 'How important do you think it is for 

children to learn about computers in school?'. There are many interesting features 

of this extract, some of which will be returned to below. The 6rst point to note is 

the way in which Fiona justifies her assertion that learning about computers in 

school may be 'quite important' (line 3). In order to warrant this assertion Fiona 

cites word processing and the ability of computers to store information. When 

characterising the positive aspects to computing the participants &equently referred 

to word processing and contrasted it with the comparative slowness of writing 

things out by hand. The ability of computers to store information was also 

frequently cited by the participants as a positive aspect to computers. By citing 

these two aspects of computers Fiona constructs an image of computers as useful 

labour saving devices. 

Another interesting feature of this extract is the ambiguous phrasing that Fiona 

employs when referring to the ability of computers to store information: 'they have 

the bits that like you just putting the disk in (.) they come up with all this 

information and you don't have to look for it you just have to go to the computer' 

(lines 6-8). As we shall see, when talking about the capabilities of computers the 

participants phrasing was often vague or ambiguous. Despite this ambiguity these 

accounts are effective in 'conjuring' the image of computers as useful, and as 

capable of complex procedures. One way in which this construction is achieved is 

through the use of technical or 'technical sounding' phrases. Thus, Fiona employs 

'disk' (line 6) and the phrase 'all this information' (line 7). While on the one hand 

these phrases contribute to a particular construction of computers, they also serve to 

position the speaker as informed and knowledgeable about computers. 

A final interesting aspect to note in extract one is the qualified character of Fiona's 

response. Fiona's initial response is 'I dunno I think it's quite important if you 
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think about it' (line 3). This statement gives Fiona's response an 'I suppose so' 

character. Similarly, Fiona's final statement 'so it's gwzYe important' (line 8) can be 

contrasted with other more enthusiastic alternatives i.e. 'it's very important'. One 

possible interpretation of these features is that they serve to position Fiona as 

someone who is not very enthusiastic about computers, but who is nonetheless 

capable of providing an answer to the question. Thus, while Fiona cites the 

positive aspects of computers and offers them as a reason for the importance of 

computers in school, she does not necessarily position herself as someone who is 

strongly enthusiastic about these properties. 

This feature of Fiona's account raises the issue of the extent to which the 

participants responses are organised to meet the requirements of the interview. 

With hindsight, the question asked in extract one 'How important do you think it is 

for children to learn about computers in school?' is quite leading. The issue of the 

ways in which the interview schedule and the utterances of the interviewer 

informed and constrained the interaction will be addressed in the final section of 

this chapter. One relevant point to note here is that while occasionally the 

participants responses may be strongly dictated by the interview schedule, it is not 

the case that the interviewees are merely passively responding to the interviewers 

cues. For example, while Fiona's account in extract one is in part organised to 

meet the requirements of the question, it simultaneously attends to issues of self-

presentation. 

In extract two James also employs a positive characterisation of computers; 

Extract 2. James 
1 / (1) So-So what sort ofthings do you use the school 
2 computer for ? 
3 Em well we can em we do it in IT for projects like at 
4 the moment we're doing lampshades and it helps us design 
5 lampshades and do different nets and things it works out the nets for 
6 us [...] 
1 1 So what sort of what other lessons do you use it in 
8 apart from IT then 
9 James E: :m sometimes we use it in design technology which 

10 we have in this room 
11 I Yeah 
12 James And like if we want to em have accurate designs we 
13 can draw accurate lines in the computer makes it all accurate for you 

In the first part of extract two James responds to a question about what kinds of 

activities he used the school computer for. In response to the question James 
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describes an activity where he used the school computer to design lampshades. 

Through his description of this activity James constructs an image of computers as 

useful and as capable of complex procedures; 'it helps us design lampshades and do 

different nets and things it works out the nets for us' (lines 4-6). In the second part 

of the extract, in response to a question about what other lessons he uses computers 

in, James again draws on an image of computers as enable of sophisticated and 

complex procedures. Here the repeated use of the word 'accurate' helps to achieve 

this effect: 'and like if we want to em have accurate designs we can draw accurate 

lines in the computer makes it all accurate for you' (lines 12-13). 

Similar features can be seen in the following extract: 

Extract 3. Julie 
1 / Mm how does that ((cofz^w^gr worA:)) compare with 
2 your other school work, better or worse? 
3 Julie Its better cause when I work on the computer it helps 
4 my handwriting for one thing and em if you've got spelling 
5 mistakes it does it it makes a fiinny beep so you know you've got 
6 the spelling wrong so then you can ask the teacher so computers are 
7 quite clever 
8 I OK Would you like to be better at working with 
9 computers 

10 yw/z'g Yeah yeah I'd like to learn how to em start going 
11 into documents in all that things all those posh things and going to 
12 em don't know em I don't know what you would call em like 
13 screens saying different names an all that I 'd like to go in there 

In the above extract, Julie also highlights the utility and value of computers through 

her reference to word processing (lines 3-7) and her explicit statement 'so 

computers are quite clever' (lines 6-7). In the second part of the extract Julie 

expresses her enthusiasm for learning more about computers. In common with 

extract one, Julie also employs vague and ambiguous language when characterising 

computers 'all those posh things and going to em don't know em I don't know what 

you would call em like screens saying different names an all that' (lines 11-13). As 

noted above, the participants &equently employed vague language or technical 

sounding terms (here 'screens', line 13) in their accounts. Perhaps the reason these 

accounts are effective, despite being somewhat ambiguous, is that the ideas the 

participants are alluding to have a very common currency. Also it may be the case 

that talking about computers in this way is common to both adults and children. 

Although I am unaware of any published research that explores this issue, it seems 

plausible that (as in the extracts discussed above) people 'improvise' in order to 
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allude to aspects of computing that they do not know the correct technical terms 

for. 

Positive characterisations of computers also Aequently arose in response to 

questions about the importance of computers in the workplace. An example is 

given in extract four below: 

Extract 4. Sarah 
1 I (...) do you think it's important do you think they're 
2 important in the workplace computers? 
3 Yeah cause they're like er it's part of their equipment 
4 and that and nowadays it's technology that it's like using equipment 
5 for the weather and most computers are used (.) for things so it's 
6 like down to (inaud) is it it's all gone on computer you're like, oh 
7 and it keeps it's memory 
8 / OK. What sort of things are they used for are they 
9 used for work? 

10 6'araA They're used for testing things like for in a lab (.) 
11 you can test things um (1.0) you can there is they can use to work 
12 the factories (.) so one dot one hit of a button you can work a whole 
13 place and you can (.) they are used for blind people cause (inaud) 
14 they have um Braille is it Braille on their keyboards 

Extract four shares many of the features of the extracts discussed above. 

Computers are characterised as clever, powerful and as capable of complex 

procedures. Here again, the use of 'technical sounding' phrases such as 

'equipment' (lines 3 and 4) 'technology' (line 4) and 'it keeps it's memory' (line 7) 

help to achieve this effect. Sarah also alludes to the idea that computers are now 

ubiquitous in the workplace 'it's all gone on computer' and are capable of 

performing procedures that may otherwise have required considerable man-power 

'one hit of a button you can work a whole place' (lines 12-13). The image of 

computers which Sarah draws upon in this extract is of course partly occasioned by 

the question. However, the spontaneous, varied and enthusiastic character of the 

responses to this question suggest that the metaphors of computers which the 

participants drew upon in this context have a great deal of currency with the 

participants. 

One common negative characterisation of computers was that they were slow and 

inefficient which led to frustration : 
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Extract 5. James 
1 / Oh right OK () Is there anything you dislike about 
2 using the school computers 
3 Not really eh sometimes it gets a bit annoying 
4 because they take ages to load cause they're not very powerful and 
5 its hooked up to the network an when everybody's using it at same 
6 time it takes about five minutes just to get something loaded 
7 7 Right 
8 Va/Mgj Its a bit annoying 

In the above extract in response to a question about dislikes James characterises 

computers as slow and therefore frustrating to use: 'sometimes it gets a bit 

annoying because they take ages to load' (lines 3-4). James goes on to offer an 

explanation for this in terms of the fact that the school computers are 'not very 

powerful' (line 4) and are hooked up to a network. 

James qualifies this negative characterisation of computers by his initial statement 

'not really' (line-3) and also by his use of the phrase 'a bit annoying' in lines 3 and 

8. This is similar to the manner in which Fiona qualified the positive 

characterisation she employed in extract one. The participants commonly made 

qualifications of this kind when talking about the negative aspect of computers. 

Perhaps one function of these quahGcations is that they ward off the possible 

inference that the speaker strongly dislikes computing. Having made the 

qualification the speaker can go on to talk about the commonly known problems of 

computing without necessarily presenting him or herself as someone who is 

negative about IT. After all, perhaps one way of presenting oneself as informed 

about computing is to illustrate ones awareness of the commonly known 

frustrations of working with computers. 

These features again highlight the extent to which the participants responses are 

occasioned. In extract five James's response is partly produced to meet the 

demands of the question 'is there anything you dislike about using the school 

computers'. However, James' response also reflects his experiences with 

computers, and is subtly organised to position James as someone who is aware of 

the negative aspects of working with computers but who does not necessarily 

dislike them. 

Another frequently cited negative and frustrating aspect to computers was the fact 

that they could be difficult to understand. Consider the following extract: 

Extract. 6 John 
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1 / So what do you dislike about the school computer? 
2 Vo/zM Nothing really it's just when you don't know how to 
3 do something (.) it's like (.) if there's something you don't know 
4 how to load up like (.) Pin Point Junior what it was (.) we were 
5 using that yesterday (.) and everyone else was on there but for some 
6 reason I couldn't get there and what I don't like is when you can't 
7 get there and when you do you still don't know what to do cause it's 
8 not like explaining the stuff on the screen and then you get mucked 
9 up and an you do your work (.) an (things like that) 

In the above extract John responds to the question 'So what do you dislike about 

the school computer'. As in the previous extract, John's initial response 'Nothing 

really it's just' slightly qualifies the subsequent negative characterisation. In lines 

2-3 John states that one of the things he dislikes about computing is 'when you 

don't know how to do something...'. Rather than stop here John goes on to 

describe an incident when he could not load the computer programme Pin Point 

Junior. Through his statement 'but for some reason I couldn't get there' (lines 5-6) 

the problem is attributed to the computer rather than anything John could have 

reasonably been expected to do. 

In lines 6-8 John again makes a general complaint about computers: 'and what I 

don't like is when you can't get there and when you do you still don't know what to 

do'. Here again the problem of not knowing what to do with computers is 

attributed to the inaccessible character of computers rather than to Johns' lack of 

knowledge: 'cause it's not like explaining the stuff on the screen' (lines 7-8). 

A third negative characterisation of computers was that they could be unrehable: 

Extract 7. Andy 
1 / yeah (.) so (.) would you say there are any other 
2 disadvantages (.) apart &om lack of skills (.) to working with 
3 computers ? 
4 Andy yeah cos you could have stored like loads and loads 
5 and loads of inA)rmation and say (.) imi the computer there's 
6 something wrong with the computer like a virus or something and 
7 then you could lose like years and years of study something like that 
8 / so we can rely on them (.) 
9 we can rely on them 

10 / too much 
11 yeah 
12 I you think and they can (.) 
13 yeah 
14 I let you down 
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15 yeah like over like you could of (.) been working on 
16 some really really important project like (.) like I dunno like a cure 
17 for something (.) and then (.) all of a sudden (.) your computer's (.) 
18 like blown up or something and then all your work's been gone it's 
19 all vanished 

In the above extract Andy draws on the idea that computers can at times be 

unreliable and that you can suddenly, without warning, lose important infbnnation 

or a piece of work. In both parts of the extract Andy employs an extreme case 

formulation. Thus Andy states 'you could have stored like loads and loads and 

loads of information' (lines 4-5) and 'you could lose years of years of study' (line 

7). This extreme characterisation serves to emphasise the severity of this negative 

aspect to computers. Similarly, in the second part of the extract, in response to the 

interviewers cues, Andy re-iterates the pitfall to computing: 'you could have been 

working on some really really important project... and then all of a sudden your 

computer's like blown up...' (lines 15-18). 

A further negative characterisation of computers was that they could be boring and 

mundane to use. An example is given in extract 8 below: 

Extract 8. Debbie 
1 / ( . . . ) Do you think you're better at working with the 
2 computer or your other schoolwork? 
3 My other schoolwork 
4 7 Why is that? 
5 I don't know I find computers quite boring 
6 / So you're not interested (.) why do you think they're 
7 boring? 
8 Debbie You're doing work on the computer you see a blank 
9 screen (.) you're just writing along (.) otherwise (.) if you're not on 

10 that you can sit anywhere you can do your work (.) you're a lot 
11 more mobile when you're not using the computer (.) you can pick it 
12 up whenever 

In the above extract Debbie initially responds to the question 'Do you think you're 

better working with the computers or at other types of school work'. In her 

response Debbie states 'my other school work' (line 3). When asked to account for 

this Debbie states that she finds computers 'quite boring' (line 5). In her response 

to the interviewers follow up question Debbie characterises working with 

computers as mundane 'You're doing work on the computer you see a blank screen 

(.) you're just writing along' (lines 8-9). Debbie contrasts this with other types of 

work where 'you can sit anywhere' (line 10) and 'you're a lot more mobile' (lines 
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10-11). As we shall see, the idea that working with computers or playing computer 

games for long periods of time could be mundane was &equently drawn on by the 

participants in their accounts of the negative aspects of computing. 

3.3. Characterisations of computers for games 

The participants descriptions of their interactions with computer games were lively 

and enthusiastic. Computer games were characterised as realistic and the 

participants described their interactions with the games as very involved and as 

lasting for long periods of time. Many of the features that the participants 

employed to characterise computer games are illustrated in extract 9: 

Extract 9. fg fg 
1 7 Okay do you like playing the games? 
2 f e / e I LOVE playing the games it's like a way out of 
3 what's happening and you just sit there and you're actually in 
4 another world of what game you're playing 
5 / What kind of games do you Hke? 
6 f gfg Well at the moment (.) I like football games but one 
7 in particular where you're actually a manager (.) and it's much more 
8 into (.) you can actually choose players (.) so I just sit there for ages 
9 and just play 

10 Z So what's that game called? 
11 f Championship Manager 
12 / Why do you like that particular game? 
13 Pete Because I'm very interested in football and (.) it's 
14 just the way it's (.) it's real hfe players so you can actually do to 
15 them what you want and put them in their positions and you (.) it's 
16 so realistic that you (.) I just sit there for ages 
17 I Why are computer games so good do you think why 
18 are they so interesting? 
19 They er (.) they take you away &om what you're 
20 doing now and they actually try and get you involved which is quite 
21 important (.) and platform games or something like that ( . ) you 
22 don't (.) if you lose a life or something you don't say right I've lost 
23 it I 'm going now (.) you say I 'm going to get that back and I'm 
24 going to get across that bridge or what (.) and that's really addictive 
25 (.) sort of 
26 / So what's a platform game? 
27 f It's where it's (.) you're controlling a person and (.) 
28 it's sideways scrolling and you have to jump and shoot on platforms 
29 really 
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In the above extract Pete responds to a series of questions about computer game 

playing. The first feature to note is the enthusiastic character of the response. Thus 

in response to the question '...do you like playing the games?' (line 1) Pete initially 

states 'I Love playing the games' (line 2). Pete then offers an explanation of why 

he likes computer games 'it's like a way out of what's happening and you just sit 

there and you're actually in another world of what game you're playing' (lines 2-4). 

Here Pete characterises computer game playing as an activity in which the player is 

intensely involved, to the extent that they are unaware of things going on around 

them. This idea is drawn upon again later in response to the question: 'Why are 

computer games so good do you think....?' (lines 17-18). An interesting aspect to 

draw attention to here is Pete's description of how, when playing computer games, 

the player will be determined to succeed 'if you lose a life or something you don't 

say right I've lost it I'm going now (.) you say I'm going to get that back and I'm 

going to get across that bridge' (lines 22-24). Pete suggests that it is this desire to 

succeed which draws the player back to the game 'and that's really addictive' (line 

24). Descriptions of 'what people are thinking' when they play computer games 

were frequently employed by the participants and were very effective in 

constructing an image of game playing as an activity which involves intense 

concentration and complete absorption in the game. 

A fiirther interesting aspect of the above accoimt is Pete's references to the 

'realistic' character of computer games. Thus when describing a football game 

Pete states 'you're actually a manager' (line 7), 'you can actually choose players' 

(line 8) and 'it's real life players so you can actually do to them what you want and 

put them in their positions ...it's so realistic' (lines 14-16). The idea that computer 

games were very realistic was frequently drawn on by the participants when 

characterising their liking and enthusiasm for computer games. References to the 

realistic aspect of computer games also contribute to the overall characterisation of 

game playing as an activity in which the participant becomes intensely involved — 

it is the realistic and convincing character of computer games that draws the 

participant into the game. 

Descriptions of long, uninterrupted periods of play also contributed to the 

construction of game playing as an intensely involved activity. Thus Pete states: 'I 

just sit there for ages and just play' (lines 8-9) and 'I just sit there for ages' (line 

16). The use of the word 'just' here serves to emphasise the fact that when playing 

Pete's concentration is focused solely on the game. Interestingly, while in this 

extract Pete employs this description in a positive way to position himself as an 

enthusiastic and regular game player, in other contexts descriptions of people 
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spending long periods of time 'just' playing computer games were employed to 

construct a negative image of computer game enthusiasts. 

A final aspect to note in this extract is the interviewer's question 'So what's a 

platform game?' (line 26). It is interesting to note that in contrast to the section of 

the interview concerned with 'computers for work' where (&om the interviewer's 

perspective) the participants vocabulary seemed somewhat limited, when the 

conversation turned to computer games it was the interviewer who positioned 

herself as 'uninformed'. 

Similar features can be seen in extract 10 below: 

Extract 10. Julie 
1 / What sort of games do you like then 
2 I like fighting games and em I like Sonic the 
3 Hedgehog I don't know why em and I gotta Super Bomber Man 
4 7 A what ? 
5 JwZfg Super Bomber Man 
6 / So what sort of things what is it about those games 
7 you like then 
8 VwZfg Don't know they're exciting cause when like 
9 something comes along with em Killer Instinct its a game that you 

10 have to fight and when the bad man if you're on the last bad man 
11 you have to fight him its really exciting cause you know you've got 
12 to win 
13 / Right 
14 And with Bomber Man you've got to lay bombs 
15 everywhere and blow animals up its quite good it's it's really fimny 
16 when the man blows himself up in little bombs 

In the above extract Julie responds to some questions about what kinds of games 

she likes. In the first part of the extract Julie lists some of the games she likes to 

play (lines 2-3). In her response to the question '... what is it about those games 

you like ...' (hnes 6-7) she states 'Don't know' (line 8). However, she goes on to 

describe the games as 'exciting' and backs up this statement by describing, how, 

when playing 'Killer Instinct', the player becomes caught up in the game and 

determined to succeed '...if you're on the last bad man you have to fight him its 

really exciting cause you know you've got to win...' (lines 10-11). In the final part 

of the extract Julie provides another example. Through her description of what you 

have to do to play 'Bomber Man' (lines 14-16) computer games are again 

characterised as fun and exciting and as something in which the player becomes 

very involved. 
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q / " g a r n e r 

The participants characterisations of computer game playing were not always 

positive. In some contexts the participants oriented to the idea that playing 

computer games too often may be undesirable. Consider extract 11 below: 

Extract 11: Pete 
1 7 OK would you like to be better at playing computer 
2 games? 
3 f efe r d like to get back up to the standard I that I was 
4 when I had my (inaud) but I don't think it's as important as work or 
5 (.) understanding computers any more 
6 / Why is that? 
7 Pete Well when you get older sometimes you (.) don't 
8 need them as much as you should when you are little. 
9 I What sort of person is good at playing computer 

10 games? 
11 f Someone who sits there for hours and can get 
12 addicted to any game that they start playing. 

In the above extract Pete responds to the question 'would you like to be better at 

playing computer games' (lines 1-2). In his initial response to the question Pete 

states 'I'd like to get back up to the standard I that I was when I had my ' (lines 3-

4). However, Pete goes on to qualify this by stating that he no longer considers 

computer games to be as important as work or 'understanding computers' (line 4-

5). Here, Pete distances himself from the possible inference that his interest in 

computer games may be detrimental to his involvement in other activities. 

Through his statement 'any more' (line 5) Pete suggests that he had previously 

given a higher priority to games. Following the interviewers prompt Pete 

elaborates on this idea 'Well when you get older sometimes you (.) don't need 

them as much as you should when you are little' (lines 7-8). 

There is an interesting difference of emphasis between this extract and extract 9 

where Pete presented himself as a regular and strongly enthusiastic computer game 

player. In extract 11 Pete maintains that he is interested in computer games by 

stating his wish to regain some of his game playing expertise, but his account is 

organised to ward off the possible inference that he plays computer games too 

often. The participants frequently oriented to the idea that being too keen on 

computer games or playing them roc oAen was imdesirable. Pete orients to this 

idea again in response to the question 'What sort of person is good at playing 
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computer games?' (lines 9-10). In his response Pete draws on a negative image of 

someone who plays computer games for long periods of time and who can 'get 

addicted to any game they start playing' (lines 11-12). As previously mentioned, it 

is interesting to note that while in extract 9 Pete employed the phrase 'I just sit 

there for ages' to position himself as an enthusiastic and regular game player, in 

extract 10 the phrase 'someone who just sits there for hours' (line 11) is employed 

to construct a negative image of someone who spends an excessive amount of time 

playing computer games. In this way the participants accounts were subtly 

organised to strike a balance between presenting themselves as enthusiastic 

computer game players while simultaneously distancing themselves from the 

potential inference that they played computer games to an 'unhealthy' or excessive 

degree. 

In the following extract Amy also draws on a negative characterisation of computer 

game playing: 

Extract 12 Amy 
1 I Would you like to be better at playing computer 
2 games 
3 Not really (.) I'm [quite] 
4 I [Why not] 
5 [My-] My life's quite busy as it is I got horses so I 
6 don't really have much chance to do everything 
7 / Right so you spend a lot of time (inaud) 
8 Yeah 
9 I What sort of persons reallv good at plaving computer 

10 games 
11 My brother ((laugh)) 
12 I Why's that ? 
13 He hasn't got really much very much interests apart 
14 from skateboarding so when he's like at home he just plays on the 
15 computer and then watches TV 

In the above extract Amy also responds to the question 'Would you like to be better 

at playing computer games'. In response to the question Amy states 'Not really' 

and explains that she is too busy doing other activities such as horse riding (lines 4-

5). In response to the question 'What sort of persons really good at playing 

computer games' Amy cites her brother, and draws on the image of the socially 

isolated computer game player who has very few interests other that game playing: 

'He hasn't got really much very much interests apart from skateboarding so when 

he's like at home he just plays on the computer and then watches T V (lines 12-14). 

There is a contrast then between Amy's description of herself as someone who is 
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too busy to develop her game playing expertise and her characterisation of her 

brother who 'hasn't got really much veiy much interests apart S-om skateboarding' 

(lines 12-13) and who when he is not playing the computer 'watches TV' (line 13). 

The contrast in the account serves to construct an image of people who play 

computer games veiy 6-equently as having a sedentary lifestyle and as having few 

hobbies or interests. 

3.4. Variability and context specificity of participants accounts 

In the previous two sections the participants drew on diverse and contradictory 

characterisations of computers. In section 3.2 computers were characterised on the 

one hand, as fast, powerful, clever, labour saving devices which were capable of a 

wide range of complex procedures; and on the other, as slow, inefScient, unreliable 

and &ustrating to use. In section 3.3. the participants characterised computer games 

as exciting and computer game playing as an activity in which the player becomes 

intensely involved; however, the participants also oriented to the idea that playing 

computer games too oAen could be mundane and undesirable. It is important to 

point out that all of the children employed both the negative and positive 

characterisations discussed above. As the following extract demonstrates these 

contrasting characterisations were often employed within one or two conversational 

turns: 

Extract 13. Fiona 
1 7 Right OK. (2.0) What kind of thing do you like 
2 doing on the school computer? 
3 Ffona I like typing (laugh) 
4 / Right 
5 Fzona I do I like typing em 
6 / Why do you like it 
7 Fiona I just like it cause its like instead of writing you just 
8 type it up and .hh (.) an like its easier if you write it out you have to 
9 like cross it out and all that but on the computer you just delete it an 

10 stuff like that ((sniff)) 
11 7 OK (.) so its useful then 
12 FzoMa Mm 
13 / Is there anything else you like using it (.) for (.) 
14 Fiona Nno 
15 I (3.5) Is there anything you dislike about using the 
16 computers for school work 
17 Fiona Em (2.0) loggin on its annoying some-1 dunno I 
18 suppose its useful but sometimes it takes too much em takes too 
19 long cause other people are doing it as well so you gotta wait like if 
20 you're printing as well like in IT you have to wait a lot as well 
21 [sometimes you don't] 
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22 [t)elliirygs] 
23 [Its the bell] ((2.0) pause while bell stops ringing) 
24 / Is that it? 
25 FzoMo Yeah sometimes em (1.5) sometimes like you have 
26 to wait or sometimes it don't even print out at ^ 
27 7 Right= 
28 Fiona =Cause I done that last week I wanted to print a piece 
29 of work out but it didn't come out (.) sometimes its annoying 

There are a number of interesting features of this extract. The point to draw 

attention to here is the contrast between the characterisation of computing in the 

Grst and second parts of the extract. In the first part of the extract the interviewer 

prompts Fiona to explain why she likes typing. In lines 7-10 Fiona describes the 

benefits of word processing, while her description is not very explicit it is effective 

in drawing on the idea that word processing packages make writing quicker and 

easier. Later in the extract, when asked if there is anything she dislikes about 

computers, Fiona characterises computing as an activity that can at times be 

'annoying' and slow (lines 17-21). Fiona backs up this characterisation by 

describing a specific occasion when she had problems printing some of her work 

(lines 25-29). An interesting point to note is that in her description of the 

'annoying' aspects of computing Fiona orients to the previous discussion about the 

utility of computers through her statement 'I dunno I suppose it's useful' (hnes 17-

18). It is also worth noting that it was the interviewer who initially employed the 

word 'useful' (line 11). In this way the statement 'I suppose it's useful' functioned 

both to acknowledge Fiona's previous comments, and the comments of the 

interviewer, she was then able to draw on a negative characterisation of computers 

without appearing to contradict herself or to disagree with the interviewer. 

This extract highlights a number of important points &equently made by discourse 

analysts. One issue is the fact that people represent themselves and the world in 

varying and contradictory ways. This is due to the primarily functional nature of 

talk: People use talk to achieve particular interactional goals, the particular 

construction that they draw upon will vary according to the purpose of the talk. 

This kind of variability poses problems for measures which assume that children 

have a fixed concept or attitude towards computers. As the extracts discussed in 

this chapter demonstrate, children employ diverse characterisations of computers 

and draw on them flexibly across different conversational contexts. 

A related point is the criticism made by discourse analysts of the assumption in 

attitude scales that we can make a conceptual distinction between the attitude 
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'objects' (here computers) and 'dimensions of judgement' (negative or positive 

evaluations). Discourse analysts argue that when we look at everyday talk objects 

are simultaneously constructed and evaluated, the way in which objects such as 

computers are defined varies according to the purpose of the talk. Rather than try 

to discover what people 'really think' about things such as 'computers', in 

discourse analysis the focus is on how accounts of these things are manufactured in 

their specific contexts of use (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). 

A final important issue to discuss is the way in which the research tool defined and 

constrained the interaction. It is important to bear in mind the context within which 

the participants' accounts were produced. Thus the participants met with a 

'researcher' who was 'interested in finding out what children their age think about 

computing'. The participants' responses were undoubtedly informed by their 

perceptions of what was required of them and what was correct or appropriate for 

the occasion. However, although in some instances the interview schedule 

functioned much like a questionnaire, with the participants' responses strongly 

dictated by the questions, this was not the case for the entire interview. More open 

questions gave the participants greater opportunity to dictate the topic of 

discussion. Furthermore, there were points in the interview where the participants 

actively resisted the implication in the question. The point here is that in contrast to 

other forms of analysis, the discourse analyst is reflective about, and pays keen 

attention to, the ways in which the research tool and the researcher are influencing 

the participants behaviour. At any given point in the interview the participants will 

be orienting to a variety of concerns; sometimes to present themselves in a 

favourable light, at others to express a particular view on computing, at others to 

provide what they think is the 'right answer'. By paying attention to the way 

accounts are constructed and the functions which these constructions achieve, the 

analyst can offer an interpretation as to the main concerns informing the interaction 

and how the participant orients themselves in relation to these concerns. 

A final point to consider is the extent to which the researchers gender informed or 

constrained the interaction. There were no instances within the interviews where 

the participants (or the interviewer) oriented explicitly to the gender of the 

interviewer and this did not emerge as a major theme in the analysis. However, it is 

of course possible that in some contexts the participants accounts would have been 

different if the interviewer had been male (cf page 85). It would be interesting to 

compare the interviews in this study with a set of similar interviews conducted by a 

male researcher, unfortunately such a comparison was beyond the scope of this 

research. 
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3.5. Summary of Chapter Three 

This Chapter aimed to illustrate the range of 'metaphors of computing' that the 

participants employed across the interviews. Computers for work were 

characterised as fast, powerful, efGcient, labour saving devices capable of complex 

procedures that would otherwise be time consuming or impractical. The 

participants also drew on the idea that computers could be slow, frustrating to work 

with, difficult to imderstand, and unreliable. On some occasions the phrasing 

employed by the participants in these accounts was somewhat vague or ambiguous. 

Despite this ambiguity however, these accounts were effective in 'conjuring' the 

image of computers as useful and as capable of complex procedures. One way in 

which this construction was achieved was through the use of technical or 'technical 

sounding' phrases. Besides contributing to a particular construction of computers 

these phrases also served to position the speaker as informed and knowledgeable 

about computers. Computers for games were characterised as exciting, fun and 

realistic, and computer game playing was characterised as an activity in which the 

player becomes intensely involved. The participants also drew on the idea that 

being too keen on computer games or playing them too often could be undesirable. 

In doing so, they drew on the image of the solitary computer game player who 

plays computer games at the expense of their involvement in other activities. 

Finally, the extracts discussed in this Chapter illustrate the variable and context 

dependent nature of the participants responses, and the extent to which the 

participants responses are informed and constrained by the interview schedule. 

While this Chapter focused on the broad characterisations the participants 

employed across the interviews, Chapter Four turns to a discussion of how the 

participants positioned themselves in terms of their ability and enthusiasm for 

computers, and how gender mediated these characterisations. 
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Chapter Four: Gender Differences in Characterisations of 
Ability and Liking of Computers 

4.1. Introduction 

The previous Chapter was concerned with the broad characterisations of computers 

that the children employed across the interviews. This Chapter turns to a 

discussion of how the participants positioned themselves in relation to computers 

and how gender mediated these understandings. The analyses revealed very few 

differences in the girls and boys characterisations of their ability with computers. 

To reflect this, Section 4.2. of this Chapter explores how the children a growp 

characterised their own and others ability with computers for work; and Section 4.3 

explores how the participants characterised their own and others abihty with 

computer games. Any issues relevant to the question of gender differences are 

discussed where they arise. Gender differences are further explored in Section 4.4.^ 

where the girls and boys responses to a small set of questions about their ability 

with computers are compared. In order to address the extent to which gender 

mediated the participants expressed enthusiasm for computers, Section 4.5 presents 

a quantitative comparison of the girls and boys responses to a small set of questions 

concerned with liking of computers. Finally Section 4.6. presents a summary and 

discussion of the issues raised in this chapter. 

4.2. Competence with computers for work 

Positioning oneself as competent with computers was 6equently achieved by 

reference to computing skills or by describing oneself as 'knowing what to do\ For 

example consider the following extract: 

Extract 1. Julie 
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1 I OK. Would you say you were good at working with 
2 computers? 
3 Jw/ze Yeah I am quite good actually I can type really fast, 
4 quite fast anyway, and I can help other people when they're stuck cause 
5 they don't know what to do with their things cause funny things come 
6 on the screen saying different things so you just have to press different 
7 things and then it goes away so 

In the above extract Julie responds to the question 'OK Would you say you were good 

at working with computers?'. In her initial response to the question Julie states 'Yeah I 

am quite good actually' (line 3). She warrants this statement in by citing her ability to 

'type really fast' (hne 3) (the qualification 'quite fast anyway' (line 4) is perhaps 

offered in case her initial statement was challenged). Julie further warrants her claim 

that she is good at computer work by describing herself as being able to help others 

who find computing difficult. Thus in lines 5-7 Julie draws on the idea that computers 

are sometimes difficult to understand. As with several of the extracts discussed in 

Chapter 3 Julie's characterisation of this aspect of computing is somewhat vague and 

ambiguous: 'cause fimny things come on the screen saying different things so you just 

have to press different things and then it goes away so' (lines 5-7). In her account, 

Julie positions herself as someone who is confident with this aspect of computing and 

so is able to help others who find these tasks difficult. The ability to help others was 

frequently cited by the participants to characterise computing competence; and 

descriptions of oneself or others as 'needing help' were employed to characterise lack 

of understanding or problems with computers. When referring to some of her fellow 

classmates in lines 4- 5 Julie states 'they don't know what to do with their things'. As 

we shall see, references to oneself or others as 'knowing what to do' or 'being in 

control' were frequently employed to characterise competence with computers; and 

'nof knowing what to do' was employed to characterise lack of ability or competence. 

Another strategy for positioning oneself as competent was through references to 

experience with computers: 

Extract 2. James 
1 / (4) OK Would you say you were good at working with 
2 the computers 
3 James Yeah fairly good cause I've got a computer at home 
4 / Mm hm 
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5 An I know what em what to do on the school computers 
6 cause in year 7 they tea- taught us all about how to get into different 
7 applications 

In extract 2 James backs up his statement that he is 'fairly good' (line 3) at computing 

by describing his experience with computers. He draws attention to this experience by 

firstly stating that he has a computer at home and then by describing his experiences 

with computers in school. James's reference to a specific computing skill he has 

acquired ('how to get into different applications' (lines 6-7 )) serves to position him as 

knowledgeable about computers. It is interesting to note that computing skills were 

almost always described as something which were acquired through experience (as 

opposed to something that one could be naturally good or bad at). 

Similar features can be seen in extract 3 below; 

Extract 3. Pete 
1 I Why do you think that you're quite good at using 
2 computers? 
3 Pete As I've said I've used them for quite a long time and (.) 
4 I understand how they work much more and I can get (.) I can Snish 
5 tasks that I'm given quite fast and (.) get on to other work (.) I base it 
6 on that and also my Mum is a typing teacher so she teaches me how to 
7 type (.) so I'm quite fast on the keyboard 

In extract 3 Pete responds to the question 'Why do you think you're quite good at 

using computers?'. In response to the question Pete firstly refers to his experience with 

computers 'I've used them for quite a long time' (line 3). Through his statement 'I 

understand how they work much more and I can get (.) I can finish tasks Siat Tm given 

quite fast and (.) get on to other work' (lines 4-5) Pete positions himself as both 

knowledgeable about computers and as confident about working with them on his own. 

In line 7 Pete describes himself as 'quite fast on the keyboard', his reference to the fact 

that his mother is a typing teacher serves to add weight to this claim. 

In their responses to the question 'So what sort of person is good at working with 

computers?' the participants also drew on the idea that competence with computers 

was gained through experience and involved 'knowing what to do\ The following 

three extracts are taken from the participants responses to this question: 
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Extract 4. 
1 (2.0) A person that is probably intelligent and likes 
2 computers and really brainy and (.) someone that's probably got one at 
3 home and then they're used to home computers and school computers 
4 to know what they're doing both 

Extract 5. Colin 
1 Colin Oh um people that have had more experience and pr-
2 training are better than people that have only just started 
3 7 Right 
4 Co/m If you go to training like at a college or something you 
5 get your co- confidence built up in you and you know what to do and 
6 you're not a6aid of pressing the wrong button 

Extract. 6 Debbie 
1 Any kind it doesn't really matter (.) as long as they know how 
2 to use the system 

In extract 4 Sarah cites intelligence and liking of computers as possible quahties of 

someone who is good at computing. She also draws on the idea that such a person is 

likely to have had experience with computers at home. Colin, in extract 5, also cites 

experience as an important factor. He elaborates on this claim in lines 4-6 by stating 

that experience is likely to give someone confidence with computing and make them 

less likely to be concerned about 'pressing the wrong button' (line 6). Finally, Debbie, 

in extract 6, resists the implication in the question that there may be particular qualities 

that make someone good at computing: 'Any kind it doesn't really matter'. Through 

her statement 'as long as they know how to use the system' Debbie also draws on the 

idea that being good at computing involves 'knowing what to do'. 

One way of presenting oneself as nof at computers was by describing oneself 

as lacking experience with computers and as needing help when working with them, 

for example in extract 7 below: 

Extract. 7 Sarah 
1 / Would you say you were good at working with 
2 computers? 
3 .S'a/'aA No I wouldn't say I was that good working with 
4 computers 
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5 / "Whyno^ 
6 5'ara/z Cause like I haven't been on computers that much like 
7 most people have (.) and so Tve only had like a small one at home but 
8 not a proper one like they got in the school (.) and so 
9 

10 / OK Would you say you were better at working with the 
11 computer or other types of school work? 
12 Other types of school work 
13 / Why's that? 
14 Sarah Cause other types I can just get on and then you haven't 
15 got problems there (.) if a problem came up with the computer (.) and 
16 the teacher's busy you have to sit there and put your hand up where if 
17 you've got other work then you just get on with it and then you know 
18 what to do 
1 9 / I see would you like to be better at working with 
20 computers? 
21 .S'aA'aA Yeah 
22 7 How good would you like to be? 
23 6'araA I'd like to be like Anthony Stevens ((laughs)) 
24 / Yes he's very good is he? 
25 5'araA Yeah he (.) he normally helps us when we're stuck and 
26 he knows what to do most of the time so he's like a second teacher 
27 7 Why would you like to be (inaud) ? 
28 Cause he knows what to do and he doesn't sit there 
29 mostly with his hand up he just gets on with it (.) so if I was like him I 
30 could just get on with it and I could help others and then (.) instead of 
31 me just sitting there putting my hand up wasting my time 

In the above extract Sarah states that she does not consider herself to be 'that good' 

when working with computers (line 3). Sarah accounts for her lack of ability in terms 

of the fact that she has had less experience with computers than others: 'I haven't been 

on computers that much like most people have' (lines 4-5). She adds, that while she 

has a computer at home, it is 'a small one ... not a proper one like they got in the 

school' (lines 5-6). Here, Sarah draws on the idea that competence with computers is 

gained through experience; by describing her lack of experience with computers she 

accounts for her initial statement that she does not consider herself to be particularly 

good at computing. 

In the second part of the extract Sarah responds to the question 'OK Would you say 

you were better at working with the computer or other types of school work?' (lines 8-

9). In her response Sarah states 'other types of schoolwork' (line 10). Sarah accounts 

for this by drawing a contrast between computer work and other types of school work. 
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She states that while she can 'just get on' (line 12) with other types of work 'if a 

problem came up with the computer (.) and the teacher's busy you have to sit there and 

put your hand up' (lines 13-14). Here, Sarah orients to the idea that while the teachers 

attention is crucially important when a problem arises in the IT lesson, this is not the 

case in the other subjects where 'you just get on with it and then you know what to do' 

(lines 15). In this section of the extract then Sarah's lack of success is attributed not to 

her lack of competence with computers but rather to characteristics inherent to the 

subject. Sarah's comments about having to wait for help when the teacher is busy also 

highlight the extent to which children's evaluations of computers and computing will 

be informed by the context within which their experiences of computers take place. 

In line 20 Sarah responds to a question about how good she would like to be with 

computers by referring to one of her classmates 'I 'd like to be like Anthony Stevens' 

(line 23). Sarah describes this fellow pupil as 'like a second teacher' (line 23) who is 

able to help others with computing problems; and who 'knows what to do most of the 

time' (line 26). Sarah draws a contrast between this 'expert pupil' and herself: ' he just 

gets on with it (.) so if I was like him I could just get on with it and I could help others 

and then (.) instead of me just sitting there putting my hand up wasting my time' (lines 

29-31). Thus while in extract one (p. 45) Julie positioned herself as competent with 

computers by describing herself as able to help others, Sarah positions herself as not 

very good with computers by describing herself as 'needing help' and by contrasting 

this with the ability of another pupil who is able to offer help to others. These features 

again highlight the extent to which the way the children position themselves in relation 

to computers will be influenced by the social and institutional contexts within which 

their experiences of computers take place. Thus, children's perceptions of their own 

abilities with computers are likely to be partly informed by how they perceive these 

abilities in comparison to those of their fellow classmates. 

The idea of the expert pupil was referred to by a few of the respondents across different 

contexts of the interview. Although it would be unwise to draw on any conclusions on 

the basis of the small number of participants in this study, it is perhaps interesting to 

note that none of the participants referred to a female pupil who they through was 

'expert' at computing. 

In the following extract Andy also describes himself as less able with computers: 
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Extract. 8 
1 I OK (.) um (.) Tve got another question here do 
2 you find working with computers easy or difficult ? 
3 Andy Difficult 
4 I What kinds of things are (.) particularly difficult? 
5 Andy Well (.) it's just (.) when you're like me and don't 
6 understand anything about computers it's all (.) it's all difficult because 
7 (.) you can't imderstand or anything and get (.) a bit stressed and get a 
8 bit muddled up with where I'm going and what I 'm doing 

In the above extract Andy states that he finds working with computers difficult (line 3). 

In response to the interviewers follow up question 'What kinds of things are 

particularly difficult?' Andy states that he does not understand 'anything about 

computers' (line 6) and that he gets 'a bit stressed' (line 7) and 'a bit muddled up' 

(lines 7-8) when working with them. Thus, while 'knowing what to do' with 

computers was employed by the participants to position themselves as competent with 

computers, here lack of understanding and the idea of 'not being in control' is 

employed to characterise lack of ability. 

It is interesting to note how Andy's account in extract 8 makes relevant a particular 

construction of computers as complex and difficult to understand. The participants 

frequently drew on this construction when describing their difficulties or lack of 

understanding of computers. This feature again highlights the point made in Chapter 3, 

that it is difficult to separate what the children think about 'computers' &om how they 

position themselves in relation to them. When we look at the participants talk we see 

that these issues are mutually inter-defmed — different constructions of computers 

may be employed in different contexts to achieve different 'self presentational' goals; 

equally, different 'self presentations' may implicitly or explicitly draw upon different 

constructions of computers. In extract 10, John also draws on the idea that computers 

can be complex and difficult to understand: 

Extract. 9 John 
I I (1.5) Do you think you're good at working with 
2 computers? 
3 JbAn Yeah I -1 know a bit about em but when it comes to 
4 like people carrying on about all these disks and stuff like that I 'm 
5 no good I just know what I gotta know (...) 
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In the above extract John responds to the question 'Do you think you're good at 

working with computers' (lines 1-2). In his response John initially states 'I know a bit 

about em' (line 3). However, he goes on to qualify this through his statement: 'but 

when it comes to like people carrying on about all these disks and stuff I 'm no good' 

(lines 3-5). Here, John draws on the idea that some computing tasks are complex and 

positions himself as iminfbrmed about these aspects of computing. Through his initial 

statement 'I know a bit about them' (line 3) and his final statement 'I just know what I 

gotta know' (line 5) John positions himself as 'good enough' at computing. While in 

previous extracts the participants have positioned themselves as being broadly good or 

bad at computing, the idea of being 'good enough' o r ' OK but not brilliant' was also 

fi-equently drawn upon. The extracts below provide some further illustrations of this 

theme: 

Extract. 10 Debbie 
1 / Would you say you were good at working with 
2 computers? 
3 I 'm OK I can solve problems on it but sometimes when I 
4 get stuck (.) I need some help 

Extract. 11 Alison 
1 7 OK (.) would you say that you were good at working 
2 with computers ? 
3 (.) quite good (.) I can use my initiative but (.) 
4 sometimes I just get stuck and just kinda give up 

Extract. 12 James 
1 I Would you say were better at working with the computer 
2 or at other types of school work ? 
3 James Em I don't know I 'm probably best writing an 
4 everything because I've done that for a long time but I don't know the 
5 c- all the computers inside out but I know them enough to do whatever 
6 I need to do 

In each of the above extracts the participants position themselves as being 'good 

enough' at computing. Thus, Debbie (extract 10) states that she while she is 'OK' and 

can 'solve problems' on the computer sometimes she needs help. Similarly, Alison 

(extract 11) states that while she is 'quite good' (line 3) and can use her initiative when 

working with computers, sometimes she will 'get stuck and just kinda give up' (line 4). 

Finally, James (extract 12) responds to the question 'Would you say you were better at 
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working with the computer or at other types of schoolwork?'. In his initial response 

James states that he is 'probably best at writing' (line 3). He goes on to state that while 

he does not know everything about computers he does 'know them enough to do 

whatever I need to do' (lines 5-6). 

The next section turns to how the participants characterised ability with computer 

4.3. Competence with computers for games 

As with computers for work, ability with computer games was also seen as something 

that was gained through experience. Consider extract 13: 

Extract. 13 James 
1 / Yeah OK Would you say you were good at playing 
2 computer games ? 
3 Yeah fairly good I like all the computer games I 'm 
4 pretty good at all of them its just em with your first computer game just 
5 gotta get the hang of it an then with other computer games your 
6 confident enough to try different things 
7 7 Mm hm 
8 So you just get better an better 

In the above extract James responds to the question 'Would you say you were good at 

playing computer games?'. In his response to the question James states that he is 

'fairly good' (line 3) and that he both likes and is 'pretty good' (line 4) at all computer 

games. Through these statements James positions himself as enthusiastic about 

computer games and as confident about his abihty with them. James goes on to 

explain that experience with computer games increases ability and confidence; 'with 

your first computer game just gotta get the hang of it an then with other computer 

games your confident enough to try different things ... So you just get better an better' 

(lines 4-8). In the following extract Fiona also positions herself as being good with 

computer games: 

Extract 14 Fiona 
1 / Right (2.0) Do you think you're good at playing 
2 computer games ? 
3 Fiona Mm Yeah sort of cause I used to play a lot I like playing 
4 em (.) car racing games cause it's like you're really driving a car 
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5 7 Mm 
6 fzoMG Cause like I go sometimes I go to Super Bowl and 
7 actually playing like all arcades and stuff 

In her initial response to a question about whether she is good at playing computer 

games Fiona states 'Mm Yeah sort of and backs this up by referring to her experience 

with computer games 'cause I used to play a lot' (line 3). In her use of the past tense 

Fiona is orienting to comments she had made earlier in the interview about the fact that 

her computer game machine had broken. Fiona goes on to state that she likes playing 

computer games, and draws on the idea that computer games are realistic 'I like 

playing em (.) car racing games cause it's like you're really driving a car' (lines 3-5). 

As was the case with James in extract 12, Fiona's expression of her enthusiasm for 

computer games serves to add weight to her claim that she is good at playing them. In 

the final part of the extract Fiona provides a further example of her experience with 

computer games through her statement that she plays computer games at Super Bowl 

(lines 6-7). This statement is perhaps offered to ward off the potential inference that 

because Fiona's computer game machine had broken she no longer had an opportunity 

to play very often. 

In the following extract Sarah also describes herself as being good at computer games: 

Extract. 15 Sarah 
1 / Would you say you were good at playing computer 
2 games? 
3 Yeah ((laughs)) 
4 / Why's that? 
5 Sarah Cause after school I usually go straight to the computer _ 
6 and like my brother used to challenge and my cousins and I was always 
7 winning and they would leave so I just I just when I came home &om 
8 school I just played on it and I learnt how to do all the moves and 
9 everything 

In the above extract Sarah responds yes to the question about whether she is good at 

playing with computer games. She warrants this through her reference to the fact that 

she plays computer games often: 'Cause after school I usually go straight to the 

computer' (line 5) and 'when I came home from school I just played on it and I learnt 

how to do all the moves and everything' (lines 7-9). Her description of herself as 

'always winning' (line 7) when she played against her brother and cousins also serves 
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to position Sarah as someone who is very good at computer games. In extract 16 Colin 

also compares his ability with computer games with others: 

Extract 16. Colin 
1 / Would you say you were good at playing computer 
2 games 
3 CoZm Probably the best one in my family the whole of my 
4 family cause anyone who plays in my family (inaud) I've played on it 
5 such a long time I've had it for a long time now I'm getting quite good 
6 at it some of the games are quite hard and I can't get past the Grst level 
7 but other games I 'm quite good at 

In the above extract Colin states that he is probably the best computer game player in 

his family (line 3). He warrants this by explaining that he has played computer games 

for a long time and so orients to the idea that ability with computer games is gained 

through experience: 'I 've played on it such a long time I've had it for a long time now 

I'm getting quite good' (lines 4-5). In line 6 Colin states that with some of the 'hard' 

computer games he 'can't get past the first level' but this description of himself as 

being not very good with some computer games is tempered by his final statement 'but 

other games I 'm quite good at' (line 7). 

Most of the participants described themselves as generally good at playing computer 

games. One exception is presented below: 

Extract 17. Crmg 
1 / Are you good at playing computer games? 
2 Cmzg Some of them I aren't but I tend to get a bit G-ustrated 
3 with some of them (.) some of them are so hard and I get a bit angry 

The meaning of Craig's initial utterance 'some of them I aren't' is difficult to interpret. 

Craig goes on to state that he gets 'a bit fhistrated' with some computer games and 

that 'some of them are so hard and I get a bit angry' (line 3). Here, then, Craig 

positions himself as sometimes finding computer games difficult and frustrating. 

Craig's account in extract 17 was the most negative response to the question about 

ability with computer games. Debbie (extract 18 below) was the only other participant 

who did not describe herself as being generally good at computer games. 

Extract 18. Debbie 
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1 / Do you ever play computer games at all? 
2 Dg66zeNo not really like if I went round to a &iend's house and they 
3 wanted to play then Td play but u (.) it's not really something that 
4 interests me 
5 / So would you say you liked computer games? 
6 don't know I mean I don't really play them so (.) I can't really 
7 say 
8 7 Do you think you're good at playing computer games? 
9 Again I (.) I don't know cause I don't play them 

In the above extract Debbie firstly responds to the question 'Do you ever play 

computer games at all?'. In her initial response Debbie states 'No not really'. She 

goes on to explain that while she may play with a Mend if they wanted to, in general, 

she is not very interested in computer games (hnes 2-4). In response to the question 

about her liking of computer games Debbie states 'I don't know I mean I don't really 

play them so (.) I can't really say' (lines 6-7). This statement again serves to position 

Debbie as someone who has very httle interest in computer games. Finally, in line 9 

Debbie resists defining her ability with computer games through her statement 'Again 

I (.) I don't know cause I don't play them' . Here, Debbie resists deGning herself as 

someone who is either good at bad at computer games; instead, she positions herself as 

someone who has played computer games so infrequently that she is not able to judge 

her ability. Debbie's response to the question about her abihty with computer games is 

therefore best understood as part of her account that she is not interested in games. 

The idea that ability with computer games was gained through experience also arose in 

response to the question 'So what sort of person is good at playing computer games?'. 

Because it was only included in the interview schedule as a possible follow up item 

only five of the twelve participants answered this question. Interestingly, in their 

response, all five of these respondents drew on the negative image of someone who 

plays computer games This negative characterisation of the computer game 

player who plays to an degree was discussed in Chapter 3 (pp. 38-40). A 

further example is provided below: 

Extract 19. James 
1 / OK. What sort of person is really good at playing 
2 computer games 
3 Em I'd say someone who's really good would have to 
4 like play computer games for all of their spare time really someone that 
5 doesn't get out much 
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6 / 
7 So cause their playing computer games an watching TV, 
8 reading magazines on the computer games so it's probably someone 
9 that isn't very active 

In the above extract James states that the sort of person who is 'really good' at 

computer games is the sort of person who; plays computer games 'for all of their spare 

time' (line 4), 'doesn't get out much' (line 5), watches TV and 'isn't very active' (line 

9). Here, James draws on the characterisation of the computer game player as someone 

who has a sedentary lifestyle and who has few other interests. In extract 20, below, 

one of the female participants links this image specifically to boys; 

Extract 20. Julie 
1 I What sort of person is really good at playing computer 
2 games ? 
3 Jw/ze I think its boys (.) cause 
4 I Why boys ? 
5 Julie Well most o- boys have got computers haven't they and 
6 they normally play on them loads and loads of times (.) so I think its 
7 boys that are more better at playing computers 
8 I What sort of boys 
9 Vw/ze Em teenage boys that don't do any work at school 

10 I Right 
11 Vw/ze Theyjust come home and play on the computer 

In extract 20, in response to the question about what kind of person is really good at 

playing computer games, Julie states boys 'I think its boys'. Julie accounts for this 

through her statement 'Well most o- boys have got computers haven't they' (line 5) 

and by drawing on an extreme characterisation of boys who play on computers 'loads 

and loads of times' (line 6). In lines 6-7 Julie adds 'I think its boys that are more better 

at playing computers'. Here, Julie draws on the idea that because boys are more likely 

to play computer games oAen, they are also likely to be better at playing computer 

games. 

In the final part of the extract, in response to the interviewers prompt 'What sort of 

boys' (line 8), Julie again draws on the image of the male computer game player who 

plays computer games at the expense of other activities; 'Em teenage boys that don't 

do any work at school (...) Theyjust come home and play on the computer' (lines 9-

11). The idea that computer game playing was an activity that boys engaged in and 
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enjoyed more than girls was 6equently drawn upon by the participants in their 

discussion of the significance of gender in relation to computing. These accounts are 

the main focus of Chapter 5. The next section of this chapter turns to a discussion of 

the extent to which gender mediated the participants characterisations of their own 

ability with computers. 

4.4. Gender and ability with computers 

One of the most striking things about the sections of interviews concerned with ability 

with computers was the lack of gender differences in the participants responses. Very 

few gender differences emerged in terms of how the participants characterised their 

ability with computers or computer games. As a check on these observations a 

quantitative comparison was performed on a small selection of the girls and boys 

responses. However, there are a number of considerations to bear in mind before 

interpreting the results of this analysis. Firstly, due to the emphasis on the variable and 

context dependent nature of self presentation, discourse analysis is not an approach 

which lends itself easily to numerical comparisons between different groups. Thus, if a 

participant expressed difficulties or lack of ability with computers in response to one 

question, this does not necessarily mean that they presented themselves in this way 

throughout the entire interview. It is important to point however, that the claim is not 

that there are no differences between individuals in their response to computers. 

Rather, it is the case that due to the variable and context dependent nature of self 

presentation we have to be cautious about interpreting any particular response as an 

underlying or 'true' representation of how the participant perceives their abilities. 

A further consideration to bear in mind is the veiy small number of participants 

included in this study; any gender differences that did emerge in this study may be 

partly due to the fact that the sample size was not representative. With these 

reservations in mind, a numerical comparison was performed between the girls and 

boys responses to the two questions where the participants were asked specifically 

about their ability. The findings of this analysis are presented below. 

Ge/zcfer amc/ w/zYA or 

The girls and boys responses to the question 'Would you say you were good at 

working with computers?' were compared. It was hoped that this comparison would 
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give an indication of any 'average' gender differences in the participants 

characterisations of their ability. The extracts considered were taken &om the 

participants initial response to the question; responses to the interviewers follow up 

question were not included as these varied between different interviews. The 

participants responses were ranked from one (highest) to twelve (lowest) in terms of 

how highly they rated their ability. The girls responses were rated 1, 3, =6, 7,10 and 

11 and the boys were rated 1, 4, 5, =6, 9 and 12. There was very little difference 

between the average rating for girls (6.33) and that for the boys (6.17). An 

independent rater was asked to rank the responses (the pseudonyms were replaced by 

'Respondent' so that the rater was unaware of the participants gender). The rankings 

of the researcher and rater were in agreement in eleven out of twelve cases. These 

Gndings suggest that there were, on average, few differences between the boys and 

girls in this study in terms of how highly they rated their ability with computers. 

The participants responses to the question 'Are you good at playing computer games?' 

were compared to see if there were any gender differences. The extracts included in 

this analysis were again taken from the participants initial response to the question 

only. However, one participant (Sarah) simply responded 'Yeah' to the initial 

question. In this case, her response to the interviewer's short prompt 'Why's that' was 

also included. As discussed in section 4.3. most of the participants described 

themselves as being generally good at playing computer games. The participants 

characterisation of their ability with computer games did not merit the distinction 

between 'good' and 'OK but not expert' that was observed in the participants 

characterisations of their ability with computers for work. As was also discussed in 

section 4.3. two participants did not describe themselves as good at playing computer 

games. Thus, Debbie (extract 18, p. 55) resisted defining her ability with computer 

games, and Colin (extract 17, p. 55) stated that he often became frustrated when 

playing some of the more difficult games. One female participant was not asked the 

question about ability with games, and since Debbie resisted defining her ability with 

computer games her response was not included in the ranking analysis. The responses 

of the remaining ten participants (six boys and four girls) were ranked from one 

(highest) to ten (lowest) in terms of how highly the participants rated their ability with 

computer games. The girls were ranked 1, 5, 6 and 8 and the boys 2, 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10. 
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There was very httle difference between the average ranking for girls (5) and that for 

boys (5.83). 

In summary then, these results support the observation that the girls and boys in this 

study were 'on average' equally confident about their abihty with computers and 

computer games. The next section briefly considers the extent to which there were any 

differences in the girls and boys expressed enthusiasm for computers. 

4.5. Gender and enthusiasm for computers 

The way in which the participants characterised their liking or enthusiasm for 

computers was partly addressed in Chapter Three in the discussion of the different 

'metaphors of computing' that the participants drew upon across the interviews. As we 

saw in that chapter, the participants employed both negative and positive 

characterisations of computers and computer games across different contexts of the 

interview. This section briefly considers the extent to which any gender differences 

emerged in terms of the participants expressed enthusiasm for computers. 

ZzAzng q / " / o r worA: 

Due to the fact that the question concerned with the participants liking of computers 

was of the form 'What AzMck q/" fAmgj do you like doing on the school computer?', the 

participants responses could not be analysed in terms of whether they presented 

themselves as generally enthusiastic or unenthusiastic about computers. Instead, these 

accounts were inspected to see if there were any gender differences in the h'nck of the 

things that boys and girls said they liked doing on computers. However, the 

considerations discussed above about the context dependent nature of the participants 

responses, and the small size of the sample, also have to be borne in mind when 

interpreting the results of this analysis. 

An example of one of the participants responses to the question about liking of 

computers is given below: 

Extract 21. Alison 
1 / What kinds of things do you like doing on the school 
2 computer ? 
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3 (ah ±e) I like the badge making I do like designing (.) 
4 um (.) I like doing spreadsheets actually ((ZawgA )̂) and (.) I d I don't 
5 mind typing out stories and stuff like that (.) I don't (.) I don't like 
6 some of the English that we do 

In the above extract Alison hsts a variety of activities that she Hkes doing on the school 

computer. She initially states '... I like the badge making I do like designing' (line 3). 

Here, Alison is referring to an activity in which she and her classmates had used a 

design programme to design badges. Alison also states 'I like doing spreadsheets 

actually' (line 4) and 'I don't mind typing out stories and stuff like that' (hnes 4-5). 

Finally, in lines 5-6 she states that she does not like 'some of the English'. It was 

common for the participants to list a variety of activities in response to the question 

about likes of computers. Another frequent response was to describe more general 

characteristics of computing. Consider extract 22 below: 

Extract 22. Pete 
1 7 Yeah OK What kind ofthings do you like doing on the 
2 school computer? 
3 f e f e Um there's (.) I actually eigoy a challenge on the 
4 computers (.) finding out how to do something or finding out something 
5 new (.) but mainly I eh like playing on a game called Specs which is a 
6 design game which is like the only one on there 

In the above extract Pete states that he eigoys 'a challenge on the computers' (line 3) 

and that he likes 'finding out how to do something' (line 4). The idea of 'Gnding 

things out' or 'just exploring', was also &equently cited by the participants as 

something they enjoyed doing on computers. In the final part of the extract Pete states 

that he likes playing a design game called Specs (lines 5-6). 

A content analysis was performed on the participants accounts to see if there were any 

differences in the kinds ofthings the boys and girls cited as an aspect of computing 

that they enjoyed. Four categories emerged from the participants responses. Three of 

these categories were references to specific computing activities; references to typing, 

or using the computer for writing; references to games; and references to Art 

programmes, or using the computer for drawing. A fourth category 'general 

characterisation' included the participants references to general features of computing 

that were not linked to a particular activity e.g.: 'Just playing around with it'. Some 

gender differences did emerge in the participants responses. Four girls, compared to 
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only one boy, cited typing or writing on the computer as an activity that they liked. 

Furthermore, the boy that did cite typing referred to 'typing the commands that you 

want the computer to do' rather than to using the computer for word processing. Four 

boys, but no girls, cited games as an activity they hked doing on the school computer. 

However, two of these references were to programmes that may not have been defined 

as 'games' by other participants: 'playing the painting games' and 'playing a design 

game called Specs'. Three girls and two boys referred to Art packages or drawing on 

the computer. Four of the boys and one girl referred to a general feature of computing 

which appealed to them. While it would be unwise to draw any conclusions on the 

basis of this analysis alone these findings do suggest that there may be some gender 

differences in the kinds of things children eiyoy doing with computers. 

In response to the question about dislikes ('Is there anything you dislike about using 

the computers for school work'), rather than cite specific activities, the participants 

mainly drew on one of the global negative characterisations of computers discussed in 

Chapter Three. This may be partly due to the wording of the question. An example is 

provided in extract 23 below: 

Extract 23. Julie 
1 I Is there anything you dislike about using computers for 
2 school work 
3 Vw/ze No not really I just don't hke when they're broke 
4 1 So when does that happen 
5 I dunno when we were doing English it didn't save my 
6 work 
7 I Right 
8 Julie So I had to do it all over again 

In her initial response to the question Juhe states 'No not really'. As discussed in 

chapter three the participants often made qualifications of this kind before drawing on 

a negative characterisation of computers. One possible function of these qualifications 

is that they ward off the potential inference that the participants is generally negative 

about computers. After making the qualification Julie states 'I just don't like when 

they're broke' (line 3). In response to the interviewers prompt 'so when does that 

happen' (line 4), Julie refers to an occasion when she lost some of her work and states 

'so I had to do it all over again' (line 7). Here Julie draws on the idea that due to 

computing problems, computers can sometimes be frustrating to work with. 
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In response to the question about dislikes four boys and four girls drew on one of the 

negative characterisations of computers discussed in Chapter three. Five participants 

referred to a specific activity; drawing (one boy); typing (one boy); 'trying to 6nd the 

keys' (one boy); spreadsheets (one girl) and composing stories on the computer (as 

opposed to writing them out by hand first) (one girl). One boy and one girl stated that 

there was nothing they dishked about working with the computers. One boy stated that 

overall he hated computers: 'I just overall I ha I hate computers'. Thus, no pattern of 

gender differences emerged in the kinds of things the girls and boys said they disliked 

about using computers. 

In order to further explore the extent to which gender informed the participants 

expressed enthusiasm for computers, the participants responses to the question 'Would 

you like to work with computers when you are older?' were examined for any gender 

differences. The participants initial response to the question were ranked 6om one 

(highest) to twelve (lowest) in terms of how strongly enthusiastic they were about 

working with computers when they were older. The girls were ranked 1, 2, 6, 8, 9 and 

10 and the boys were ranked 3, 4, 5, 7,11 and 12. There was very little difference 

between the average ranking for the girls (6) and the average ranking for the boys (7). 

The responses to the original question about working with computers and to the 

interviewers follow up; 'What kind of computer work can you see yourself doing', 

were inspected to see if there were any gender differences in the kinds of computing 

activities cited by the participants. Among the six participants who did cite a specific 

activity or occupation some gender differences did emerge. Two of the girls stated that 

they might use computers when they were older because they may become a secretary. 

However, one of the girls qualified her response: 'Probably a secretary or something 

different (.) I-1 don't know if I'll use computers all my life'. A third girl stated that 

she may use computers for word processing if she went to University or College. Of 

the boys who cited a specific activity or occupation, one stated that he may get a job 

working for a sports company and that he may use computers for 'designing clothes'. 

A second boy stated that he may use computers for 'organising files'. A third boy 

stated that he may use computers for typing. However, this response was also 

somewhat qualified: 'Typing I suppose'. It would be unwise to draw any firm 

conclusions on the very small differences observed here. However, these differences, 

together with the gender differences in the kinds of activities the participants said they 

liked doing in the school computer, suggest that girls and boys responses to computers 
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may be differentiated, not in terms of their overall attitude to computers, but in terms 

of their enthusiasm for and participation in different computing activities. 

The girls and boys responses to the question about liking of computer games 'Do you 

like playing the games?' did not lend themselves to a comparative or ranking analyses. 

This was due to the fact that one participant was not asked the question and five of the 

participants simply stated 'yes' in their response. However, across the sections of the 

interview concerned with computer games most of the participants presented 

themselves as either very enthusiastic or generally enthusiastic, and accounted for their 

enthusiasm by drawing on the characterisation of computer games as exciting and fun 

discussed in Chapter Three. Only one participant (Debbie, extract 18, p. 55) positioned 

herself as generally uninterested in computer games. 

The girls and boys responses to the question about liking of computer games were 

compared in terms of the kinds of games mentioned. The participants mentioned a 

wide variety of games. Of the games (or types of games) referred to by more than one 

person some gender differences did emerge. Two girls, and no boys, mentioned 'Car 

racing games'. Three girls and no boys mentioned 'Sonic the Hedgehog'. Six boys 

and no girls referred to either football games generally or a speciGc football game 

(Championship manager or Fifa '96). Again, while the small differences observed here 

do not merit any strong conclusions they do suggest that while both girls and boys 

seem to be generally enthusiastic about computer games there may be some differences 

in the kinds of games they choose to play. 

4.6. Summary of Chapter Four 

This Chapter explored how the participants defined competence with computers. The 

participants positioned themselves as competent with computers for work by referring 

to their experience with computers, and by describing themselves as 'knowing what to 

do' and being able to help others with computing problems. Lack of competence with 

computers was characterised in terms of lack of experience with computers, and as 

having to ask others for help. Positioning oneself as competent with computers for 

games was also achieved by referring to ones experience with computers, and on some 
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occasions by comparing ones abilities to those of others. Very few differences 

emerged between the girls and boys in terms of how highly they rated their ability 

with computers. While a comparative analysis of girls and boys overall enthusiasm for 

computers was not possible, some differences did emerge in the kinds of things the 

girls and boys said they liked doing. Similarly, while there were few differences in 

how enthusiastic the girls and boys were about working with computers when they 

were older. Some differences did emerge in the kinds of thing they said they might do. 

These findings suggest that girls and boys may differ, not in their overall attitude 

towards computers, but in terms of their enthusiasm for and participation in different 

computing activities. The extent to which gender mediates girls and boys interactions 

with different computing activities is likely to be an important area for future research. 
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Chapter Five: Talking About Gender and Computers 

5.1. Introduction 

The chapter looks at the way the pardcipants addressed the issue of gender 

differences in response to computers. The extracts in this chapter were drawn 

mainly &om the second half of the interviews (questions 19-26, Appendix A). In 

this section of the interviews the issue of gender differences in relation to 

computers was raised explicitly. That is, the children were asked questions such as 

'Do you think computer games are suitable for both boys and girls?', 'Are girls 

and boys equally good at using computers for schoolwork' and so on. The 

participants were also asked to read and comment on a small number of newspaper 

headlines which addressed the topic of gender and IT (e.g.: 'Computers are not a 

girls best friend', 'Technology lessons will Gght gender stereotypes'). These types 

of questions were included in the interview schedule with the aim of exploring 

how the children rAemj'g/ve.y reasoned about the significance and meaning of 

gender in these contexts. However, the explicit wording of these questions again 

raises the issue of the extent to which the participants responses are occasioned by 

the interview schedule. As we shall see, while it is certainly true that the interview 

questions re/gvanr the idea that there may be gender differences in children's 

response to computers, the character of the participants responses suggest that they 

were not merely passively responding to the interviewers cues. For example, 

while the participants agreed with the suggestion that there may be gender 

differences in children's interactions with computer games, they often strongly 

resisted the idea that there were any comparable differences in children's responses 

to computers in school. 

In contrast to previous Chapters, this Chapter presents the extracts concerned with 

the use of computers for games before those which addressed the use of computers 

for work. This structure reflects the order in which these issues were raised in the 

interview schedule, and will give the reader a sense for the way the contrast 

between the participants responses to these to issues emerged. Section 5.2. looks 

at how the participants negotiated the significance and meaning of gender in the 

use of computer for games, and Section 5.3 at the significance attributed to gender 
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in the use of computers for work. Finally, Section 5.4 presents a brief summary of 

the issues raised in this chapter. 

5.2. Gender and computers for games 

One of the most striking things about the sections of interview concerned with 

gender and computer games, was the way in which girls and boys liking of 

computer games were characterised in terms of traditional gender stereotypes. 

Consider the following extract: 

Extract 1. Pete 
1 7 So do you think the ones [Computer games] in the shops 
2 actually appeal more to the boys? 
3 fe re Yes because (.) it's like films (3.0) a boy wants to see a 
4 violent film well, nine out of ten, and a girl wants to see a romantic or 
5 an adventure film so um 
6 / So what kind of games do boys like then? 
7 fe re Boys (.) violent ones platform er well no, girls would 
8 like the platform ones violent, plane simulators quite a lot football it's 
9 really ones that are completely opposite to the girls but Tm not saying 

10 that girls don't like those sort of games cause some of them do 
11 / What kind of games do the girls like? 
12 Pete Platform ones I see my sister playing my (snares) quite a 
13 lot a platform game and I think that's because it's quite innocent and 
14 it' s j ust sheer fun j umping around 

In the first part of extract 1 Pete responds to a question about whether computer 

games in the shops appeal more to boys. In his response to the question Pete 

agrees with the interviewers suggestion and backs up his claim with the statement 

'It's like fihns' (line 3). After a long pause he goes on to elaborate this analogy. 

In lines 4-6 he draws on traditional gender stereotypes; boys want to see 'violent' 

films whereas girls want to see 'romantic' or 'adventure' films. The phrase 'well 

nine out of ten' makes his claim more feasible as it acknowledges that while there 

may be some exceptions, OM rAe wAo/e this isyztyr fAg wo); are. In the Grst 

part of this extract then the claim that computer games are more appealing to boys 

is warranted by the assertion that such preferences are just part of whole set of 

gender differences that permeate many aspects of everyday life. Accounting for 

gender differences with computers by reference to more global gender stereotypes, 
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or to other gender typical behaviours, was a fairly common feature of the 

interviews. 

The long pause in line 4 is also worthy of comment, although it is difficult to give 

a definitive interpretation. One possibility is that the utterance 'It's like films' may 

have been offered as a complete answer to the question, and it is only the 

interviewers silence that prompts Pete to give a further justification for his 

statement. As we shall see, phrases such as 'It's just like that' were frequently 

offered in response to questions where the children were asked to account for 

gender differences. 

In the next section of the extract (lines 7-11) Pete responds to a question about 

what sort of games boys like. Pete lists features of games that might appeal to 

boys, these are stereotypically masculine 'violent', 'plane simulators', 'football' 

(lines 8-9). An interesting feature of this extract is the implication in the account 

that there is no crossover between the boys and girls tastes. Thus Pete begins to 

say that boys would like platform games, but retracts this assertion with the 

statement 'no, girls would like the platform ones' (lines 8-9). Similarly his 

statement 'it's really the ones that are completely opposite to the girls' (lines 9-10) 

serves to construct girls and boys tastes as completely polarised. In lines 10-11 

Pete makes a disclaimer 'but I 'm not saying that girls don't like those sort of 

games cause some of them do. This statement is perhaps offered to ward off the 

possible inference that Pete is biased in his opinion. 

In the final part of the extract (lines 13-15) the metaphors employed to describe 

girls preferences in computer games are in contrast to those used to characterise 

boys. Pete states that girls would like platform games because they are 'quite 

innocent' and 'just sheer fun'. The example of his sister who he has 'seen' playing 

such games serves to add authority to this account. In extract 2 John also 

characterises girls and boys preferences for computer games along traditional 

gender lines: 

Extract 2 John 
I I Do you think this game would appeal more to boys than 
2 girls ? 
3 John Boys 
4 I Why? 
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5 John It just looks like (4.0) cause it looks like a boys game 
6 scarier and more evil sort of thing (.) but girls you must have got 
7 colours on the packet or something knowing that it's going to be like 
8 an interesting game (.) exciting (.) but that is like a serious game to me 
9 helicopter or an aeroplane going to get blown up or something 

In extract 2 John responds to a question about an advert for the game 

ThunderHawk . The interviewer prompts him to explain why he thinks this game 

would appeal more to boys. In his initial response he states 'It's just looks like' 

(line 5). As stated above, phrases such as 'It's just like that' were often offered in 

response to questions where the participants were asked to account for gender 

differences. This type of response appeals to the idea that gender differences are 

an inevitable part of everyday life, and so serves to construct the answer to the 

question as obvious and in need of no further explanation. While in some 

instances the use of such phrases was effective in ending the topic of discussion, in 

the above extract (after a long pause) John offers a further account. In lines 5-9 he 

draws on the idea that there are certain visual cues in the advert that make it more 

appealing to boys; 'scarier' and 'more evil' (line 6) and a 'serious game...' (lines 8-

9) . These characteristics are contrasted with the kinds of things that might appeal 

to girls 'colours on the packet' indicating a more 'interesting ... exciting game' 

(lines 7-8). In extract 3 Fiona also draws on the idea that girls and boys like 

different kinds of computer games: 

Extract 3 Fiona 
1 I So what sort of games appeal to boys do you think 
2 Fzona Don't know em games like Mortal Combat I think it's 
3 called I 'm not sure ((/awg/z)) can't remember 
4 I And what about girls ? Is that the same or 
5 FzOMO Things like Sonic an like all cute characters hke girls 
6 tend to like 
7 / Have you heard of this game ? 
8 Fzona ThunderHawk no 
9 / Do you think it would appeal more to boys (or girls) 

10 I think it'll (.) appeal to more to boys 
11 / Why is that then 
12 Fzoma Don't know just tt (.) just the title when like (.) just like 
13 the cover in'it 
14 I What is it about it that makes it 
15 FzOMO I dunno its like s:pacesh: like sh; whats it what's them 
16 called I don't know like a- fire(.) storm {{Here Fiona is reading the 
17 text on the 'ThimderHawk 'advert)) Yeah it looks like a (.) spaceship 
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18 Yeah spaceship sort of thing and hke (.) boys like (.) it's probably (.) 
19 you go in the game an you get a spaceship and you have to shoot all the 
20 different things in space (.) like more boys-1 don't know (.) it's like 
21 more boys like to play with guns and stuff and girls don't 

In extract 3 Fiona initially responds to a question about what kinds of games 

appeal to boys. In her response Fiona cites 'Mortal Combat'. Through her initial 

response 'Don't know' (line 2), and her statement in lines 2-3 that she is unsure 

about the name of 'Mortal Combat', Fiona positions herself as unfamiliar with the 

kinds of games boys like. In response to the question about girls preferences Fiona 

cites 'Sonic' and that girls tend to hke 'all cute characters' (line 5). Here, then, 

Fiona also draws on the idea that girls and boys like different sorts of games and 

that these preferences fall along traditional gender lines. 

Another interesting feature of extract 3 is the way in which Fiona accounts for her 

assertion that the game ThunderHawk may appeal more to boys. In lines 18-21 

she describes the action of playing the game 'you go in the game and you get a 

spaceship and you have to shoot all the different things in space...'. Through her 

emphasis on the word 'shoot' and her statement 'it's like more boys like to play 

with guns and stuff and girls don't' (hnes 20-21) Fiona characterises the 

experience of playing this game as something which is more likely to appeal to 

boys. Similar features can be seen in extract 4 below: 

Extract 4 
I I em do you think that computer games are suitable for 
2 both boys and girls 
3 Some are some like car racing I don't think girls really 
4 like them very much or but there are things more for girls Hke tennis 
5 like boys don't really like playing tennis games and Donkey Kong well 
6 that's hke for both really 
7 I OK so what sort of games appeal to boys then 
8 Car racing things like that (.) mostly 
9 I What about girls what sort of games 

10 Amy Its like (.) like em Marrow Cart that's quite good cause 
11 its different than racing cause its got little characters on it and you get 
12 little things that you can shoot people with as you go round 
13 I So what is it about those games that girls prefer do you 
14 think 
15 Amy More colourful than sort oh like just shooting everything 
16 like on like if you're in aeroplane or something or a spaceship and you 
17 have to shoot everything then it just gets a bit boring really 
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In the above extract, in response to a question about whether computer games are 

suitable for both boys and girls, Amy initially states that girls are inhkely to like 

car racing games (line 3). She then draws attention to the fact that there are games 

which have more inherently 'female' characteristics: 'but there are things more for 

girls like tennis../ (line 4) She also highhghts the fact that some games may 

appeal to both boys and girls (lines 5-6). 

In the next section of the extract, in response to the questions about what kinds of 

games appeal to boys and girls, Amy continues to appeal to stereotypically male 

and female characteristics. Thus, in line 8 she re-iterates her claim that car racing 

games are unlikely to appeal to girls. In response to the question about what kinds 

of games girls like, Amy cites 'Marrow Cart' (line 10). She draws a contrast 

between Marrow Cart (which appeals to girls) and racing games (which appeal to 

boys) through her statement 'its different than racing cause its got little characters 

on it and you get little things that you can shoot people with as you go round' 

(lines 11-12). Amy elaborates on this contrast in lines 15-18 in response to the 

interviewers follow up question: 'So what is it about those games that girls prefer 

do you think'. Here, Amy intially states 'More colourful'. She goes on to 

characterise the kinds of games that boys like as uninteresting:'... if you're in 

aeroplane or something or a spaceship and you have to shoot everything then it just 

gets a bit boring really' (lines 16-18). It is interesting to note that although Amy 

stated 'you can shoot people with as you go round' (line 12) to characterise 

Marrow Cart as the kind of games girls would like, the idea of shooting 

everything' was employed to characterise boys games as somewhat boring and 

mundane. 

As was discussed in Chapters Three and Four, when characterising computer 

games and the actitivy of playing computer games the participants frequently drew 

on the image of the solitary computer game player who plays computer games to 

an excessive degree. As was also discussed, one of the participants (Julie, extract 

23, Chapter 4, p. 61) linked this image specifically to boys. The idea that boys 

might be more regular and enthusaistic computer game players than girls also 

arose in the sections of interview concerned with gender. For example, consider 

the following extract: 
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Extracts 
1 I Mm This article says that girls aren't as interested in 
2 computers (.) as boys (1.0) tt Is that true do you think 
3 Fiona Mm (.) What as in girls don't like it as much as boys?' 
4 (2.0) In a way probably 
5 I ' Right 
6 Fiona Because you don't see many girls at home with a 
7 computer just sitting in 6ont of it playing with it playing it's mostly 
8 boys 

In the above extract Fiona responds to a question about one of the newspaper 

headlines which suggested that girls were not as interested in computers as boys. 

In her response Fiona firstly repeats the suggestion in the question 'What as in 

girls don't like it as much as boys?' (line 3) and then, after a pause, states 'In a 

way probably' (line 4). Despite this somewhat tentative agreement with the 

suggestion that boys may be more interested in computers, Fiona goes on to offer 

an explantation for why this might be the case: 'Because you don't see many girls 

at home with a computer just sitting in front of it playing with it it's mostly boys' 

(lines 7-8). Here, then, Fiona imphes that boys are much more hkely to spend 

prolonged periods of time playing computer games. It is interesting to note that 

(as was the case with Julie, extract 23, Chapter 4, p. 61) the characterisation of the 

solitary male computer game player that Fiona draws upon is a negative one. 

Thus, through her statement 'you don't see many girls at home with a computer 

just sitting in front of it playing with it' (lines 6-8) Fiona implies that boys play 

computer games to an excessive degree. While the girls were occassionally 

negative or derogotary about boys prefences or greater interest in computer games, 

boys were rarely negative when characterising girls interactions with cony)uter 

games. This may be due to the fact that the interviewer was female, in other 

contexts boys may draw upon more negative evaluations of both the types of 

computer games girls like, and their relativley lower interest in games. 

In extract 6 Colin describes girls as less interested in computer games than boys: 

Extract 6 Colin 
1 / Are they equally interested [girls and boys] in computer 
2 games 
3 Co/m Some when you get older girls don't really like 
4 computer games they go onto like parties and discos and they don't 
5 sometimes girls like if you've got a PC like playing on them but if 
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6 you've just got a Megadrive or a P- em CD-ROM or something like 
7 that eh or a Playstation you some girls don't really wanna play on them 
8 so they go off and go out (.) but boys they don't mind staying in and 
9 playing 

In extract 6 Colin responds to a question about whether boys and girls are equally 

interested in computer games. In response to the question Colin states that some 

'older girls' are interested in things other than playing computers such as going to 

'parties and discos' (line 4). He further explains that while some girls might like 

playing computer games on a PC (line 5), rather than play on console games like 

Play Station they would prefer to 'go off and go out' (hnes 8 -9). Colin contrast 

the preferences of girls with those of boys who Y staying in and playing' 

(lines 8-9). Through the use of the phrase 'don't mind' Colin also orients to the 

idea that playing computer games all the time is not necessarily desirable. 

In addition to the idea that boys were keener computer game players than girls, the 

participants also 6equently oriented to the idea that boys were at playing 

computer games. The greater ability of boys was most &equently attributed to 

their greater experience with games. For example consider extract 7 below: 

Extract 7 Pete 
1 / OK are boys and girls equally as good at playing 
2 computer games? 
3 f e re They can be it's not something in their genes that says 
4 that girls can't play computer games and boys can, it's just that boys 
5 get a lot more practice don't they? If girl's were actually given the 
6 chance &om an early age to play computer games when they wanted 
7 and they actually enjoyed them (.) then I'm sure they could beat 
8 everyone 

In extract 7 Pete responds to a question about girls and boys ability with computer 

games. In his initial response to the question Pete implicitly orients to the idea that 

boys are better than girls, but asserts that this is not necessarily inevitable: 'They 

can be it's not something in their genes that says that girls can't play computer 

games and boys can, it's just that boys get a lot more practice don't they?' (lines 3-

5). He goes on to state that if girls were 'given the chance Jrom an early age to 

play computer games...' (lines 5-6) and they enjoyed playing computer games then 
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'they could beat everyone' (lines 7-8). Here, Pete implicitly orients to the idea that 

girls are somehow discouraged 6om playing computer games. 

The following extract also displays many of the features discussed so far: 

Extract 8 John 
1 I Do you think that computer games are suitable for boys 
2 and girls? 
3 Vb/zM Yeah (.) it just depends whether they like what's out (.) 
4 if they don't like football then they don't like football (.) I reckon most 
5 of them are for boys as well well girls games I don't know (.) it's just 
6 the way you look at the games it looks more boyish but Rachel she 
7 when we used to go to (.) school we used to like take a ball every day 
8 (.) and dinner-time we had an hour and ten minutes break and she used 
9 to be with us every minute of that break (.) she never used to be able 

10 stop playing football she was there and everything (.) but she never gets 
11 bored with games cuase she's been up my house as well with Charlotte 
12 this other girl and we play on my computer games and she don't stop (.) 
13 she likes it so (.) it depends on what girls think (.) but then some girls 
14 would rather go out than play games and then when it comes to playing 
15 the game they think going out's better then this game's boring why 
16 can't they make (inaud) 

There are many interesting features of this extract, one important feature to 

consider is the way John builds up a narrative about the fact that some girls do like 

computer games. In order to do this John uses the example of a female Mend who 

is interested in football (lines 6-11). By using such an example John orients to the 

fact that computer games might be regarded as something more appealing to boys. 

A girl who likes football (another typically 'male' activity) is easily char^terised 

as someone who also likes computer games. It is also worth noting that John 

characterises his Mend's liking for football as something she was keen to do all 

the time: 'she used to be with us every minute of that break ... she never used to be 

able to stop playing football' (lines 9-10). Similarly, her liking for computer 

games is characterised as something which she 'never gets bored with' (hne 11) 

and which she 'don't stop' (line 13). Here, then, John warrants the claim that some 

girls like computer games by describing a female friend in terms of characteristics 

frequently employed to describe male computer games players. 

Similar features can be seen in extract 9: 
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Extract 9 Debbie 
1 / [...] Do you think computer games are suitable for both 
2 boys and girls ? 
3 Yeah definitely (.) I mean um computer games are based on 
4 action (.) but I mean a lot of girls are into that a lot of girls are into 
5 football it 'sjust the same 

In extract 10 Debbie strongly agrees with the suggestion that computer games are 

suitable for both boys and girls. However, in her next statement 'computer games 

are based on action' (lines 3-4) Debbie orients to the idea that computer games 

may be fAowgAr to be more appealing to boys. She goes on to undermine this idea 

through her statement 'but I mean a lot of girls are into that' (line 4), and her 

fiirther assertion that 'a lot of girls are into football' (lines 4-5). Here again then 

the idea that girls are interested in computer games is warranted by the claim that 

some girls like football. 

The next section turns to a discussion of how the participants dealt with the 

significance of gender in the use of computers for work. 

5.3. Gender and computers for work 

In contrast to the extracts discussed above, in the section of the interview 

concerned with school computer use most of the participants resisted the idea that 

there were gender differences in children's interest in or ability with the use of 

computers in school. For example, consider extract 10 below: 

Extract 10 Sarah 
1 / What about using computers at school are girls and boys 
2 equally good at using computers at school? 
3 Sm-ah Yeah cause they help each other on what to do if I need 
4 help Steven helps me if he needs help I then help him or we just help 
5 each other 
6 / Are they equally interested (.) girls and boys? 
7 Sarah What in school computers? I would say they um yeah 
8 / Are there any differences between girls and boys when it 
9 comes to computers do you think? 

10 Sarah No 
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In the above extract Sarah answers a question about whether girls and boys are 

equally able with computers in school. Sarah responds yes to the question, and 

backs this up by explaining that girls and boys 'help each other on what to do' 

(line 3). She goes on to cite an example of one of her fellow male pupils who 

helps her with computer problems. Sarah's emphasis on the fact that she and 

Steven eacA ofAer; 'if I need help Stephen helps me if he needs help I then 

help him' (lines 3-4) serves to add weight to her claim that girls and boys are 

equally when using school computers. Sarah also responds yes to the 

question about whether girls and boys are equally interested in the school 

computers. Through her use of the phrase urn yeah' (Hne 7) Sarah 

orients to the idea that she may not be an authority on this issue. Finally, in line 

10, Sarah responds 'no' to question about whether there are any differences 

between girls and boys in their use of computers. In extract 11 Amy also states 

that girls and boys are equally good at working with computers: 

Extract 11 Amy 
1 I What about using computers in school (.) do you think 
2 girls and boys are equally good at using (...) for school work 
3 Yeah 
4 I Are they equally interested ? 
5 Yeah I think some most-a lot ofboys don't like it a lot 
6 ofboys do and a lot girls don't like it and a lot ofboys and girls do 

In the above extract Amy also responds yes to the question about whether girls and 

boys are equally able with computers in school. In her response to the question 

about girls and boys interest in school computers Amy states: 'a lot ofboys don't 

like it a lot ofboys do and a lot girls don't hke it and a lot ofboys and gids do' 

(lines 5-6). Here, Amy draws on the idea that interest in computers is a matter of 

individual preference and that gender is irrelevant in whether a person likes or 

dislikes computers. 

The participants frequently resisted the idea that there may be gender differences 

in girls and boys ability with computers in school. In some contexts this idea was 

combined with the assertion that if there were any differences, girls were likely to 

be better at computer work than boys. For example consider extract 11, below: 

Extract 12 Colin 
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1 7 OK What about using computers in school are girls and 
2 boys equally good at that 
3 Co/m Yeah because em for Tech ifyou do Tech work girls and 
4 boys are in there's mixed like sex or girls and boys so em girls learn 
5 and so do boys an mainly the girls do better than the boys at that 
6 because the boys are either talking or they're not listening or something 
7 and the girls are paying like attention 
8 / Mm-hm 
9 CoZm But yeah girls are the same as boys on that yeah 

In extract 12 Colin also responds yes to the question about whether girls and boys 

are equally able with computers in school. Colin backs this up through his 

statement that there is 'mixed like sex' (line 4) in the Technology lessons and that 

'girls learn and so do boys' (lines 4-5). Colin goes on to suggest that girls may do 

better in the Technology lessons than boys because 'boys are either talking or 

they're not listening or something and the girls are paying like attention' (lines 6-

7). Here Colin draws on the idea that boys are, in general, more badly behaved 

than girls and that this may detrimentally effect boys learning. Finally, in line 8 

Colin states 'But yeah girls are the same as boys on that yeah'. Through this 

statement Colin is perhaps orienting to his earlier comments about the fact that 

there may be differences between girls and boys in their interest in computer 

(extract, 6, p. 71). Thus, his use of the phrase 'girls are the same as boys 

OM yeah' (line 9) Colin implies that while there may be gender differences in 

the use of computers for games, there are no such differences in the use of 

computers in school. James draws explicitly on this idea in extract 12: 

Extract 12 James 
1 I Yeah OK What about using computers in school ? Are 
2 girls and boys equally good at using the computers for schoolwork 
3 .hh Well em not many girls have computers at home like 
4 console so the games side they probably wouldn't be as good as boys 
5 but em with the em PC side a lot of girls have computer home computer 
6 like PCs so em they be equally as good because the teachers teach 
7 everyone not just the boys 
8 I Yeah yeah are they equally interested in your school 
9 computers 

10 James Yeah I think so because em its just the school computers 
11 are used for work you can't really play games on them unless you're in 
12 you're free time so they could pro- they equally interested 
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In the above extract, in response to a question about girls and boys use of 

computers for school, James initially states that becuase fewer girls have 'console' 

games (Sega, PlayStation etc.) at home they are probably not as good as boys at 

games. He goes on to state that because girls often have a PC computer at home, 

and because; 'teachers teach everyone not just the boys' (lines 6-7) girls and boys 

will be equally good with these types of computers. In his response to the 

interviewers question about girls and boys interest in school computers, James 

agrees with the interviewers suggestion that girls and boys will be 'equally 

interested' (lines 12-13). James backs this up through his statement 'the school 

computers are used for work you can't really play games on them' (lines 10-11). 

Here again then, James draws on the idea that while boys may be better at 

computer games, they have no such advantage when using the computers for work. 

The extracts discussed in this Chapter illustrate that the participants attributed a 

different significance to gender across the contexts of computers for work and 

computers for games. Extract 13 provides an illustration of how one of the 

participants drew this contrast: 

Extract 13 Julie 
1 I OK Are boys and girls equally good at playing computer 
2 games 
3 I think boys are better than playing at girls 
4 / Why's that ? 
5 VwAe Don't know boys have got more talent in them than 
6 girls. (.) Sorry but I think they are they they've got more talent when 
7 they're playing computer games 
8 1 So do you think they're equally interested are girls as 
9 interested in computer games as boys 

10 Julie No I think boys are more interested than girls cause girls 
11 have got different things to do than play on computers 
12 I What about using them in school are girls and boys 
13 equally good at using computers for schoolwork 
14 Julie Yeah, Yeah I think so because most girls like playing 
15 well using the keyboards and writing things down but boys don't like 
16 that I don't think I think they maybe think its boring 

In the above extract Julie firstly responds to a question about girls and boys ability 

with computer games. In her initial response Julie states that she thinks boys are 

better at playing computer games than girls (line 3). In response to the 

interviewers prompt Julie draws on the idea that boys are somehow inherently 
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better at computer games than girls 'Don't know boys have got more talent in them 

than girls...they've got more talent when they're playing computer games' (lines 5-

7). In her use of the word 'Sorry' (line 6) Julie orients to the fact that her 

statement about boys greater ability with computer games may be controversial. 

In her response to the interviewers question about interest in computer games Julie 

again states that boys will be more interested than girls (line 10). She back this up 

with her statement 'girls have got different things to do than play on computers' 

(lines 10-11). Here Julie implicitly draws on the idea that boys play computer 

games to an excessive degree and at the expense of their involvement in other 

activities. This statement also serves to position girls relative lack of interest in 

computer games as positive. It is worth noting though that in the section of the 

interview concerned with computer games Juhe positioned herself as an 

enthusiastic computer game player (Chapter 3, p. 37, extract 10). 

While Julie characterised boys as keener and more able with computer games, she 

agreed with the suggestion that girls and boys are equally able with the school 

computers (lines 14-16). Here, Julie implies that girls interest may be greater than 

boys because girls like 'using the keyboards' (line 15) whereas boys may 'think 

it's boring' (line 16). It is interesting to note that while Julie begins to say that 

most girls 'like playing' (line 14) with the keyboards she retracts this and states 

'well wjzMg the keyboards'. This is perhaps due to the fact that had Julie used the 

formulation 'girls l i k e t h e keyboards' this may have seemed contradictory 

to her earlier statements about girls relative lack of interest in computer games. 

Besides resisting the idea that there were gender differences in ability and 

enthusiasm for computers in school, the participants also frequently resisted the 

idea that girls may be somehow be disadvantaged in terms of access to computing: 

Extract 14 Debbie 
1 / This is talking about school computers and it says girls 
2 in senior schools are being left far behind in learning how to use 
3 computers 
4 Debbie^O I mean we're mixed classes so we're all taught exactly the 
5 same now so (.) 
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In the above extract the interviewer refers to a newspaper article headline 

('Computers are not a girls best friend') and suggests that in senior schools girls 

'are being left far behind in learning how to use computers' (lines 2-3). Debbie 

strongly disagrees with the suggestion in the question through her emphasis on the 

word 'No' and her statement 'I mean we're mixed classes so we're all taught 

exactly the same now so' (lines 4-5). 

In the following extract Colin also resists the idea that girls are disadvantaged in 

their access to computers in school. 

Extract 15 Colin 
1 / OK this one says 'Boys muscle in on the keyboard' and 
2 it says that em boys tend to dominate the computers in school and the 
3 girls don't get as much of a chance to use them (.) do you think that's 
4 true 
5 CoZzM Well one of my f iends used to have their tutor room as 
6 the computer room whenever I went up there to see em there was 
7 mainly loads lots of girls on the good computers better computers and 
8 the em ones that there's newer ones and the other the boys were on the 
9 not so good ones 

In extract 15 the interviewer refers to the newspaper article headline 'Boys muscle 

in on the keyboard' and suggests that boys tend to dominate the computers in 

school. In his response Colin resists the imphcation that boys dominate the 

computing resources in school. He does so by referring to the fact that when he 

visited a fnends tutor group there were 'mainly loads lots of girls on the good 

computers ... and the boys were on the not so good ones' (lines 7-9). Thus Colin 

suggests that far &om being disadvantaged girls may have greater access to the 

computing resources than the boys. 

One of the newspaper headlines discussed in the section concerned with gender 

and computers for work referred to the lack of female involvement in the 

computing industry; 'Hi-tech calls on women to plug skills gap'. The participants 

were read this headline and asked why they thought there were fewer women than 

men in the computing industry. An interesting difference emerged between the 

girls and boys responses to this question. Three of the boys explained the lack of 
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involvement on the part of women in terms of their lack of experience with 

computers when they were young. Two of these three linked this lack of 

experience to girls lack of involvement in computer games. An example of one of 

the boys responses is presented below: 

Extract 16 James 
1 / Why do you think not enough women go into the 
2 computing industry 
3 James Because of em the interest when their child is like not 
4 their because of the computer games being mostly for boys they em the 
5 interest has gone completely so they don't it probably don't even enter 
6 their mind to em work with computers because they don't even like 
7 them 

In the above extract James accounts for women's lack of involvement in the 

computing industry in terms of their lack of interest when they were young. He 

states that this is due to the fact that 'computer games are mostly for boys' (line 4). 

It is interesting to note that one of the interview questions referred to a newspaper 

article which suggested that computer games were mostly for boys. James's 

account then may, in part, be referring back to that earlier discussion and be 

drawing on an idea suggested by the interviewer. James states that because 

computer games are mainly for boys women's interest 'has gone completely' (line 

5) and that 'it probably don't even enter their mind to em work with computers...' 

(lines 5-6). In this way James constructs women's lack of involvement in the 

computing industry as due to their 'socialisation', in that they are not encouraged 

to become involved in computer games when they are young. Implicit in James 

account is the idea that the use of computers for games fosters an interest-in the use 

of computers for work. 

As stated above three of the boys accounted for women's lack of involvement in 

the computing industiy in terms of their lack of experience when they were yoimg. 

One other boy stated that women were probably just as capable with computers as 

men but they may prefer to stay at home and look after the children. A fifth boy 

stated that women may think computing was more of a 'man's job'. However, he 

qualiEed this statement by citing an example of a women he knew who used 

computers 'all day'. The sixth male participant stated that he did not know why 

there were less women in the computing industry. The boys then drew on a variety 
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of explanations to account for women's lack of involvement in the computing 

industry. The girls responses to this question were somewhat more uniform and 

drew on a different account than was used by any of the boys. In their responses to 

the question, four of the girls constructed women's lack of involvement in the 

computing industry as a positive choice on the part of women. Three of these 

participants drew on the idea that women may not become involved in the 

computing industry because they did not wish to work with computers. An 

example of one of the girls accoimts is given below: 

Extract 17 Amy 
1 I This one[Newspaper article] says that computer 
2 companies can't get enough women to come and work for them (.)why 
3 do you think not many women go into the computing industry ? 
4 Because there's like dimno its just like they probably 
5 don't (.) a lot of people like they'd rather be like a secretary or 
6 something like that but some (.) quite a lot of people may find them 
7 quite boring computers especially if they're just like typing things out 
8 on them all day and they probably don't wanna do that all the time 
9 / But why do you think there's less women than men 

10 Don't know really its just that its iust cause I think 
11 probably men feel the same as the women its just there is more men 

In her response to the question Amy states that 'a lot of people like they'd rather 

be like a secretary or something' (lines 5-6). Amy goes on to state that some 

people may find computers 'quite boring' (line 7) and draws on the idea that 

working with computers can be mundane 'especially if they're just like typing 

things out on them all day and they probably don't wanna do that all the time' 

(lines 7-8). It is interesting to note how Amy's account is constructed to -

undermine the significance of gender differences. Thus Amy states that 'a lot of 

(line 7) may find working with computers boring as opposed to just 

women. Similarly, when the interviewer returns to the idea that there are less 

women in the computing industry (line 9) Amy again undermines the significance 

of gender differences. Thus Amy suggests that women and men's enthusiasm (or 

lack of it) for computers is similar: 'I think probably men feel the same as the 

women' (lines 10-11). Amy's repeated use of the word just 'its just that its iust 

cause' and her statement 'its just there is more men' implies that gender 

differences in participation in the computer industry are just a benign feature of 
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everyday life and that there is Mof/zmg ro 6e The effect of Amy's 

account is to imply that the interviewers question is somewhat meaningless. 

As stated above, three of the girls drew on the idea that women may not become 

involved in the computing industry because they may not hke working with 

computers. A fourth girl also constructed women's lack of involvement as a 

positive thing, in this case by stating that women did not need to use computers 

because they were 'brainier than men'. A Gfth, drew on the idea that women may 

feel computing is 'male dominated'. However, in this account the participant 

implied that while older women may have felt this way, people of her age no 

longer did. The sixth female participant was not asked the question. 

While it would be unwise to draw any conclusions on the basis of these very small 

differences, the pattern of responses to this question suggest that girls may strongly 

resist the implication that women as a group are disadvantaged in terms of their 

access to computing. This may be due to a desire on the part of the speakers to 

resist positioning themselves as a member of an underprivileged group. The idea 

that women's lack of involvement in the computing industry is due to their lack of 

interest in computers may, after all, be a more empowering account for the girls. 

5.4. Summary' of Chapter Five 

In summary then this chapter focused on the participants' accounts of the 

significance of gender in the use of computers for games and work. The 

participants' characterised girls' and boys' preferences for computer games as 

polarised and along traditional gender lines. The participants also drew on the idea 

that boys were keener computer game players than girls. Resistance to this idea 

was sometimes achieved by asserting that some girls liked other typically male 

activities such as football. Thus, even in these accounts, the participants implicitly 

oriented to the idea that computer games were somehow inherently more suitable 

for boys. The participants also oriented to the idea that boys were more able with 

computer games than girls, and the greater ability of boys was attributed to their 

greater experience with games. When accounting for boys' greater interest or 

ability with games some of the girls drew on a negative characterisation of boys 

who played computer games too often. The boys were not evaluative about girls' 

preferences for computer games or about the fact that girls may play computer 
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games less frequently than boys. However, this may be partly due to the fact that 

the researcher was female. 

In contrast to the extracts concerned with games, the participants generally resisted 

the idea that there were any gender differences in the use of computers for 

schoolwork. On some occasions the participants asserted that girls may be more 

able and interested than boys. One issue that was not addressed in the interview 

schedule and which may have been relevant to the issues discussed in this chapter, 

is the extent to which the participants may have characterised boys and girls 

preferences and ability with computers in school as differentiated across different 

computing activities. This is likely to be an interesting area for future research. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

6.1. Introduction 

This Chapter attempts to draw together the main Gndings of this study, relate these 

findings to the research discussed in Chapter One and to suggest some possible 

directions for future enquiry. Section 6.2 will discuss the analytic observations 6om 

the three analyses Chapters on the participants' characterisations of the use of 

computers for work. Similarly, 6.3. will draw together the analytic observations from 

the participants' characterisations of the use of computers for games. Finally, 6.4. 

presents some concluding comments on the methodological issues raised in this study. 

6.2. Computers for work 

As discussed in Chapter Three the participants drew on a variety of different 

characterisations of computers across the interviews. Computers used for work were 

characterised as fast, efficient and sophisticated labour saving devices which were 

capable of complex procedures that would otherwise be time consuming or impractical. 

The participants also drew on a variety of negative characterisations of computers for 

work. One was that computers were 'slow' and therefore frustrating to use. Another 

was that computers were complex and difficult to understand and that this also led to 

frustration. The participants also drew on the idea that computers could be unreliable, 

and that you could suddenly, without warning, lose an important piece of work or 

information. A final negative characterisation was that computers were boring and 

mundane to use. 

As was illustrated in Chapter three, the participants drew flexibly on these different 

characterisations of computers across different contexts of the interview. As was also 

discussed, such variability poses problems for questionnaire based approaches which 

assume that children have a fixed concept or attitude towards computers: If children 

draw flexibly on different (and contradictory) metaphors of computers, how are we to 

decide which is their true or underlying representation? By contrast, from a discourse 
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analysis perspective, the variable and functional nature of accounts is an important 

focus of interest. Rather than attempt to reveal participants true or underlying 

representations, one of the aims of discourse analysis is to explicate the varied accounts 

participants draw upon, and the functions that these different 'versions' achieve. As 

the remainder of this Chapter will argue, one of the main conclusions of this study was 

to strengthen the points made in the introduction about the limitations of the 

questioimaire based approach and to illustrate the utility of more contextual and 

qualitative perspectives. 

aAzVzYy wzfA comparer:; 

Chapter Four explored how the participants characterised abihty or competence with 

computers. Competence with computers was deGned in terms of; having experience 

with computers; 'knowing what to do' or 'being in control' when working with 

computers; being able to work on ones own; and being able to help others with 

computing problems. The participants' references to computing skills they had 

acquired and the use of 'technical' or technical sounding phrases also served to 

position them as competent. Lack of competence with computers was characterised in 

terms of; not having sufficient experience with computers; not 'knowing what to do' 

and needing help when working with computers (either &om the teacher or &om other 

pupils). When describing themselves or others as having difficulties with computers 

the participants frequently drew on the idea that computers were complex and difficult 

to understand. 

In addition to being generally good or bad at computing a third 'subject position' 

available to the participants was that they were 'good enough' at working with 

computers. The idea of being 'good enough' at computing raises some interesting 

issues regarding how competence with computers is defined. A future research project 

might explore whether this characterisation of ability is more readily drawn upon in the 

context of working with computers than with other school subjects. It may be the case 

for example, that for many pupils computing is seen as a subject in which they have to 

'get by' rather than one in which they are likely to excel. A comparative analysis of 

children's characterisations of competence across different school subjects could reveal 

some interesting insights here. 



In some contexts the participants descriptions of themselves as being 'good enough' at 

computing seemed organised to ward off the potential inference that they were the type 

of person that was very good at computing. One possible fimction of these accounts 

was to avoid being seen as 'boastful'. Another possibility is that the participants were 

keen to ward off the negative connotations of being a 'computer geek' or 'boffin'. As 

will be discussed later, distancing oneself 6om being the kind of person who is 

excessively keen on computers was particularly important when talking about playing 

computers games. 

These points highlight some of the subtle issues that mediate the way children position 

themselves in relation to information technology. Computer attitude scales assume 

that children's relationship to computers can be assessed in terms of how positive or 

negative they are along various 'dimensions' (the most common dimensions used are 

'anxiety', 'liking' and 'confidence'). However, such measures may obscure some of 

the complex and contradictory ways children position themselves in relation to IT. As 

discussed above, in some contexts, children may want to avoid describing themselves 

as being very good at computing, not because they are 'under confident' or 

'unenthusiastic' about computers, but because being OK or 'good enough' at 

computing is a desirable identity, or because they want to avoid being positioned as a 

'computer geek'. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the participants did not explicitly link ability with 

computers to gender. Furthermore, the analysis did not reveal any substantive 

differences between the girls and boys in terms of how they characterised their own 

ability or confidence with computers. However, a few points relating to the issue of 

gender and ability with computers did suggest some possible areas for further enquiry. 

One interesting theme was the participants" accounts of 'expert pupils". While 

references to expert pupils were not frequent enough to form a substantial part of the 

analysis, as stated in Chapter 4, it is worth noting that none of the references to 'expert 

pupils' were to girls. 

The possibility that boys are more likely than girls to emerge as 'expert pupils' is in 

line with the observations of Eljkaer (1992). As discussed in the introduction, Eljkaer 

argued that the subject content of computer science is symbolically linked to 
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masculinity, and that consequently, boys developing gender identity is tied to their 

success or failure in the subject. According to E^kaer, boys are compelled to establish 

their competence in the 'public sphere' of the IT classroom and so tend to dominate the 

computing resources and classroom discussion. Eljkaer suggests, that while girls do 

not feel the need to compete with boys for 'pubhc space', they are just as conGdent as 

the boys about their ability with computers. Significantly, E^kaer also observed that 

boys who tended to struggle with computer science were reluctant to seek help. This 

latter observation fits with the finding in this study that 'needing help' signalled lack of 

competence with computers. 

While the evidence of this study does not allow for any firm conclusions to be drawn 

about the meaning of 'helping behaviour' in the IT lesson, or about the significance of 

'expert pupils', the above discussion does raise some interesting areas for future 

enquiry. One interesting avenue would be to look at the way expert pupils emerge in 

the IT lesson. Possible research questions include: How do pupils come to be 

identiAed by their fellow classmates and teachers as 'experts'? How do such pupils 

characterise their own relationship with IT? A key area for enquiry will be to explore 

how gender mediates the notion of the expert pupil: Are expert pupils always boys? 

What about girls who do well in IT, how do they characterise their ability with 

computers? And how are girls who are successful in IT described by their teachers and 

fellow pupils? As discussed in the introduction, there is some indication that teachers 

are more likely to attribute the achievements of girls in computing subjects to hard 

work than to ability or flair (Culley, 1993). Is similar behaviour by boys and girls in 

the IT lesson accorded differential significance? 

The research questions discussed above would be most Giiitfully explored by 

qualitative, observational studies and by detailed analysis of video recordings of 

children's behaviour within the IT lesson. Such research could also explore the 

'helping behaviour' of children when working with computers. As indicated above, 

Elkjaer's research suggests that boys are less likely than girls to seek help with 

computing tasks, and it would be interesting to see whether further research would 

confirm this finding. Do boys and girls differ in the number of times they solicit help 

or offer help to others? Are there qualitative differences in the ways in which girls and 

boys offer and respond to help? Detailed examination of behaviour of this type might 

go some way to elucidating the subtle ways that children's interactions with computers 

come to be imbued by gender. 
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When considering the extent to which the participants' understandings of competence 

with computers were mediated by gender it is perhaps also interesting to consider the 

themes that did not emerge in this study. One theme that we may have expected to 

arise was that people who were good at computing would also be good at maths or at 

science and technical subjects. As discussed in the introduction, some researchers have 

argued that one possible explanation for girls lack of enthusiasm for computers is the 

strong association between computing and subjects such as maths, science and 

technology (Culley, 1993). However, while the participants in this study frequently 

drew on the idea that someone who was good at computing was likely to be good at 

school work generally, the idea that competence with computers may be linked to 

ability in maths, science or technology rarely arose (only one explicit reference to this 

idea was identified). However, it is important to point out that although these themes 

were not raised explicitly in the interviews in this study this does not necessarily mean 

that they would not be drawn upon in other contexts. 

Ge/icfgr emrAwj'm.FTM /or 

As discussed in Chapter Four, the interview questions did not lend themselves to a 

comparative analysis of how highly the girls and boys rated their liking of computers. 

However, there were some differences in the kinds of computing activities that the 

boys and girls said they liked doing. The girls, more often than the boys, cited typing 

or word processing as an activity that they enjoyed; and the boys, more often than the 

girls, referred to computer games as an activity that they liked doing on the school 

computer. The boys also more frequently referred to a general feature of computing 

that appealed to them such as 'finding things out'. While it would be unwise to draw 

any firm conclusions on the basis of the very small differences observed here, these 

findings do suggest that there may be some differences between girls and boys, not in 

their overall attitude towards 'computers', but in terms of their enthusiasm for and 

participation in different kinds of computing activities. The extent to which gender 

mediates girls and boys responses to different kinds of computing activities is likely to 

be an important area for future research. 

The possibility that girls and boys may respond differently to different kinds of 

computing activities may seem somewhat self-evident. However, it is an issue that is 

frequently glossed over in a great deal of research into gender differences in IT. As has 
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been discussed, much of the research in this area has compared girls and boys attitudes 

towards 'computers'. The findings of this study add weight to the argument made in 

the introduction, that given the wide range of computing activities children now engage 

in, a comparison of girls and boys responses to items about 'computers' may well be 

meaningless. Although the present study explored the distinction between 'computers 

for work' and 'computers for games', with hindsight it would have been interesting to 

have further explored the children's characterisations of specific computing tasks or 

software. An important aspect of future research in this field will be to explore gender 

differences in children's responses to particular computing activities. 

As discussed in the introduction, there is some evidence to suggest that girls are less 

likely than the boys to see computers as having any personal relevance to their own 

lives (Makrakis, 1993), and that boys are far more likely than girls to have career 

aspirations in computing fields (Culley, 1993; Hattie and Fitzgerald, 1988). While the 

small number of participants in this study do not merit any firm conclusions, it is 

interesting to note that the boys and girls were, on average, equally enthusiastic about 

working with computers when they were older. Again, despite the small number of 

participants involved, it is perhaps also worth noting that of the girls who cited a 

specific occupation or computing activity that they may do, all three referred to word 

processing (the three boys who cited a specific activity they may do when they were 

older referred to three different tasks; 'designing', 'typing', and 'organising files'). 

When set alongside the differences in the girls and boys responses to the question 

about their liking of computers, these Endings suggest that gender differences in 

aspirations about working with computers may manifest themselves, not in terms of 

whether or not the girls and boys see themselves as working with computers (most of 

the participants in this study thought that computers would play some role in their 

future), but in terms of the different kinds of computing activities girls and boys see 

themselves doing. 

One point of contact between the findings of this study and the questionnaire based 

research discussed in the introduction, is that while there may be small 'average' 

differences between girls and boys in their attitude towards computers, on the whole, 

girls are both enthusiastic towards and confident about their ability with computers. 

These observations raise some puzzling questions about the relatively lower 

participation of girls in computing activities: If girls are generally positive towards 

computers why do they choose to opt out of formal computing subjects at school, 
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University and beyond? Although not explored in this thesis, a crucial area for future 

research will be to explore how girls account for their decision not to take up 

computing at these various stages of their academic and professional careers. The 

findings of this study suggest that one fruitfiil area of enquiry will be to explore how 

gender mediates children's responses to different kinds of computer tasks. It seems 

plausible that while girls are generally positive about some computing activities, 

computing careers and computing courses at imiversity are still regarded as 

predominantly male domains. 

Besides exploring possible differences between the girls' and boys' characterisations of 

their own ability and enthusiasm for computers, this thesis also explored the way in 

which the participants addressed the significance of gender in computer 

use. As discussed in Chapter 5, in general the participants resisted the idea that there 

were any differences in girls and boys ability or enthusiasm for computers in school. 

The participants also resisted the implication in some of the interview questions that 

girls were somehow disadvantaged in their access to the school computers. The strong 

resistance to the idea that there are gender differences in the use of computers in school 

stands in contrast to some previous research which suggests that both boys and girls 

regard computing as an activity that is somehow more appropriate for boys (Wilder, 

Mackie and Cooper, 1985). However, the different findings of this study and the one 

conducted by Wilder et al (1985) may in part be due to changes over time. It seems 

plausible that the increasing use of computers in schools over the last decade may have 

helped to dissolve the very strong stereotype that the use of a computer is inappropriate 

for girls. 

The extent to which the participants considered gender to be important in girls and 

boys interactions with of computing tasks in school was not addressed 

in this study and is likely to be an interesting area for further research. It seems 

plausible for example, that word processing may be seen as something which girls are 

more likely to enjoy and be good at than boys, and that 'hard core' computing 

activities such as programming are seen as the province of boys. Similarly, as 

previously mentioned, it seems likely that the significance people attribute to gender in 

relation to computing activities at University and beyond will also vary across different 

computing domains. Exploring how the significance of gender is defined and 
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negotiated across different computing contexts is likely to be an interesting and fhiitful 

area for future research. 

6.3. Computers for games 

garner game 

The participants' characterisations of computer games and computer game playing 

were hvely and enthusiastic. The participants characterised computer games as very 

realistic and computer game playing as an activity which involves intense 

concentration and complete absorption in the game. The participants also characterised 

their interactions with computer games as frequent and as lasting for long periods of 

time. The participants employed these characterisations to position themselves as 

enthusiastic and regular computer game players. However, the participants also 

oriented to the idea that being keen on computer games or playing them often 

could be undesirable. In these accounts the participants drew on the negative image of 

the solitary computer game player who plays computer games at the expense of their 

involvement in other activities. By employing these characterisations the participants 

distanced themselves from the possible inference that they themselves played computer 

games to an 'unhealthy' or excessive degree. 

As discussed in Chapter Four, there were no average differences between the girls and 

boys in terms of how highly they rated their ability with computer games (although 

again, the small number of participants involved in this study prevents any firm 

conclusions being drawn). As was also discussed, the responses to the question about 

the participants' for computer games did not lend themselves to a 

comparative analysis between the girls and boys. It is worth noting though that all but 

one of the girls who participated in this research described themselves as enthusiastic 

computer game players. Research into children's interactions with computer games 

suggests that boys are more regular and enthusiastic game players than girls (Griffiths, 

1996; Stutz, 1996). However, while it may be the case that boys are on average more 

positive about computer games than girls, the findings of this study suggest that it 

would be unwise to conclude that girls are negative about computer games. A few 

differences did emerge in the kinds of games that the boys and girls said they liked 

playing. Thus (as was the case with computers used for schoolwork) in addition to 
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possible differences in overall enthusiasm for computer games, future research should 

explore differences in girls and boys responses to of computer games. 

Chapter 5 explored how the participants themselves negotiated the significance and 

meaning of gender in the context of computer use. As we saw in that chapter, while 

the participants resisted the idea that there were any gender differences in the use of 

computers for school, in the context of computer games, girls and boys preferences 

were characterised as polarised along traditional gender lines. These accounts were 

often warranted by the assertion that such preferences were part of whole set of 

differences that permeate many aspects of everyday hfe. The participants also drew on 

the idea that boys were keener and more regular computer game players than girls. On 

some occasions, the participants resisted the suggestion that there were gender 

differences in girls and boys interactions with computer games by referring to the fact 

that some girls liked other typically male activities such as football. Even in these 

accounts then, the participants oriented to the idea that computer games are somehow 

more inherently appealing to boys. The participants also oriented to the idea that boys 

were better at playing computer games than girls, and boys greater ability with games 

was explained in terms of their greater experience. 

As noted above, research looking at children's interactions with computer games 

suggests that boys are far more regular computer game players than girls. As Griffiths 

(1996) argues, this finding is hardly surprising given that most computer games are 

targeted at boys and tend to contain exclusively masculine images. While there has 

been a great deal of research looking at children's interactions with video arcade games 

there has been comparatively little research looking at the use of home computer 

games. In light of the increasing use of computer games in the home there is clearly a 

need to redress this balance (Griffiths, 1996). One important area for future research 

will be to explore the link between the use of computer games at home and children's 

behaviour with computers in school. Some writers have suggested that boys greater 

experience with computer games may be an important contributing factor to their 

relatively higher participation in school computing activities (Beynon, 1993). The 

distinction that the participants in this study drew between the significance of gender in 

a school and game context suggests that this is not reflected in the participants own 

understandings of computer use. However, it does seem plausible that boys 

interactions with computer games may make them more readily disposed to some 
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computing tasks. This possibility is also likely to prove an interesting area for further 

enquiry. 

In general, research in the Geld of gender and IT could benefit 6-om more attention to 

the way boys interact with computer technology. As discussed in the introduction, the 

implicit assumption in some research is that boys' relationship to IT represents an 

improblematic ideal, and that it is girls and women who constitute the 'problem'. 

However, as Eljkaer argues, we need to be sensitive to the relational nature of gender: 

Any understanding of girls and women's relationship to computer technology must 

include an examination of boys and men's interactions with the subject (and vice 

versa). Exploring the possible benefits and disadvantages of computer games would 

seem to be a particularly important area of enquiry if we are concerned about 

imderstanding boys' relationship to computers. 

The preceding discussion has identified a number of important areas for future 

research. In general, there is a need for more research into children's interactions with 

computer games. Exploring the links between children's use of computer games and 

their involvement in school computing activities may be a particularly revealing line of 

inquiry in understanding gender differences in response to computers. As was the case 

with computers used for work though, future research will have to be sensitive to the 

way different kinds of computer games can be differentially 'gender marked'. The 

discussion of computer games also emphasises the need to begin to examine boys and 

men's relationship to computer technology more closely and to move away &om a 

focus solely on the behaviour of girls and women. 

6.4. Concluding comments 

As discussed in the introduction, the predominant approach to understanding gender 

differences in response to IT has been to employ questionnaire based approaches. The 

main conclusion of this body of research has been that while girls are generally 

positive towards computers, they are 'on average' less positive than boys. In contrast, 

the findings of this study suggest that gender is likely to influence children's responses 

to computers in terms of their enthusiasm for and participation in different kinds of 

computing activities. In light of these findings the questionnaire-based approach 

which compares children's attitudes towards 'computers' would seem to be somewhat 

obsolete. One way of solving this problem would be to develop questionnaire-based 
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methods that differentiate between different computing activities. However, while 

such an approach is likely to be useful, it will not in itself provide a full understanding 

of the way gender mediates children's responses to different computing tasks. The 

findings of this research strengthen the argument made in the introduction that there is 

a need for more qualitative and contextual studies of gender issues in the use of 

information technology. 

This study has highlighted the way the significance of gender may vary across different 

kinds of computing activities. Another closely related issue is the extent to which 

gender differences may vary depending on the particular context within which a given 

task is encountered. As discussed in the introduction, to date, most research within this 

field has tended to focus on the use of computers within 'Information Technology' or 

'computer studies' options. Similarly, the interviews in this study took place within IT 

lesson time. However, as was pointed out in Chapter One, computers are now used 

across the curriculum and it is important that researchers begin to consider the possible 

effects of this trend on gender differences in response to computers. In addition to 

exploring how gender differences vary in response to different kinds of computing 

activities future research should explore the closely related issue of how the particular 

within which computing tasks are encountered may also mediate the potential 

significance of gender (cf Light et al, 1999). 

The present study adopted a discursive perspective to address the question of gender 

differences in children's responses to computers. One of the strengths of this approach 

is in its attention to the way the participants themselves characterised their interactions 

with computer technology. This approach has led to several interesting insights that 

may otherwise have been glossed over in more traditional questionnaire based studies. 

One possible disadvantage of discourse analysis however, is that it does not lend itself 

easily to large-scale comparisons between different groups. Researchers interested in 

gender differences in response to IT will want to keep track of large scale trends in 

girls and boys responses to computers, and questionnaire based methodologies are 

likely to continue to be useful in this respect. 

These points suggest that research in the field of gender and IT is most likely to gain 

from a combination of qualitative and quantitative perspectives. However, it is 

important to bear in mind the contrasting theoretical assumptions that underpin these 

different perspectives. As authors in the field point out, discourse analysis is not 
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simply another methodology that can be employed to address the traditional concerns 

of psychology. Instead, discourse analysts have argued for a radical re-

conceptualisation of some of the most fundamental notions in the discipline. For 

example, through their attention to the variable and context dependent nature of self 

presentation, discourse analysts have argued that the assumption that we can discover 

participants 'true' or underlying representations of objects and events in the real world 

is problematic (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). A full consideration of the implications of 

this debate is well beyond the scope of this thesis. The point to note here is that when 

we try to combine qualitative and quantitative perspectives a number of theoretical 

tensions arise. Research in the field of gender and IT is most likely to beneGt then, not 

only 6om combination of qualitative and quantitative perspectives, but also 6om a 

consideration of the theoretical issues that such a position raises for the way we 

understand children's relationship to computer technology. 
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Appendix A: Interview Schedule and Scrapbook 

The interview schedule is presented below. As far as possible the participants were 

asked all of the main questions. The follow up questions (in italics) were employed 

flexibly depending on the participants initial response to the question. A photocopy of 

the scrapbook is included in pages 106-117. The scrapbook was size A3 and the 

images were of a better quality than the ones presented here. Where a question referred 

to a scrapbook image the page number of the image is indicated in the schedule. 

Interview schedule 

As you know I 'm interested in finding out what children your age think about 

computers, and what Td like to do today is have a about what you think 

about computers. You have already answered some written questions for me, so today 

you have a chance to tell me what you think about computers in a little more detail. Is 

that OK ? 

OK. Well, I've got a few questions here relating to what you use computers for and 

how much you eryoy using them, and we can base our discussion around these. 

However, we don't have to stick to these questions, they are really just a guide to our 

discussion, so if there is something you think is important about computers or your 

experience with them that isn't covered by these questions, then please bring it up. 

OK, first of all I 'd like to talk to you about the computers you use in school and what 

you use them for, and later on I'd like to ask you about game computers and any other 

computers you may have used. OK ? 

Computers in the classroom 

1. So what sort of things do you use the school computer for ? 

Zy rAere Azng Aave itself fAe ybr 
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Enjoyment 

2. What kinds of things do you doing on the school computer ? 

fFTzy Jo }'0w /zA:g ? 

To Gc^zwf/gj' z« 7 J 

3. Is there anything you dislike about using the computers for schoolwork ? 

(fo jyow (fozMg on ^Ae acAooZ co/Mfw^er ? 

(/o ? 

/.y zY a6owf... (̂ Aar j^arfzcw/a/- ac^zvz%).. (fon Y ZzAie ? 

Ability 

4. Would you say you were good at working with computers ? 

PFTzy (fo voz/ /̂zzMA:}'ow are goo(f coTf̂ w êT" ? 

(/o77 ÂzMA:}'ow are goo(f ar co/M^wfer wofA^ ? 

co/M p̂wrg/- worA: <̂ o ̂ /ow fAzMÂ -̂ow are goo(f a/ ? 

Zy ̂ Aere aM);̂ /;zMg);ow are MOf j:o goo(f ? 

5. Would you say that you were better at working with the computer, or at other types 

of schoolwork ? 

PF7z_y ? 

6. Would you like to be better at working with computers ? 

?/ PP%; 7zof ? 

Tfow goo(f wow/(f ĵ /ow /zÂ e Zo 6e ? 

Confiden ce/Difficulties 

7. Are you confident about using computers ? 

gzvej fAa/ co/^(feMce ? 

P^Tzere afo );ou gef rAaf co/^(fgMce^om ? 

are^-ow ? 

aren V );ow co/^<ien^? ẑ  zr )/ow ? 
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8. Do you find working with computers easy or difGcult ? 

are easy OM rAg 

fY a6owr.... (IfAar jDar^cwZar acfzvzY) .̂... z.y eajy ? 

AiMck q/"rAzMĝ y are ? 

fFAar Z6' zY <36owf.... Y /^arA'cw/a/- ac^z'vzZ)̂ .... zj' ? 

9. What sort of person is good at working with computers ? 

RPTzaf q/"peqp/g Zz/ce worAzng wzYA cozT^w^erj' cfo /̂ow Âz'nÂ  ? 

Computers in education - broader issues 

10. OK. Now I've got some pictures here I'd like you to look at (Scrapbook pp. 106-

107). These photographs show children working with computers in school. How 

important do you think it is for children to learn about computers in school ? 

z.y zY zzT ôr̂ aM^ (fo };ow ÂznA: (foM V);ow Âz'wA zY 

PFTzar q/̂ ^Azng^ cAzV̂ frgM 6e aAowr coTT^wrerj 

PFbwZaf }'ow Zẑ e /garM zMorg <360%/̂  compw^gr^ RPTz}; 

PFTzaf q/^Azng.; woẑ Ẑ Z _yow /zA;g Zga?7z 

Computers in the workplace 

11. These are some pictures of people using computers in the work place (Scrapbook 

pp. 108-109). Do you think computers are important in the workplace ? 

arg (^q) zM ôr̂ oMf org Mor z/T^or^a/z^ 

.yorr q/"̂ Aznĝ y arg (fo ÂznÂ  

12. Would you like to work with computers when you are older ? 

PP%}//W7z}' MOf ? 

fPTzaZ q/'co/Mjow^er coẑ Ẑ f }'ow ^gg (foz'/zg ? 

13. Does anything put you off working with computers ? 

- .^rg f/zerg a/z}- or Mggarzvg aĵ pgcr̂ ^ worAzng wzYA 

coTT ẑ̂ rgr.̂  

Computers at home/ Computer games 
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14. Is there a computer at home? 

IF YES : /.y zY 

PFTzaf q/" co/?^wfgr z\y zY ? 

PPTzaf (fo ̂ /ow wjg zY/or 

IF NO : Don V wo/Ty, q/pec^/e (foM Y Aave OMe. Do ĵ ow eve?' or w.̂ g 

/̂owryHeM<iy co/M/Pw ĝr̂  ? PP%â  (fo ̂ -ow z^e zY /or ? 

If they mention a desktop computer ask them if they ever use it for schoolwork (if they 

find it helpful and so on), before moving onto games questions. 

If they only mention a 'game' computer (i.e. Nintendo, Sega) go directly to question 

15. 

15. Do you ever play computer games, on your own or a friends computer ? 

Do}'ow Zẑ e jcZoyzMg 

IF 'YES ' : (fo ̂ yoẑ  Zz'Ag co/T ẑ̂ ê?- ? 

ẑ  zY z.y goo(f a6oz/^ co/^z^^gr garner ? 

ffZzar q / ' c Z o yoẑ  /z& 

Do yoz/ Aave a/avoz/rzYg 

PFTz); (fo ^̂ oz/ /zAe ĵ ar^zcz/Zar game ^o /Mz<c/z 

IF 'NO' : PF7z}'6foMY}'oẑ Zẑ  co/M/pzY êrga/Mgj'.̂  

z.; zY /Aa )̂;oz^ (/on Y Zẑ e a^owf co/?^z^ferga/Me^ ? 

16. Would you say you were good at playing computer games ? 

^ } ' are }'ozf goo(Z org ̂ ôz/ Mô  .yo goocZ ? 

ffbz /̂of vozz ZzA;e ô 6e 6ef^er or /̂ Zayz/zg coz/^z/^er gazMg.; 

fF?z_y 

fFTzaf .yofY q/̂ par̂ OM ẑ  rgaZ^ goo(/ <3̂  ̂ /oyzfzg cozT ẑẑ gr gamg^ ? 

17. What's the difference between using computers for games and using them for 

work ? 

)f%zcA vyozzZtẐ 'ozz .ya};);ow wgrg Ag^z" 

)f7zzcA Jo yoz/ PFTzjy 
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18. A. OK lets have a look at the scrapbook again. Can you read this headline out for 

me ? ("Teenagers feel need to steal for a game" Scrapbook p.l 10). Do you think that's 

true ? Do you think that some teenagers feel they have to steal computer games? 

18.B. The article says that part of the reason is that some teenagers are addicted to 

computer games. Do you think that's true ? Do you think computer games are 

addictive ? 

Gender and games 

19.A. Can you read out this headline? (Scrapbook p. I l l , 'Video love games target 

teenage girls'). The article says that most of the games in the shops are designed with 

boys in mind and are not interesting to girls. It says that some companies are trying to 

design games that are more appealing to girls. Do you think that computer games are 

suitable for both boys and girls ? 

ga/Mg^ a;?pga/ To ? 

19.B. What about this advertisement (Scrapbook p. 112. 'ThunderHawk') . Have you 

heard of this game do you think it would appeal more to girls or more to boys. Why ? 

20. Are girls and boys equally good at playing computer games ? 

v4rg zMrerg.ŷ g<i ? 

PFTzj; 

Gender and schoolwork/workplace 

21. What about using computers in school. Do you think girls and boys are equally 

good at using computers for schoolwork ? 

Do }'OW fAmA: org ggwa//y m ĝrgâ rgc/ ? 
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vow q/"a wAo z,y reaZ/y goo(f wzYA co/Mpwfgr̂  wAaf q/" 

^graoM (yo /̂ow q/"? 

)f%e» /̂ow q /a gzW x/Ao / j reaZ/y goo^f mYA co^M^giry w/Aa/ jor^ q/̂  

j)er.;oM (foyow ÂmA: q/"? 

Do /̂ow fAmA: fAere are OM}; (fz /̂̂ reMce^ AefwegM g z ^ ancf 6qy^ wAgn zY comeA' ̂  

ro co/Mĵ Mrerj ? 

22. This article (Scrapbook p. 113, Computers are not a girls best friend', was written 

about ten years ago and it says Aat girls aren't as interested in computers as boys. Do 

you think that's true ? 

PFTz}" ? 

23. Can you read this headline for me ? (Scrapbook p.l 14. 'Boys muscle in on the 

keyboard'). The article says that boys tend to dominate the computers in schools and 

girls don't get as much of a chance to use them. Do you think that's true ? 

zY ever Aô Tpew m , wAew )/ow are M/orAzMg 

co/M^wrerj' ? 

24. OK. What about this one ( Scrapbook p. 115, 'Hi-tech calls on women to plug 

skills gap'). This one says that computer companies can't get enough women to come 

and work for them. Why do you think not many women go into the computer industry 

7 

25. This article says that boys aren't doing as well as girls at school (Scrapbook p.l 16. 

'The trouble with boys'. Do you think that's true?). 

The article says that part of the reason is that boys don't want their friends to think they 

are 'square'. Do you think boys are concerned about that sort of thing more than girls 
? 

26. This article (Scrapbook p. 117 'Technology lessons will fight gender stereotypes') 

on the other hand says that because everyone has to do computer technology now, girls 

and boys will be equally happy using computers, and will be equally likely to go into 

computing careers. Do you think that's true? Do you think the same number of boys 

and girls will get jobs working with computers? 
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27. Is there anything we haven't covered in our discussion that you think is important 

about your experience with computers? Is there anything you would like to ask me? 
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Teenagers feel need 
to steal for a game 

T w c n i y - n v c p e r c a r t of t e e n a g e r s 
w o u l d b e p r e p a r e d to s t e e l a 
c o m p u t e r g a m e ii i h e y c o u l d 
n o t a f f o r d ii, a c c o r d i n g t o a s t u d v 
to b e p r e s e n t e d at t h e B S A 
c o n f e r e n c e . 

J u s t o v e r a q u a n e r of i h e 
t e e n a g e r s sa id t h a t t h e y f o u n d it 
d i f f i c u l t t o s t o p p l a y i n g t h e g a m e s . 

T h e s i u d y . c o n d u c t e d b y K e n 
P a r s o n s , s e n i o r l e c t u r e r in s o c i o l -
og}' at M a n c h e s t e r M e t r o p o l i t a n 
U n i v e r s i t y , i n v o l v e d i n t e r v i e w s 
w i t h 61 t e e n a g e r s in a y o u t h c l u b 
a n d f u n h e r e d u c a t i o n c o l l e g e in 
C r e w e a n d D u n d e e . 

T h e y o u t h c i u b d id -not h a v e 
a n y c o m p u t e r s , s o D r P a r s o n s 
a v o i d e d t h e t r a p o f i c t e r v i e w m g 
o n l y t h e m o s t d e d i c a t e d p l a y e r s , 
as w o u l d b e t h e case in g a m e s 
ha l l s . N e v e n h c l e s s . he f o u n d tha t 
7 0 pe r c e n t of t h e s t u d y g r o u p 

o w n e d the i r 0*1] c o n t i u t e r s . a n d 
n o t o n e of the r e m a i a i n c 30 o e r 
cen t sa id t h a t the \ did not w ^ n i 
to o w n o n e . "I was su rp r i s ed 
b e c a u s e ± e t e e n a c z r s in this 
c o h o r t w e r e no t a f f iLen : — mos t 
of t h e i r p a r e n t s w e r e in low--
i n c o m e j o b s . " h e E2;."s. 

D r P a r s o n s ' s s tudy, which also 
i n v o l v e d 2 r e s i e w of exis t ing 
r e s e a r c h , o u t l i n e s t h r e e a reas of 
c o n c e r n a r o u n d c o m p u t e r g a m e s . 

F i r s t , t hey t ake ch i ld ren a w a y 
f r o m o u t d o o r spor t s a n d cou ld 
t h e r e f o r e h a v e a bad e f fec t on 
i he i r h e a l t h a n d are addic t ive . 
S o m e 90 .000 youngs te r s a y e a r 
s e e k h e l p f o r 2dc ic : :ozs to gam-
ol ing, a n d t h e g a m e s pose a n e w 

S e c o n d , t h e y a re e 
at a b o u : i-tO 2 t:m= r 
f ee ! :i is imposs ib l e x 

c h i l d r e n ' s d e m a n d s . C r P a r s o n s 
f o u n d tha t a q u a r t e r of t h e 
t e e n a g e r s in t h e s t u d y w o u l d s t e a l 
t o o v e r c o m e th i s p r o b l e m . 

T h i r d , t h e g a m e s c a n b e \ ' i e w c d 
as rac is t , sex is t a n d c lass i s t . D r 
P a r s o n s f o u n d tha t a l t h o u g h 92 
p e r :er : t of t h e f e m a l e s s a i d t h e y 
e n j c \ e d : h e m o r e w h i m s i c a l , less 
a g g r e s s i v e g a m e s , a n d t h e i r p r e -
f e r r e d c h a r a c t e r w a s S o n i c t h e 
H e d g e h o g . S2 p e r c e n t of t h e 35 
m a l e s he t a l k e c t o e n j o y e d the 
v i o l e n c e a n d a g g r e s s i o n in m o s t 
g a m e s . T h e i r f a v o u r i t e g a m e s 
i n c l u d e d a n d 

" I am no t a d v o c a t i n g t h a t s u c h 
g a m e s b e b a n n e d . " h e sa)-s. ' B u t 
p a r e n t s a n d t h e s e i n v o l v e d in 
w o r k i n g w x h y o u n g p e o o l e n e e d 
t o b e m e r e a i : . e t o t h e d a n g e r s 
t h e v " 

* 
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Video love games target teenage girls 
Kavin RaH#rtv kn Tokyo 
arvd Jonathan Confino 

JAPANESE-based Sega and 
American computer giant 
Microsoft yesterday an-

nounced plans to develop a 
powerful new generation of 
video games that will supple-
ment the current diet of vio-
lence and action with love and 
soap operas. 

The companies hope their 32-
bit machine, which will be 
twice as powerful as Sega's cur-
rent range, will attract teenage 
girls who have been put off by 
the brutality of the existing 
games such as kional Kombat 
in which the corqurring hero 
draws realistic 

The produci, which should be 
available in Bricain by Easter 

1995 and is likely to cost around 
C400. will be able to use movie-
quality games that use real 
actors. 

Games that continue to use 
cartoon characters, such as 
Sonic the Hedgehog, will be 
greatly enhanced by being able 
to show detailed expressions 
and emotions. The pr&iuct will 
be able to show more colours 
on the screen and sound quality 
wUl be greatly improved. 

Nick Alexander, chief execu-
tive of Sega Europe, said: "At 
the moment, the games are 
male orientated. Girls, particu-
larly post pubescent girls, are 
more Interested in relation-
ships and emotions than shoot-
ing andnction. 

"The new system certainl)' 
should be able to open up this 
market and could have things 

like interactive soap operas 
where the player can choose 
the direction of the pIoL" 

But the new technology will 
also have the ability to make 
games involving violence much 
more realistic and blur the 
lines between fantasy and 
reality. 

In an attempt to head oQ" criti-
cism, Sega and other companies 
are working towards a volun-
t ^ classification system for 
different age groups. 

The tie-up between and 
Microsoft represents an intensir 
fkation of the battle for domi-
nance in the 29 billion video 
games market. 

Apart ftom Sega's main ^ 
Ni"fpndo, several other cvuipa-
nies such as Sony have already 
announced plans to produce 
similar products. The race is 

now on to see who can bring 
them Srst to markeL 

Mr Alexander said: "The 
market is moving forward very 
rapidly and everyone is busting 
a gut to develop new products." 

While Mr Alexander con-
cedes that a new company 3D0, 
a joint venture between ^ t s u -
shita, Time-Wamer and AT&T, 
may be the first to bring a 32-bit 

to the European mar-
ket, he expects the Sega rival to 
undercut it In terms of price. 

News of the tie-up with Mi-
crosoft, America's most profit-
able computer firm, pushed Se-
ga's shares up 3.5 per cent in 
Tokyo 

Z: .:i:hi ^«u.a, nidndg-
I iiig mrector of Stb. i /aised Mi-
( crosoffs "great kno*'-how and 
I achievements, especially in op-
I erating systems". 
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GAMESMASTER 94% 

mmm 

I f you've goc a Mega-CD 

you have rwo choices: 

buy Thunderhaw'k or sell 

rhe Mega-CD. 

SEGA ZONE 92% 

m-yer-race luiznr 

ar.\ came has a rizhi: ro be. 
Ir purs anyrhing else on 

rhe Aiega-CD ro shame... 

A srandard by which all 

furure Mega-CD games 

wHIbejudgedd 

MEGA 91% 

SEGA FORCE lUIEGA 92% This is rhe game you 

simply musr play... 

This is rhe gam:- rhar 

wilt embarrass rhe 
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CD-developers. 
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are not 
a girfs best friend 

espondent .. . ^ 
By Bill Johnsi 

Electronics Correspondi 
Girls in senior schools 

fcourses and exhibit as muc] 
talent. _ -

But in grammar and secondar 

•JRrcKswsaiS i s^^'sf&Sr.RT.. 
parents who give home computers • 
to their sons rather than daugh- i 
ters, and the presence of boys in 
class who tend to hog the school 
compters.. . 

The conclusions are the result . 
of a survey in 20 English primary 

are , doing . .much better, in 
computer studies,. than their 
mixed-school counterparts. It 
seems that without , the boys to 
hog their computers, girls are 
more willing to overcome their 
prejudices against computers." 

^ girls do not acquire \ ' 
The study was conducted by • computer skills. • • 

Acorn Computers, of Cambridge,; " I t is clear that much of the 
maker of the BBC Microcomputer ^ problem is due to parents giving 
that accounts for 85 per cent of • home computers to their sons 
school computer^ . ^ rather than their daughters. This 

The Acorn study shows tha t , 'leg-up' to the boys could mean 
6 e r e is no sex bias in primary o r , that girls will not be able to 
junior schools where as many girls . compete with their more know-
as boys participate in computer iedgeable brothers at school." 

warn y . . . 
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Licker, geek, swot and boff. The words that make boys try less 

hard at school. By Hilary Wilce 

The troub.w 
with boys 

HE INDEPENDENT EDUCATION + THURSDAY 1 7 / 1 0 / 9 6 

h e n a n E s s e x c o m p r e h e n s i v e 

s e t o u t t o t a c W e i t s p o o r e x a m 

r e s u j i s a f e w y e a r : a g o , i t 

d i s c o v e r e d a n a n t i - w o r k c u l t u r e 

5 0 s t r w i g a m o n g t h e b o y s t h a t 

e v e n c a m ^ g a b o o k c o u l d b e 

" S o m e t o o k s o m u c h p r i d e i n n e v e r b e i n g s e e n w i t h a 

b o o k t h e y h a d v i r t u a l s l a v e s t o c a n y t h e i r b o o k s t o a n d 

f r o m s c h o o l f o r t h e m , " s a y s J o h n C o o p e r , t h e b e a d o f 

N i c h o l a s S c h o o l , B a s i l d o n . "TTie w o r s t t h i n g y o u c o u l d b e 

w a s a ' b o f T o r a n ' a n o r a k ' . " 

S c h o o l s h a v e b e e n b a t t l i n g f o r d e c a d e s 1o b o o s t i b e 

c o n f i d e n c e a n d a c h i e v e m e n t s o f t h e i r g i r l p u p i l s . N o w 

t h e i r v e r y s u c c e s s h a s t h r o w n u p a s e c o n d g e n d e r 

c h a l l e n g e - b o y s . B e c a u s e w h i l e g i r l s a r e d o i n g b e t t e r a n d 

b e t t e r i n s c h o o l , b o y s a r e s t r u g g l i n g t o s t a y p u t . a n d t h e 

g a p b e t w e e n t h e s e x e s is w i d e n i n g s t e a d i l y . 

Bc^-s n o w d o l e s s w e l l a t e v e i y l e v e l o f O C S E t h a n 

g i r l s , a n d l e s s w e l l i n E n g l i s h f r o m t h e a g e o f s e v e n 

o n w a r d s . T h e y a r c l e s s c o n s c i e n t i o u s a b ^ t h o m e w o r k , 

l e s s o r g a n i s e d a b o u t b r i n g i n g t h e r i g h t b o o k s t o c l a s s , 

m o r e l i k e l y t o g e t m t o t r o u b l e w i t h t h e i r t e a c h e r s , a n d 

'You're duty bound to be 

like your friends. You 

'feel you'll be laughed 

at if you're not' 

f o u r t i m e s a s l i k e l y t o b e M c l u d e d f r o m s A o ( ^ O u t o f 

s c h o o l , t h e y r e a d f e w e r b o o k s t h a n g i r l s a n d s p e n d m o r e 

t i m e w a t c h i n g t e l e v i s i o n a n d v i d e o s . 

T h e g o o d n e w s i s t h a t s c h o o l s t h a t r c c o g n i s c t h e s e 

p r o b l e m s c a n d o m u c h t o k e e p I x ^ m o t i v a t e d a n d o n 

t r a c k . N i c h o l a s S c h o o l , w h i c h h a s i n t r o d u c e d a 

p r o g r a m m e o f m e n t o r i n g , a f t e r - s c h o o l c l a s s e s a n d 

r e s i d e n t i a l c o u r s c s , h a s s e e n t h e b o y s ' a c h i e v e m e n t s r i s e 

K ieuJ i ly , f m m H6 p e r c c n i g e l l i n g o n e o r m o r e O C S E 

p a s s e s in 1 9 ^ 4 t o % p e r c c n t t w o y e a r s l a t e r . 

F o r s o m e c r i t i c s t h e c u r r e n t a n x i e t y a b o u t b o y s ' 

a c h i e v e m e n t s i s o n l y a n e g a t i v e r e a c t i o n t o g i r l s ' s u c c e s s . 

B o y s , t h e y p o i n t o u t , s l i l l s h o w m o r e c o n f i d e n c e w i t h 

d e s i g n a n d t e c h n o l o g y t h a n g i r l s , s l i l l a c h i e v e m o r e 

h i g h - g r a d e A - l e v e l s . a n d a r c h o l d i n g t h e i r o w n in N a t i o n a l 

C u r r i c u l u m t e s t s i n m a t h s a n d s c i e n c e . 

B u t r e s e a r c h e r s s a y t h e s e d i f f e r e n c e s a r e u n l i k e l y t o 

h o M . G i r l s a r c a l r e a d y a d v a n c i n g o n [ h e b tym ' m i r o n g h o l d * - : 

^ i D r m a y i s T s S i c i i w a n d l e c h n o l o g ) ' , a n d t h e g e n e r a l 

a c h i e v e m e n t g a p a t e v e r y l e v e l is g r o w i n g . 

" B o y s a r r i v e a t s c h o o l l e s s w e l l p r e p a r e d f o r l e a r n i n g 

t h a n g i r l s , a n d it g o e s o n f r o m t h e r e , " s a y s R a l p h " I h b b e r e r 

o f t h e N a t i o n a l F o u n d a t i o n f o r E d u c a t i o n a l R e s e a r c h . " I 

t h i n k m o s t p e o p l e n o w a c c e p t t h a t t h a t ' s t h e g e n e r a l 

p i c t u r e . " 

M a n y r e a s o n s a r e g i v e n . B o y s a r e l e s s g o o d a t 

l a n g u a g e - b a s e d l e a r n i n g t h a n g i r l s , l e s s a r t i c u l a t e , a n d l e s s 

s o c i a l i s e d - a l l o f w h i c h h a m p e r p r i m a r y - s c h o o l l e a r n i n g . 

A t s e c o n d a r y l e v e L t h e y m a t u r e l a t e r , h a v e a n a t u r a l 

a g g r e s s i o n t h a t m a k e s t h e m l e s s w i l l i n g t o a c c e p t 

a u t h o r i t y , a n d a r e m o r e l i k e l y t o b e c r i t i c i s e d a n d 

u n d e r m i n e d b y t h e i r t e a c h e r s . A n d i n t o d a y ' s s e r v i c e 

e c o n o m y , w h i l e m a n y g i r l s c a n l o o k f o r w a r d t o g o o d j o b s 

i n o f f i c e s , b a n k s a n d r e t a i l i n g , b o y s a r e f a r l e s s s u r e w h a t 

t h e f u t u r e h o l d s f o r t h e m , o r w h e t h e r i t ' s w o r t h m a k i n g 

a n y e H b r t o n i t s a c c o u n L 

B u t g o i n t o s c h o o l s a n d a s k y o u n g t e e n a g e b o y s - ( h e 

a g e a t w h i c h a t t i t u d e s t o s c h o o l c a n d e c l i n e s h a r p l y - w h y 

t h e y a r e b e i n g o u t s t r i p p e d b y g i r l s a n d t h e i r a n s w e r is f a r 

m o r e s i m p l e : i t ' s t h e i r f r i e n d s . 

A t H o m e w o o d S c h o o l a n d Sbc th F o r m C o l l e g e , 

T b n t e r d e n , a f l o u r i s h i n g K e n t c o m p r e h e n s i v e , p u p i l s a r e 

m a t t e r - o f - f a c t a b o u t t h i s a n d i t s c o n s e q u e r i c e s . 

" F r i e n d s a r e w h a t m a t t e r i n t h e e n d , " s a y s 1 4 - y e a r - o l d 

S i m o n E e l s . " I f y o u s a y y o u ' r e g o i n g t o t h e l i b r a r y t o g e t 

s o m e w o r k d o n e , o r s o m e t h i n g , a r x l t h e y g o , " W h a t y o u 

w a n t t o b o t h e r w i t h t h a t f o r ? ' , y o u d o n ' t g o . " 

" l i b u ' r e d u t y b o u n d t o b e l i k e y o u r f r i e n d s , " s a y s C h r i s 

H a y w a r d , 1 3 . " Y o u f e e l y o u l l b e l a u g h e d a t i l y o u ' r e noL*" 

" I k n o w I ' m g o i n g d o w n h i l l t h i s y e a r , " s a y s A n d y L o w e , 

14 , p h i l o s o p h i c a l l y . " I k n o w I ' m i n w i t h t h e w r o n g g r o u p . I 

. t h i n k I ' v e g o t t h e p o w e r t o h o l d o u t a g a i n s t t h e m - 1 h o p e 

I h a v e , b e c a u s e I d o n ' t w a n t t o g o l i k e t h e m - b u t I ' m 

d e O n i t e l y g o m g t h e w r o n g w a y a t t h e m o m e n t . ' ' 

A l l t h e s e b ( ^ k n o w " f o r a f a c t " t h e y c o u l d d o b e t t e r if 

t h e y w a n t e d t o . b u t w o r k i s n o t a p r i o r i t y . 

" I l ' s n n l t h a t g i r k a r c m o r e i n i c l l i x c n l i h n n u s . " s a y s 

C h r i s H a y w a r d . " I t ' s j u s t t h a t t h e y c a n p u t i h c i r m i n d s t o 

t h i n g s b e t t e r t h a n w e c a n . " 

T h e s c h o o l ' s a s s e s s m e n t c o - o r d i n a t o r . M i k e D e n n i n g . 

mwm. 
mM:'-

a g r e e s a n d s a y s t h e s c h o o l is l o o k i n g a t w a y s o f t a r g e t i r 

s t u d e n t s p e r f o r m i n g b e l o w a b i l i t y - m a n y o f w h o m wil l 

b o y s . 

" I t ' s a q u e s t i o n o f s e l f - m o t i v a t i o n , " h e s ays . " B o y s t 

t o b e l e s s c o m m i t t e d , l e s s c o n s c i e n t i o u s t h a n t h e g i r l s . 

T h e ) ' s e e m t o h a v e t h i s b e l i e f in a n i n n a t e i n t e l l i g e n c e 

w h i c h wil l s o m e h o w g e t t h e m b y . " 

B u t t r a d i t i o n a l f e m a l e d i l i g e n c e - h o u r s s p e n t o n 

h o m e w o r k , a n d h a n d s u p in c l a s s - is n o w b e i n g 

r e i n f o r c e d b y s u c h p o w e r f u l n e w l e v e l s o f c o n f i d e n c e 

b o y s in c o - e d s c h o o l s a r e c o m p l a i n i n g t h q ^ c a n ' t g e t 

w o r d in e d g e w a y s in c l a s s r o o m d i s c u s s i o n s . I n r e s p o ; 

s o m e s c h o o l s a r e e x p e r i m e n t i n g w i t h bo> ' s -on ly E n g l 

c l a s s e s , w h i l e p a r e n t s a r e b e g i n n i n g t o l o o k w i t h n e \ 

i n t e r e s t a t s i n g l e - s e x s c h o o l s f o r t h e i r s o n s . 

" G i r l s a r e d e f i n i t e l y m o r e a r t i c u l a t e t h a n h o y s , 

p a r t i c u l a r l y a b o u t h o w t h e y f e e l a b o u t t h i n g s , " s a y s 

B r a g g i n s . h e a d t c a c h e r o f t h e S k i n n e r s ' S c h o o l , a b-

g r a m m a r s c h o o l in T u n b r i d g e W e l l s . 

" W e h a d J o n a t h a n M i l l e r h e r e t o t a l k to o u r s ixi 

b o y s , a n d w c i m i t e d t h e g i r l s ' g r a m m a r s c h o o l t o t: 

p a r t , a n d I h a v e l o s a y i t w a s t h e g i r l s w h o a s k e d a l 

q u e s t i o n s . " 

T h e S k i n n e r s ' S c h o o l i s a h i g h - f h i n g e n v i r o n m * 

s o a r s in t h e e x a m l e a g u e t a b l e s , b u t e \ ' e n h e r e t h e 

w o r k h a r d t o m a k e s u r e t h a t t h e y a r e n ' t s e e n i n k 

h : i r d . 

" L i c k c r , " s a y s J o n a t h o n A n g e l , 13. " T h a t ' s w h a t y 

g e t c a l l e d if ^-ou ha \»e y o u r h a n d u p all t h e t i m e . L i c k r 
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Technology 
lessons 'will 
fight gender 
stereotypes' 

T E ^ H N O L O f ^ ^ ^ s o n s for all | 
children from age five will combat 
"gender stereotyping" which pre-
vents girls taking up computing 
careers, John MacGregor, the 
Secretary of State for Education, 
said yesterday, writes Man- Braid. 

He said one aim of the national 
curriculum was to counteract en-
trenched attitudes at home and 
school which held girls back. 

He told a computing confer-
ence at University of East Anglia 
that only a fifth of programmers 
and analysts were women — a fig-
ure which had remained constant 
since 1981. There was little sign of 
improvement in the number of 
girls taking computing courses at 
school or in higher education. 
Only polytechnics and colleges at-
tracting increasing numbers of 
mature female students were en-
joying an upturn. 

His hope that compulsory tech-
nology teaching would make a 
"substantial or crucial effect" (ol-
lows warnings from the Labour 
Party and school advisers about 
shortages of technology teachers 
and classroom computers. 

It is estimated that there will be 
a 6,000 shortfall in technology 
teachers by 1995. This will particu-
larly harm primary schools where 
it is believed gender stereotying 
can be tackled most effectively. 

Labour says the shortages 
threaten the introduction of tech-
nology into schools this Septem-
ber, while the National Associa- A 
tion of Advisers in Computer j 
Education has warned there are ; 
not enough computers in schools ' 

Mr MacGregor said computing I 
companies should open links with 
local colleges and schools to boost 
female recruitment. 

I -
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